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ABSTRACT

This volume treats three special bearing types selected for study because of

their favorable stability characteristics and, hence, their potential for use

in high speed rotating machinery applications. The three bearing types ars:

a. The Three Lobe Journal Bearing 1

b. The Floating Sleeve Bearing with an Incompressible Lubricant

c. The Floating Sleeve Bearing with a Compressible Lubricant.

In the floating sleeve bearings, the ring is prevented from rotating bit is

otherwise free to move. The ring is floated by pressurizing the outer film

of the bearing. In the case of a compressible lubricant, the inner film is

pressurized as well.

The volume gives extensive design data in form of charts and tables from which

the bearing dimensions can be obtained for a given application. Data are given

for bearing flow, friction power loss and the speed at which hydrodynamic
instability sets in. In addition, two computer programs accompany the volume,

and instructions and listings of the programs are included. The programs may

be used to obtain data for cases not covered by the presented design data.

•--'• This document is subject to special export controls i.__=

and each transmittal to foreign governments or

foreign nationals may be made only with prior approval i _-__

of the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory (AFFL),
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433.
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The current trend towards high-speed rotating machinery in many applications

has focused attention on the bearings supporting the rotor. Most conventional

bearings are limited to relatively low speeds for a variety of reasons such as

operating life, high friction power loss and stability, and at the present time

there is no universal bearing which will eliminate all the problem areas.

The present volume analyzes three special Journal bearing types which are

capdble of insuring stable rotor operation to rather high speeds. As conceived,

the bearings assume low viscosity lubricants such as a gas or a low viscosity

fluid (fira. a liquid metal) in order to hold the friction power loss to an

acceptable level. The three bearings are intended to provide the designer

of high speed machinery with a greater variety of bearing types to choose from,

a choice which at present is mostly limited to the tilting pad Journal bearing.

The volume gives extensive design data in form of charts and tables from which

the dimensions and performance data of the bearings can be obtained. Several

numerical examples are included to illustrate the actual use of the data in

making a design. Furthermore, two computer programs accompany the volume,

and instructions for using the programs and listings of the programs are given.

The bearing considered first I. the three lobe bearing which is shown schemat-

ically in fig. 1. This bearing has been used for many years because of its

known ability to suppress instability, but up to this time, no information

has been available on its actual stability limit. Also, data has been lacking

on the triction power loss and flow of the bearing. The influence on tie

bearing performance of turbulence in the bearing film is included in the

investigation to cover lubricants such as liquid metals which are frequently

used in space power plants or in machinery for nuclear reactors.

The major advantages of the three lobe bearing are that it is relatively simple

in construction, it has no moving parts like a tilting pad bearing or a floating

"-1-
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sleeve bearing, it can be designed to operate stable at rather high speeds and it

is also able to run with a vertical rotor or a rotor in a zero-$ field which is

not possible with conventional cylindrical bearings. The limitations of the bearing

are its inability to accommodate any appreciable shaft misalignment unless

specially mounted, and its relatively high friction power loss.

The second bearing type is of the floating sleeve variety and is shown in Figure

2. It is given the name of the hydrodynamic-hydrostatic ring bearing. The ring

inserted between the journal and the outer bearing to prevented from rotating but

is otherwise unrestrained. The ring is floated by pressurizing the outer film

through feeder holes in the outer wall. By proper selection of bearing dimensions

and operating parameters, this bearing can be designed to have a very high stability

limit (theoretically, the bearing can be inherently stable if the mass of the

sleeve is ignored). Furthermore, because of its construction the bearing can

accommodate more shaft misalignment than the three lobe bearing. It is found, on

the other hand, that to achieve the improved stability it is necessary to have a

relatively big clearance in the outer film which meaus that the flow requirements

of the bearing are quite high compared to non-pressurized bearings. Also, the

friction power loss of the bearing becomes prohibitive at speeds considerably

lower than the speed at which the bearing would otherwise become unstable such

that the bearings high speed potential cannot be utilized fully. Even so, the

bearing is a more truly high-speed bearing than the three lobe bearing.

The third bearing type is also a floating sleeve bearing and quite similar to the

one considered above except that both the inner film and the outer film are

pressurized and the lubricant is a gas instead of a liquid. The bearing is called

the hybrid-hydrostatic ring bearing and is shown in fig. 3. It has the same

desirable stability characteristics as in the previous case and because of the

gaseous lubricant, the friction power loss is not nearly as serious. Hence,

the hybrid-hydrostatic bearing can operate at very high speeds, say 100,000 rpm

or more, depending on the application. The bearing, however, requires somewhat

tighter clearances than the liquid lubricated ring bearing which means that its

ability to accommodate misalignment is more restricted.

-2-
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In the following, each of the three bearing types are treated Ln separate

sections. The sections are devoted to a detailed discussioa of the design pro-
cedure for the bearings and explain the use of the design charts contained in

figs. 4 to 53. In addition, complete numerical examples have been worked out

for each bearing type. The theoretical analyses from which the data have

been obtained, are given for reference in 6 appendices in back of the volume.

Two computer programs have been written, oom for the three lobe bearing which

also applies to the inner film of the hydrodynamic-hydrostatic ring bearing, and

one for the hybrid-hydrostatic ring bearing. M&3uals for the programs are

given in Appendices VII and .VIII.

4
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THE TUiBE LDBE JOURNAL BEARMN

The geometry of the 3 lobe bearing is shown schematically ia figure 1. The
bearing is composed of 3 circular arcs vftse centers of curvature are, removed

from the center of the bearing by the distance r. Thus, even when the journal

is centered in the bearing, the pads are loaded. a this way, the stability

threshold of the bearing is raised and even a vertical rotor, or arotor

operating in a "zero-g field," can run stably which is not possible with a

conventional full circular bearing. However, the improved stability threshold

is paid for by an increase in friction power loss and a smaller operating

minitmum film thickness which makes the bearing more sensitive to impuriti~es in

the lubricant.

The journal diameter is D, its radius is R and the bearing length is L. The
lobes are separated by axial grooves with an arc width of 20 degrees. The

machined radial clearance of the lobes, common to all three lobes, is C such

that the radius of curvature of the lobes is R + C. The preload is defined

Preload: 5 W (1)

Thus, when 5 - 0, the bearing becomes cylindrical and when 5 - 1, the

journal touches all three lobes.

The preload is an important design parameter for the 3 lobe bearing. It

strongly influences the stability threshold and the friction power lose of

the bearing.

The other design parameters are the length-to-diameter ratio , the Sotierfeld

number S and the Reynolds number R e

So-merfeld Number: S t w 2 (2)

Reynolds Number: Re 21rgtrNC (3)
-5-



where:

V - bearing load, lbs

3 a rotor speed, rps

p•- lubricant viscosity, lbs.sec/inch
2

2 4
- lubricant mass density, lbs.sec /inch

for a given bearing geometry (i.e. for known values of and 8) and for a given

operating condition (t.e. for known values of S and R e), the bearing performance

can be calculated as shown in the analyses in Appendices i and Iz. The actual

calculations are carried out on a computer by means of the program described in

Appendix V]]ihere a listing and the instructions for using the program are given.

For known values of the four parameters, the bearing performance is defined by a

set of dimensionless quantities:

the bearing eccentricity ratio: eB = e.B (4)
C

the bearing attitude angle: cB (5)

flow parameter: Is (6)
NM.C

R_ F£
the friction factor: C Vf T (7)

the stability mass parameter: - (8)
V

the instability frequency ratio: = (9)
CK CK CK CK

the dimensionless spring coefficients: xx , YA 9... , (10)
W W W W

OMB PDB OnB QxB
the dimensionless damping coefficients: *x ' ' xy, .X , T_ (11)

W W V W

where:

eB a the distance between the bearing center and the journal center, inch

0, - the total hydrodynamic leakage flow, inch 3/sec

Ff - the total friction force, lbs

H - the mass of the journal, lbs.sec 2/inch

w 27t N, the angular speed of rotation, radians/sec

V - the whirl frequency at onset of instability, radians/sec

-6-
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Kxx, Kxy, K yx, K - spring coefficients, lbs/inch

B3M, Bxy, Byx , Byy - damping coefficients, lbs.sec/Inch

The x-y-coordinate system has its origin in the steady-state position of the

journal center with the x-axis in the direction of the applied static load:

Bearing Center

Journal center, steady-state

-y position

Under dynamic load, the journal center motion is described by the amplitudes

x and y. Then the dynamic forces acting on the journal are:

B dx 2F -- K x-3 -- Kt y---B d
x xx xx dt xy xy dt

dx d (12)
Fy. -K x - B -- Y-

yX yx ydt yy yy dt

The 8 dynamic coefficients are used to represent the bearing in a rotor response

calculation as described in Volume 5 (see also reference 3).

The hydrodynamic leakage flow, Q , is the sum of the end leakage flows from

the lobes and also includes any net excess flow into the grooves (see Appendix

VII.) To get the flow in gallons per minute (gpm), multiply 0 by bO and divide

by 231.

Usually, the lubricant is supplied to the bearing under soma pressure. The

flow induced in this way (the so called "zero speed flow") mast be added to the

hydrodynamic leakage flow to obtain the total bearing flow.

-7-
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The friction power loss can be calculated from the friction force, F as:

Friction power losa - If HP (13)
6600

If It is assumed that all of the heat generated by the friction power loss goes

into the lubricant film, the corresponding temperature rise of the lubricant can

be calculated based on the obtained flow. With thia temperature the operating

viscosity of the lubricant can be determined.

The eccentricity ratio e and the attitude angle qB defines the steady-state

position of the journal center relstIve to the bearing center and the static

load line (the x-axis). From this the minimum film thickness in the bearing

can be determined (see Appendix Ill. Under almost all conditions, the minimum

film thickness occurs at the bottom lobe (see fig. 1) in which case:

fC[ I- V' +J 42 JEScosq)8
Minim-m Film Thickness, inch -min. of(

{crl+c(8o$ e 4)v(.A?4

The minimm film thickness gives a relative measure of how hevvily, the bearing is

loaded. The acceptable lower value for the minimum film thickness depends on the

condition of the lubricant.

The threshold of instability is defined through the stability mass parameter in

eq. (8). It applies to a rigid rotor with total mass 2M supported in two similar

bearings, and the parameter defines that mass the rotor must have in order for

the rotor-bearing system to be on the threshold of instability for the specified

operating condition. If the actual rotor mass is bigger, the bearing is unstable.

At the threshold of instability the steady-state equilibrium position of the

journal is neutrally stable and the journal center whirls in an fnffnitesgimil

small closed orbit with a frequency V, given through the whirl frequency ratio -
V

The stability mass parameter can also be used to determine the threshold of

instability for a flexible rotor. Let the rotor consist of a shaft with stiffness

"-8-



K on which is mounted aenva•l disc with mass 2 K1 and M " are defined
such that the natural frequency of the motir simply supported at. the bearing
centerlines is equal to CIi. Then the threshold of stability is defined
by the parameter:

Stability Mass Parameter for Flexible JOto : w
/W

1 f2
where - and have the values obtained for the rigid motor. It is seen
that the flexibility of the rnt= lowers the threshold of instability.

If the rotor is not symmetric, the computer program described in Volume 5 can
be used to calculate the speed at onset of instability. In this calculation,
the bearing is represented by the 8 dynamic coefficients as obtained above.

The performance of the 3 lobe bearing with a preload of: 5 - 0.5, and for two
values of the length-to-diameter ratio: L/D - 0.5 and 1, is given in Table
The uolumns of the table give the values of the parameters defined above.
For those conditions where no valuesis given for the instability frequency
ratio or the stability mass parameter, the bearing is stable.

The table contains two additional quantities, namely Qx/NDLC which is the
dimensionless circumferential flow (i.e. the sul of the flows entering the
three lobes from the grooves), and C1KW/pDL (-) which is another dimensionless
form of the stability mass parameter (it is equal to / 411 S ).

The most significant results are plotted in figs. 8 to 15. Figs. 8 and 9 give
the stability mass parameter. Figs. 10 and 11 show the friction factor, figs.
12 and 13 give the minimum film thickness normalized with respect to C, and
figs 14 and 15 give the flow parameter. The abcissa is in all cases the
Sommerfeld number S, and each graph contains four curves corresponding to
Reynolds mnbers of 0, 2000, 10000 and 30,000. The curves for R -O apply to
laminar flow (i.e. when Re< 2,000).

- 9-
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The use of the graphs is beat illustrated by'an example. Let a rigid, symmetric

rotov of 200 lbs. be supported in two similar 3 lobe bearings with a length-to-

diamter ratio of 1/2. The lubricant is liquid potassium at 50007. TLe data are:

bearing diameter: D a 3 inch

bearing length; L - 1.5 inch

radial clearance: C - 0.002 inch

preload: 5 - 0.5

bearing load: W - 100 lbs.

Journal mass: X - 100/386 a 0.259 lbs.sec /$Ach
-8 2

lubricant viscosity: g - 3.85-10 lbs.sec/inch

lubricant mass density: 7 - 7.310"5 lbs.asec2/inch 4

Denote the rotor speed in rpm as N. Theant,.

It r. 7.3o.r . F..o . _02 6N.';;;

,.)60 a

Is

With these relationships the bearing performance can be obtained from filgs.
10, 12 and 14:

From From From
fig. 10 fig.12 fig.14Rotor speed Fo Power loss Flow Mn. Film

Wth te e S Crli t C perL.oaC c P b t Thickness. inch

5,000 2,980 0.0Os12 5.8 0.2 1.6b 0.092 0.32 0.0004

10,000 5,960 0.1025 14 0.33b 0.84 0.44 0.33 0.00067

15,000 8,940 0.2438 31 0.4 0.59 1.48 0.34 0.0008

18,000 10,710 0.292.) 47 0.428 0.51 2.b8 0.3b 0.00086

- 10-



To determine the threshold of instability, plot the stability limit for the

rotor in fig. 8:

2

1 I, rpm 3 V

2,000 3,3b0 0.0546 (Stable)

10,000 16,800 0.273 17.9

30,000 SO,400 0.819 81.5

The operating line of the rotor Is given by: W - 215.82 which is a straightV

line with a slope of 2 in fig. 8 because of the logarithmic scales. The

operating line intersects the stability limit curve at C a 19 from which

the speed at onset of instability is found to be 18,300 rpm. For comparison,

the instability speed of a plain cylindrical bearinS can be determined from

Table 3 as:

10,700 rpm for C - 0.002

Plain Cylindrical Bearing 14,260 rpm for C - 0.001

This gives an indication of the stability improvement obtainable with a three

lobe bearing.

If the rotor instead of being rigid is flexible and consists of a shaft on

which is mounted a central disc, the threshold speed will be lowered. Let

the disc weigh 200 lbs and let the shaft have a stiffness of 106 lbs/inch.

The natural frequency of the rotor simply supported is:

Natural frequency 1- - l,390 rdians rpm
200/386 Y oO,'386 -s 1330

The shaft stiffness to be used in eq. (15) Is: 2 - 500,000 lbs/inch and the

half disc mass is: 1it - 100/386 - 0.259 lbs.sec /inch. Hence:

C . 0.002 • 500.000 -10
L00W

C%' 2. 215.S2

W

-11-
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The flexible rotor- has the same operating line as the rigid rotor since the meas

is unchanged. The stability limit, however, is lowered. From eq. (15)

2 00

10 + (0.5) W

where the instability frequency ratio has been set equal to 0.5 (for a more accurate

value, use Table 2). Hence, by using fig. 8:

R N, rpm S W (from fig. 8) W

2,000 3,360 0.0546 (stable) (stable)

10,000 16,800 0.273 17.9 12.35

30,000 50,400 0.819 81.5 2b.35

The operating line intersects the stability ewm at Rw - 12 to which corresponds

a threshold speed of 14,500 rpm.

When the rotor is vertical or operates in a "zero g field", the bearing is un-

loaded, i.e. W - 0. Hence, the eccentricity ratio e is zero, and the Sommerfeld

number :becomes; infinite and can no longer be employed as a parameter. In this

case the performance parameters of eqs. (7), (8), (10) and (11) are redefined.

Vertical Rotor F

friction factor: L 2D- ( 2 (16)

C.ND( N 1 2

stability sass parameter: "JX(-W2 (17)

dimensionless spring coefficients: CL2K 12 (18)
ILNDL (I 2 W

dimensionless damping coefficients: NL2 (19)
g.NDL ()

and similarly for K K K B Byx and By It should be noted that for a
xy yx yy xy YX yy

vertical rotor:

K =K
yy xx

-12-



K u- K

B Byy xx

B -Byx xy

Calculated performance data are given in Table I for a 3 lobe bearing with
L=1

D Y and 1, and for 4 Ualues of the Reynolds number.b preloads are considered.

The stability mass parameter and the friction factor are plotted'in figs. 4

to 7 as a function of the preload. Hence, for a given applicatibn the preload

required to ensure stable operation is readily determined. T6'illustrate,

consider the same rigid ,.rrtaras in the previous example. From the given

rotor and bearing data:

Re = 0.596.

*CMN MN O.zN -4

friction power loss . H

Thus, by using figs. 4 and 6:

From Fig. b

CKN F fFrom Fig.4 I g 2

e N, rpm OLD(_.2 Preload: B C . __ Power Loss, HP

2,000 3,360 0.297 0.3938 4 0.03

10,000 16,800 1.49 0.52 156 2.27

30,000 50,400 4.4o 0.575 360 47.1

Hence, the rotor can operate stably at 50,000 rpm if the preload is approxi-
mately 0.6 but the friction power loss is then close to 50 HP.

It is seen that the threshold speed for the vertical toor" with a bearing pre-

load of 0.5 is approximately 16,000 rpm which is a slight. reduction of the speed

determined for a horizontal rotor where the bearing is loaded.

-13-



MhE HYDIRDYNAMIC-HYDROSTATIC RING BEARING

The bearing is shown schematically in figure 2. It actually consists of two

bearings (two lubrication films) separated by a floating ring. The ring is

restriined from rotating by a pin but is otherwise free to move. In the/

inne"r film, pressures are developed by the hydrodynamic action from the

rotating Journal. The outer film, which is a hydrostatic bearing, is supplied

with pressurized lubricant through restricted feeder holes. In this way the

bearing can be designed sucb that the-damping from the outer film stabilizes

the inner bearing thereby raising the stability limit of the bearing signi-

ficantly. Furthermore, by this construction the bearings ability to accommodate

misalignment is appreciably improved. On the other hand, the flow requirements

of the bearing are large as discussed in the following.

The detailed analysis of the bearing is given in Appendices liI and. IV.- The

computer program described in AppendixVc. is used to calculate the performance

characteristics of the inner film and some typical data are given in Table 3.

-- The stability characteristics of the bearing are given by figures 16 to 21.

The length-to-diameter ratio is equal to 1, based on the journal diameter.

The charts are based on a given outer film stiffness, K , and the curves give

the stability mass parameter 2 /W as a function of the damping, Bo, of the

outer film. The curves are plotted for several values of the Sommerfeld

number S of the inner film, and two Reynolds numbers are considered: 0 and

30,000.

The outer film stiffness and damping are used in the dimensionless forms:

for outer film stiffness: CK (20)
W

for outer film damping: Bo (21)
W

where:

C = radial clearance of inner film, inch

-15-
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V - bearing load, lbs

CD - angular speed of rotation, radians/sec

K0 - outer film spring coefficient, lbs/inch

B - outer film damping coefficient, lbs.sec/inch0
The stability mass parameter has been defined and discussed in the previous section

on the three lobe bearing (see eq. (8)). It applies to a rigid, symmetric rotor

*ith mass 2M.

The charts, figs. 16 to 21, show that for a certain range of the outer film damping,

the bearing is inherently stable. This "corridor" of inherent stability is seen

to have a slope of 2 in the charts. Since the charts employ logarithmic scales,
C~o. 2/

this means that for the bearing to operate in the corridor the ratio (=O2

-4- is constant. This ratio is independent of speed.
W

In designing the bearing, the objective, is to select the outer film stiffness

and damping such that the bearing operates in the stable corridor. The outer

film coefficients are given by the charts in figs. 22 to 25. In these charts

the coefficients have the dimensionless form:

1+8 2 C KDimensionless stiffness: 2 '2 0o0 42F PLO

CoBo
Dimensionless damping: 4LoD 2

0 0C

(note: subscript "o" is left out on the charts)

where:

D - bearing diameter, inch0

L - bearing length, inch L
o

R° - bearing radius, inch

C - radial clearance of outer film, inch

K - bpring coefficient, lbs/inch0
B - damping coefficient, lbs.sec/inch

0

P lubricant supply pressure, psig
5 2

- lubricant viscosity, "lbs.sec/inch

- 16-
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The feeder holes of the bearing may either be in the centerplane of the bearing,

called "single plane admission", or arranged in two planes symmetric with

respect to the centerplane, called "double plane admission." If the distance

between the admission planes is L,, define:

L2-L 0 -LI

D -(22)

nL2
Dm
0

Hence, for single plane admission, 41-0 and 2-L 0o/D , whereas for double

plane admission the above dafinitions apply.

The fiow restriction may be provided by orifices or by the feeder holes them-

selves FW;n

If there is no orifice and the feeder hole acts as a narrow tube, the bearing

is said to be laminar restricted. When the predominant flow restriction is in

the orifice, the bearing is orifice restricted. Finally, the flow may be

restricted in the "curtain" area formed between the rim of the feeder hole

and the surface of the ring. This is called "inherent compensation." The

inherent compensation factor:

2a_ (24)

0

gives the ratio between the orifice area and the curtain area. When 5-0,

the feeder hole is purely orifice restricted, and when 8-0, the flow restric-

tion takes place in the curtain area only. For intermediate values of 8,

both restrictors are acting. For the laminar restrictor, set B-0.

-17-
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The spacing factor X accounts for the effect of the spacing of the feeder holes.

Lot there be n feeder holes in total (i.e. for double plane admission there

are holes per plane). Then X is given by:

)-I + 2- log (25)
n42 e p 1

where np is the number of holes per admission plane (n - n or np- •n.) For

sore accurate expressions, see eqs. (C-28), (C-29), (C-33) and (C-34), Appendix 1 1 1 .

A typical value is: X - 1.5.

In the charts, figs. 16 to 21, the abcissa is the restrictor coefficient A which
8

gives the ratio between the flow resistance of the bearin3 film and the feeder

holes. It is defined as:

314 Dha 2 X42 (Orifice restriction +

Restrictor Coefficient: A2+ 2inherent compensation)

-3 a (Laminar restriction)

where:

CD - discharge coefficient (C DV 0.6)

a - radius of orifice or feeder hole, inch

"m ass density of lubricant, lbs'sec2 /inch4

A - length of feeder hole, inch

and the other symbols have been defined above. It is seen that the bearing is

optimiz3d with respect to stiffness when A - 1.
a

The charts assume that the bearing is operating with no eccentricity. This assump-

tion is valid in most cases. Furthermore, the load displacement characteristic

is close to being linear such that:

W C C K (27)
0 00

where:

V - bearing load, lbs.

SM bearing eccentricity ratio

-18-



This relationship is valid for eccentricities up to: eo0 0.4 to 0.5.

The bearing flow can be determined from fig. 26 where the ordinate is the dimen-

sionless flow:

31
P C A 42PC

s o

Here:

Q - flow, inch3 /sec.

The chart is valid for both single plaue admission and double plane admission,

and for any length-to-diameter ratio.

The use of the design charts is best illustrated by an example. First, it is

seen from eq. (27) that:

CK
O0 " 1

or:
* Cx

*C 6 o 0 (28)
M eo0 o18

eo should not exceed 0.4 in order for the bearirg to have some load margin.
Hence, the dimensionless stiffness Cao should be chosen as large as possible

V

in oider for C not to become too large which would lead to unreasonable flow

requirements. On the other hand, the stability corridor narrows down with

increasing outer film stiffness and eventually disappears. Thus, a compromise

is necessary. In the present case, choose the largest dimensionless stiffness

value given in the charts, namely Ci /W - 0.7, which means that figs. 16 and

19 apply. To operate in the stability c.orridor, set CmB /W - 0.6 for

C)b2 /W - 1 whereby the rotor will operate along a straight line with a slope
of 2 in the chart. Hence:

B - CDAolW -0.6 - 0.6 (29)0 ff
(CID /W) V-1

Let the rotor be rigid and symmetric with a weight of 200 lbs. The data for
the rotor and its two bearings are:

-19-



bearing diameter: D - 3 inch

bearing length: L - 3 inch

outer diameter of ring: DO - 3.5 inch

lubricant viscosity: pL - 3.85l0-8 lbs*sec/inch

lubricant mass density:Y - 7.3"10-5 lbs'sec2/inch4

bearing load: V - 100 lbs.

journal mass: M - 100/386 - 0.259 lbs'sec2 /inch

The lubricant is liquid potassium at 5000F.

The outer bearing is chosen as a hydrostatic bearing with single plane admission

and laminar restricted feeder holes. Hence, fig. 24 applies where the dimension-

less damping is:

C0 Bs0  Bo0 1 0.6 (30)

&ALLD '(0) 2uL () 21AL (0X)0 R0 C 0 C0 0 0

or:

S o/ C°!°

C .

Now, from eq.(28) it is seen that C/C < 0.4"0.7 - 0.28, i.e. even if it is

desired to have a small value of C to keep the flow down, C cannot be too0 0
small if C shall have a practical value. Set C - 0.0007 inch and try with a

dimensionless damping value of 4 (corresponds to A - 0.25). Hence, from eq.5
(31):

3
( 0.6 0.259.100 4.0 = 1.25-108

0 2-3.85.108.3 0.0007

or:

R o -5102
C

0

-20-



I
i.e.

Co 0.0035 inch
0 500

Since C/C M 0.0007/0.0035 - 0.2 < 0.28, this value of C can be accepted. The

chosen dimensionless damping corresponds to a restrictor coefficient of:

As - 0.25. Thus, from fig. 22:

C0K 0 X2 ' 0.28

Now:

C K 2 '.2 -W 2 C . 0.28
PeL0D C PLo D W

or:
ps __90 1 (32)

C L D W 0.28
0 0

Here: 4 2 - LI/D and X shall be set equal to 1.5. Thus:

h 0.0035 100 3 1
0.0007 3.-3-. 0 3.5 • 0 .28 -00p8

which establishes the required supply pressure.

From the definition of the restrictor coefficient:

3 n 4

As - 0.25 - I 3
C 3

0

or:
4 3 -8na -8 (0.0035) - 8.89.10
Let3 1.5 3/3.5

Let the feeder hole have a diameter: d - 2a - 0.020 inch and let the number

of holes be: n - 10 whereby:

- 1.125 inch

Check the spacing factor:

2 D 2 3.5
X-1l+-log (--.2)l 2 + log --- )-16

" 2 e nd 10"3/3*5 e 10 0.02) " 1.67

-21-



which is close enough to the estimated value of 1.5. It should be noted that if

the obtained feeder hole dimensions are not acceptable for various reasons, the

bearing can be mode orifice restricted instead or a different A-value can be

ehosen which would have little influence on the selection of C and C . Going to
0

a Value of A - 0.5 would reduce the required feeder hole length to 1 = 0.56 inch,

the supply pressure would become P aa 105 psig whereas the outer film clearance

only would change from 0.0035 inch to 0.0034 inch. In other words, it is very

important to select the proper value of the outer film clearance but the bearing

is not too sensitive to even quite larger changes in the other parameters. This

is quite readily deduced from eq. (31) where, for a given rotor weight, lubricant

viscosity and overall bearing dimensions, the clearance C0 is pretty well defined

once it is required that the bearing must operate in the stable corridor. Thus,

eq. (31) can be considered to be the governing design equation with eq. (28) as

a necessary condition.

From fig. 26 the dimensionless flow is found to be 0.2. Hence, the flow becomes:

X*PC 3  . , 3
Q - . 0.2 - -. 150-0.-0035). . 0.2 = 27.2 inch3 = 7.1 gpm

3042 3 "3.85 " 10 "-14. .5 "3/3.5 sec

This is seen to be 20 times the flow required for the three lobe bearing for the

same application. However, whereas the thtee lobe bearing becomes unstable at

18,000 rpm, the hydrodynamic-hydrostatic bearing is stable to much higher speeds.

The actual stiffness of the hydrostatic bearing is calculated to be:

150.3-3.5K 0 0.0035 . 0.28 - 126,000 lbs/inch

The damping coefficient becomes:
3.85'10"8."33.5 (1.75 4.0 =116 lb.sec

o 0.0035 (0.0035 inch

Assuming a linear load-displacement relationship, the eccentricity ratio becomes:

-22-



H 100 ". ' " " "
to - o 0.227

C 0.0035 126000 0.227

which is considerably less than 0.4. Hence, the bearing should be able to with-

stand dynamic loads of at least the same magnitude as the static load.

From Table 3, the stability mass parameter of the inner film is fownd to be

approximately equal to 6 with a whirl frequency ratio of 0.5. Now, the onset

of instability can be likened to a resonance where:

V2- eff

where Keff represents the effective stiffness of the inner film.. Hence:

YM Y2 (M2)2 W u.052. 100 -
Keff . aH- C ( 0) 06 • 007 214,000 lbs/inch

The ring has an inner diameter of 3 inches and an outer diameter of 3.5 inches.

Hence, its mass is:

(3.5 2 ) - 3 0.283- 2.17 lbs - 0.0056 lbs'sec2 /inch

The natural frequency of the ring is:

21'4000 + 126n000 = 7,800 radians = 75,000 rpm
0.0056 sec

With an estimated instability frequency ratio of 0.5, the ring may become un-

stable at 150,000 rpm. This, then should be considered the top speed of the

rotor to be on the safe side.

Making use of Table 3, the ftiction power loss of the bearing can be computed:

Rotor Speed Power Loss

rpm e S- HP

20,000 4,200 5.35 9.7

40,000 8,300 10.7 64.4

60,000 12,500 16.1 195

80,000 16,700 21.4 432
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Thus, even if the bearing is stable up to at least 150,000 rpm, the power loss

becosms prohibitive at half that speed because of turbulence in the film.

In su*try, the calculated bearing dimensions and the bearing performance data are:

journal diameter: D - 3 inch

outer diameter of ring: D0 i 3.5 inch

bearing length: L - 3 inch

radial clearance of inner film: C - 0.0007 inch

radial clearance of outer film: C - 0.0035 inch
0

number of feeder holes for hydrostatic bearing: n - 10

feeder hole diameter: d - 0.020 inch

feeder hole length: I - 1.25 inch

supply pressure for hydrostatic bearing: Ps - 150 psig
bearing flow: Q a 7.1 gpm

maximum stable speed (conservative estimate): 150,000 rpm

friction power loss: at 70,000 rpm 9.7 HP

at 40,000 rpm 64.4 HP

at 60,000 rpm 195 HP

at 80,000 rpm 432 HP
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II-II -___..__.....

THE RYBRID-HYOST.ATIC RING BEARING

The bearing is shown schematically in figure 3. It differs from the previously

considered hydrodynamic-hydrostatic ring bearing by employing a gas as a

lubricant instead of a liquid. Plirthermore, both the inner and the outer film

are pressurized thereby enhancing the load carrying capacity which would other-

wise be rather limited with gas as a lubricant. The ring separating the inner

and the outer film, is restrained from rotating but is otherwise free to,,

follow the motions of the journal. As shown in fig. 3, the inner film is

supplied with pressurized gas through feeder holes in the centerplane of the

ring. The load carrying capacity of the inner film is then produced by both

hydrostatic and hydrodynamic action which is known as a hybrid bearing. The

outer film is purely hydrostatic and, as shown in fig. 3, consists of two

bearings supplied with pressurized gas through feeder holes in a central plane.

The ends of the bearings are vented to atmosphere. Figure 3 is only intended

to show one possible arrangement and other designs would be possible.

The major objective of this type of bearing design is to improve the stability

limit of the bearing. Furthermore, the bearing offers the advantage of being

able to accommodate a larger mount of misalignment than more conventional

bearing types.

The analysis of the bearing is given in Appendices V and VI. Furthermore, a

computer program for calculating the bearing has been written, and the

instructions for using the program and a Listing of the program are given

in Appendix VIII.

The stability characteristics of the bearing are given by the charts in figs.

27 to 44. Three values of the supply pressure for the inner film have been

considered:

P
-2, 5 and 10.

P-
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where:

P * supply pressure for inner film, psi&

Pa ambient pressure, psia

Furthermore, three values of the stiffness of the outer film are considered. In

dimensionless form:

(P,-1 8)L -0.24, 0.18 ad 0.09 (33)

where:

D - journal diameter, inch

L w bearing length, inch

C - radial clearance of inner film, inch

K - stiffness of outer film, lbs/incho

Curves are given for 7 values of the compressibility number A:

A M - 0.3, 1, 2, 5, 10, 30 and 100 (34)

where:

p - gas viscosity, lbs.sec/inch
2

m - angular speed of journal, radians/sec

The charts, figs. 27, 29, 31 --- 43, give the value of the stability mass para-

meter: (RO 2

Stability Mass Parameter: (Ps-Pa)LD (35)

as a function of the dimensionless damping of the outer film:
OMB

0 (36)
P LDa

where:

N - journal mass (half the rotor mass), lbs-sec 2 /inch

B - damping coefficient of outer film, lbsasec/incho

As in the case of the hydrodynamic-hydrostatic ring bearing, it is seen that for

a certain range of the outer film damping the bearing is inherently stable. The
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objective when designing the bearing is to select the besiri•g dimensions such

that the bearing operates in the "stability corridor" established by the

charts.

The charts, figs. 28, 30, 37,--44, give the whirl frequency ratio:

Wirl frequency ratio: Y (37)

as a function of the stability mass parameter. Here:

V - whirl frequency at onset of instability, radians/sec

These charts are used in calculating the stiffness and damping of the outer

film as discussed later.

All the charts, figs. 27 to 44, are based on the following data:

length-to-diameter ratio: L - 1
D

restrictor coefficient: A - 0.7

Inherent compensation factor: 5 - 1000

spacing factor: % - 1.5

eccentricity ratio: e - 0.02

For A: - 0.7, the bearing is optimized with respect to the hydrostatic stiffness.

The bearing is inherently compensated (i.e. there are no orifices) to eliminate

the possibility 6f pneumatic hammr inatability. The journal is assumed to

operate essentially in its concentric position but since the load is reason-

ably linear with displacement, the charts should be valid up to an eccentricity

ratio of approximately 0.4 which covers the acceptable design range.

Figures 45 to 52 give the dimensionless stiffness and dimensionless damping

of the hydrostatic outer film in the form:

CIC o
Dimensionless Stiffness: (p(-P8) LD)

B
Dimensionless Damping: -0 R (39)

0

-27-
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.(lote: in the charts, subscript "o" has been left out).
'. The abeissa In the charts is the Squeeze number a:

p 2

Squeeze Number: a = (0 140)P•

The symbols are:

0O * outer diameter of ring, inch

% - ourter radius of ring, inch

L - length of outer bearing, inch0

C 0 radial clearance of outer film, inch0

(PO)° - supply pressure for outer film, psia
(Pa)o - mbient pressure for outer film, psia

2
g - gas viscosity, lbs'sec/inch

I- vibratory frequency, radians/sec

Ko - spring coefficient of outer film, lbs/inch

B - damping coefficient of outer film, lbsesec/inch
0

The charts are valil for a single admission plane of feeder holes in the center-

.plane of the bearing. The feeder holes are inherently compensated (5-1000) to

avoid pneumatic hammer and the spacing factor is X-1.5. The length-to-diameter

ratio is 0.4 and four supply pressure ratios have been considered: Ps/Pa l. 2 5 ,

2, 5 and 10. A iride range of the restrictor coefficient is covered:

A 42'O.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 1. The restrictor coefficient is defined

as:

A 6nd n (inherent compensation) (41)
so 0

where:

n - number of feeder holes

d - feeder hole diameter, inch
2 2 o

- gas constant, inch /sec R

T - total temperature, R

The gas flow of the outer film is given in dimensionless form in the chart, fig.

53: L (2

2 3
JEP C D

so 0 0
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where:

X mass flow,, lbs-sec/inch

The chart is actually valid for all length-to-disaeter ratios, for both single

and double plane admission, and for both orifice restriction and inherent

compensation. Hence, Lo is replaced by - and the restrictor coefficient
D 0D

is given in its general form (see AppendixV).

The use of the charts is best illustrated by an example. The or is assumed

to be rigid and sysmnetric and it vweighs; 90 lbs. The given data re:

bearing load: W - 45 lbs.
2journal mass: M - 45/386 - 0.117 lbs'sec /inch

journal diameter: D - 3 inch

bearing length: L - 3 inch

radial clearance, inner film: C - 0.0015 inch

outer diameter of ring: Do - 3.75 inch

length of one outer bearing: L0 - 1.25 inch

ambient pressure: P a 14.7 psia

gas viscosity (air at 120°F): jL - 2.8"10" lbs-sec/inch

gas constant (air): d? - 2.472'105 inch2 /sec 2 o

total temperature: 120 + 460 - 580°0R

Hence:
8 " 2A T - 1.434"10 inch2/sec

or:

7 - 1.19810 4 inch/sec
2The load on the bearing is 45 lbs and the bearing area is: L*D - 3"3 - 9 inch

The load per square inch is then 5 psi which requires that the available

pressure across the bearing be at least 20 psi and preferably more, i.e.:

P -P >20s a
or P_. Ps > 2.4

P
a
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The stability charts have the dimensionless support stiffness in the form:
K (P -Pa )LD. The eccentricity ratio of the outer film is determined from the

relationship:

C aK - V (43)00 0
from which:

to - I P a-POD(4
C0 YE0K " P.&L C0  C% 44

a should be small and shouldnot exceed 0.4. Thus, in order to keep the clearance

ratio around 1, the dimensionless outer film stiffness should be chosen as large

as possible and the supply pressure should also be kept high. Choose the largest

value of the dimensionless support stiffness in the charts, namely:

C - 0.24

(P/-Pt)LD

Estimate that C/C 'X 1 and set cow 0.2 to get:
00

(-PP) C W 1 )0O psi (45)
€a C LD 0.24

0 0

or:

P - 120 psia

which means:

P a 120 8
F -147.7a

The stability charts to use for this case are then fig. 33 and fig. 39. To

operate in the stability corridor it is found from the charts that the dimension-

less outer film damping should be:

CraB CHO 21
----°-2.5 at=
PLD (P -Pa)LDa 8a

For constant support damping, the rotor will operate along a straight line with
a slope of 2 in the charts as the speed increases. The corresponding damping

can be found from the relationship:
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CMB /PtO
o, a- 1 saf-) . o (46)

From figs. 50 to 53 it is seen that the dimensionless outer film damping will

be around 1. Set:

B
0 -1

Since there are two outer film bearings, the damping per bearing is half the

required damping given in eq. (46). The damping per bearing can be expressed

by means of eq. (46) as:
Bo _ •""" P a i, . 2

0 - 1-a 1 •-2

0 (Ro 3

00

or:

*~ 2~~3~ 9(P~* 2C(120 014.7f

(47)

Set C = 0.0015 inch whereby:

RO3- 10.84-109

0.

or:

R30o 2.21.103

C
0

i.e.

C - 1.875 . 10- = 0.00085 inch
0 2.21

Eq. (47) (together with eqs. (44 or (45)) must be considered the key design

equation. For a given rotor-bearing system, the clearance of the outer film

can only vary within a very limited range if the rotor is to operate within

the stability corridor. Hence, C is the critical design dimensiou whereas

the other design parameters can vary appreciably without having serious effects.

-31-
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I* check the estimated outer film damping, the following relationship is readily

deduceds 2

lere: 2 2 -10.21
ab U A: a (48)7

Pro L(P ~ 28.10 ) ( 3(l01,

whereby:
Ob2 . 0.142.A2

(1 1 ))LD

From the definition of A and a (eqs. (34) and (40)) it is seen that:
V

, 2.;• A (49)

Making use of these relationships, figs. 34 and 40 can be employed to set up the

following table:

B -0 goo -- 0
(*•2'p I ,

A 

o 
•

2 0.567. 0.5 2.0 0.5 2.0

5 3.54 0.202 2.02 0.31 3.1

10 14.2 0.105 2.10 0.185 3.7

30 128 0.036 2.16 0.075 4.5

10( 1420 0.0112 2.24 0.0245 4.9

V

In this table, ; is the instability frequency ratio obtained by interpolation

between figs. 34 and 40. As seen from figs. 33 and 39, the stability corridor

passes between two regions of instability, and the instability frequency is

different for the two regions as shown by-figs. 34 and 40. The left hand

region is identified in figs. 34 and 40 as the region where B -400, and the

right hand region is identified as the region where B-WOO.

At the onset of instability, the journal whirls in closed orbit with frequency

V. Hence, V becomes the vibratory frequency as seen by the outer film and the

-32-



stiffness and damping of the outer film must, therefore, be evaluated at the

corresponding values of the Squeeze number as given in the table. Since the

outer film decreases with increasing - squeeze number it is only necessary to

consider the Squeeze number corresponding to the left hand instability region

(B -.*0).

The charts, figs. 33 and 39, are based on a dimensionless support stiffness of

0.24. Hence:
(120-14.7)'3"3 -151,600 3b3/inch

Ko = 0.0015

Since there are two bearings, the required stiffness per bearing is:
(K0 )per bearing w 75,800 lbs./inch

Astuming a restrictor coefficient value such that:

02 0.05

the dimensionless stiffness per bearing is found by interpolation between

figs. 47 and 48 as (dal2.2):

Coe -0.15

(Ps-Pa)oL0D0

or:

a o 0.00085*75,800('a do =1.25.3.75"0.15 =9.

There fore :

P 0so 106.3 psia ' 120 psia

whereby:

a o

Thus, boan films have the same supply pressure.

At this calculated pressure ratio, with As 2 = 0.05 and a - 2.2 the dimension-

less damping per bearing is found from figs. 51 and 52 to be equal to the

earlier assumed value of 1. Hence, the assumed value of A 0.05 is correct.

Now: L
L 0-1.25 -1
D 3.75 3
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(Note: even if the charts, figs. 45 to 52, are based on •20.4. the dimension-

less stiffness and damping are not too sensitive to variations in 42 and the charts

my, therefore, also be used for 42 "). Bence:
3

- 0.05"3 - 0.15

From the definition of A in eq. (41):5

n d - 1oo2 4 120"6(0.00085)2. 0.15 - 0.46 inch6 pL 6• TT 6"2.8"10"91.198.104

set:

a - 10

whereby:

d- 0.0065 inch

The spacingfactor becomes:

i,- 1+ lOgs(D ) - 3.4

So0d0which is higher than the value of 1.5 for which the charts are valid. This, Low-

ever, has only very minor influence on the damping but the stiffness is somewhat

reduced. On the other hand, the supply pressure has been set 14 psi larger than

actually required which should offset the reduction due to the spacing factor.

Iven so, the calculated feeder hole diameter is small and should preferably be

larger (0.01 to 0.02 inches) although the obtained value can be used as is.

The mesa of the ring is:

(3.752 - 3.02)-3"0.283 - 3.38 lbs - 0.006753 lbs'sec 2/inch

If the ring was rigidly supported, figs. 33 and 39 give:
CI2

at B - : . - 1.4
o (Ps-Pa)LD "

V
The corresponding frequency ratio is: - 0.5. Define an effective stiffness

of the inner film by:

V2 = Keff

or: 2 )2
C eff 2 (P) - 0.25"1.4 - 0.35 (50)
(P -P&)LD PPaL
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whereby:
* K . (120 - 14.7)03"3 .0.35 - 221,000 lbs/inch
off 0.0015

With a total outer film stiffness of: K - 151,600 lbs/inch, the natural

frequency of the ring is:

Natural frequency of ringv F 0.00875 11600 - 6,530 radians/sec -

62,400 rpm

Assuming an instability frequency ratio of 0.5, the ring may become unstable by

itself at 125,000 rpm. This is a conservative estimate but to be safe, this

speed should be considered the maximum speed for the bearing.

With A842 - 0.05, the dimensionless flow for the outer film Is found from

fig. 53 to be 0.034. Hence, the flow per bearing becomes:

- x'(120) 2(0.00085)3 .0.034 - 1.172.-0-6 lbs'sec 4. 5 2 . 10 -4 lbs
6.2.8"10-9.1.434"108.0.33 inch

-0.33 scfm

For the two outer bearings, the flow is 0.0009 lbs/sec - 0.66 scfm.

For the inner film, As 2 -017. Since•2- lLt u- 0*7 or:

- 120"(0.0015)2 0.7 - 0.938

6*2.8*10-9 1.198-10

Set n - 12 whereby:

d - 0.076 inch

The corresponding spacing factor is: X - 1.22 which is close to the value of

X - 1.5 on which the charts are based;

The dimensionless flow for the inner film is determined from gig. 53 to bo"

0.39. Hence, the flow becomes:

- .(20 2  3 -5 lbs~sec -3~ lbs -71sfX .(120). (0.0015) .0.39 - 2.475"10 inch 955*10 sec 7.1 scfm
-9 8

6"2.8"10 1.434"10

The calculated bearing dimensions and performance data are summarized'below:

total rotor weight: 2W - 90 lbs.

journal diameter: D 3 inch

-35-
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outer diamater of ring: Do 3.75 inch

length of ring: L -3 inch

length of one outer bearing: L° 1.25 inch
radial clearance of Inner film: C -0.0015 inch

radial clearance of outer film: C° 0.00085 inch

number of feeder holes for inner film: n - 12

diameter of feeder holes for inner film: d - 0.076 inch

number of feeder holes for one outer bearing: n - 10

diameter of feeder holes for outer bearing: do = 0.0065 inch

supply pressure for both films: P5 - 120 psi&

S- flow for inner film: 7.1 scfm

flow for two outer bearings.: 0.66 scfm

maximam stable speed (conservative estimate): 125,000 rpm

-36- r.
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3 LWE SEARiNg. VERTICAL ROTOR

D 2 CKm CX~ Coil C3M ca

Preload R 7f Qz 
____M = a .W w4 Re C6 SW NDLC NDLC ID~~ SW SW1 *swY s

0 18.04 .0812 4.345 .4978 .01503 .1499 1.585 3.184 -.005772000 44.55 .0892 4.351 .4983 .02122 .2150 2.536 5.090 -.01390.1 10000 133.8 .0946 4.355 .4986 .04833 .4893 6.179 12.39 -.030030000 306.3 .0964 4.357 .4987 .1011 1.027 13.24 26.56 -.0678

0 21.11 .1994 3.787 .4935 .07009 .6783 2.542 5.152 -.009122000 47.48 .2185 3.803 .4952 .09369 .9174 3.815 7.703 -.02070.25 10000 139.6 .2331 3.814 .4962 .2039 2.004 8.983 18.10 -.043230000 317.7 .2381 3.818 .4965 .4206 4.143 18.96 38.18 -.0992

0 24.66 .2933 3.313 .4886 .1.935 1.832 3.986 8.159 -.01712000 50.77 .3207 3.337 .4918 .2464 2.367 5.732 11.66 -.03070.375 10000 145.8 .3445 3.357 .4938 .5111 4.952 17.98 26.28 -.063530000 329.7 .3528 3.363 .4944 1.038 10.08 27.11 54.84 -.1413

0 29.74 .3810 2.828 .4817 .5339 4.905 6.912 14.35 -.03012000 55.38 .4154 2.860 .4869 .6456 6.067 9.391 19.29 -.04970.5 10000 154.0 .4502 2.890 .4909 1.258 12.02 20.22 41.19 -.101530000 345.2 .4628 2.900 .4921 2.501 24.01 41.66 84.65 -.2183

0 41.48 .4817 2.156 .4673 2.521 21.78 17.61 37.69 -.1025
2000 66.00 .5223 2.198 .4762 2.836 25.44 22.29 46.80 -.10320.6667 10000 170.72 .5769 2.243 .4861 4.876 45.61 44.57 91.68 -.233130000 376.2 .5984 2.261 .4891 9.264 87.73 88.79 181.5 -.4849

0 52.27 .5198 1.807 .4560 6.646 54.63 32.89 72.13 -.18172000 75.92 .5617 1.849 .4667 7.198 62.01 40.07 85.86 -.21820.75 10000 189.6 .6301 1.904 .4832 11.27 104.1 76.51 158.3 -.4248'30000 401.0 .6585 1.926 .4883 20.58 194.2 150.1 301.5 -.8336
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TBL 1 (Continued)

3 LODE BNARING. VERTICAL ROTOR

ciu Ci CwB CWI
xx [ C•x

Preload R " Q S W S, SW
-- _ - -2J -C -Z4 C CSW NDLC NDLC w DL SW SW SW SW

0 18.04 .0434 4.318 .4968 .02665 .2584 3.343 6.729 .00256
2000 4.55 .0500 4.323 .4976 .03991 .3912 5.788 11.63 -. 00230

0.1 10000 133.8 .0549 4.326 .4979 .09622 .9486 14.89 29.90 -. 0141
30000 306.3 .0567 4.328 .4980 .2059 2.035 32.47 65.21 -. 0389

0 21.12 .1054 3.718 .4908 .1230 1.171 5.194 10.58 -. 00222
0.25 2000 47.50 .1209 3.730 .4930 .1732 1.667 8.496 17.23 -. 00881

10000 139.7 .1338 3.740 .4942 .4003 3.875 21.20 42.90 -. 03069
30000 317.8 .1386 3.744 .4945 .8447 8.186 45.79 92.59 -. 0619

0 24.67 .1533 3.207 .4840 .3358 3.110 7.985 16.50 -. 0115
2000 50.84 .1747 3.226 .4882 .4469 4.214 12.35 25.29 -. 0200

0.375 10000 146.0 .1953 3.242 .4906 .9847 9.381 29.92 60.99 -. 0477
30000 330.1 .2031 3.248 .4913 2.054 19.63 04.01 130.3 -. 1217

0 29.85 .1960 2.682 .4747 .9105 8.112 13.22 27.85 -. 02706
0.5 2000 55.57 .2219 2.708 .4816 1.140 10.45 19.37 40.23 -. 0374

10000 154.4 .2512 2.731 .4866 2.362 22.13 45.23 92.96 -. 09f8
30000 346.2 .2628 2.740 .4880 4.833 45.54 95.89 196.5 -. 1957

0 41.89 .2405 1.954 .4560 4.141 34.01 31.05 68.09 -. 0670
2000 66.61 .2691 1.985 .4676 4.741 40.96 41.92 89.65 -. 0839

0.6667 10000 172.2 *3122 2.017 .4807 8.586 78.42 92.94 193.3 -. 1821
30000 379.5 .3308 2.031 .4846 16.82 156.1 193.7 399.9 -. 4056

0 53.07 .2545 1.576 .4414 10.58 81.38 54.72 124.0 -. 03635
0.75 2000 77.07 .2824 1.605 .4554 11.57 94.80 71.23 156.4 -. 1660

10000 187.4 .3336 1.638 .4776 18.75 169.0 152.7 319.8 -. 3023
30000 407.2 .3573 1.653 .4848 35.18 326.7 315.0 649.7 -. 6616

-38-
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TABLE 3[ PLIN CYLINDRICAL BARING

L 1 L=

R Ff m,• 2  R Ff cm 2

R £ S C W W s S w

0.0907 4.778 94.74 7.202 0.0964 1.353 26.88 6.418

0.1578 2.654 53.14 7.039 0.1672 0.7594 15.29 6.381

0.2902 1.278 26.50 6.719 0.3068 0.3757 7.937 6.330

0 0.4149 0.7377 16.19 6.483 0.4366 0.2267 5.168 6.368

0.5138 0.4791 11.23 6.701 0.5379 0.1549 3.850 6.767

0.5995 0.3198 8.111 7.592 0.6246 0.1095 3,009 7.698

0.6777 0.2107 5.884 10.75 0.7017 0.07730 2.388 10.41

0.8182 0.07786 2.884 - - 0.8365 0.03433 1.466 - -

0.0969 2.878 148.7 6.318 0.1019 0.7948 41.13 5.716

0.1680 1.609 83.47 6.190 0.1766 0.4458 23.21 5.639

0.3075 0.7835 41.24 5.968 0.3230 0.2202 11.72 5.439

0.4366 0.4610 24.84 5.846 0.4578 0.1377 7.331 5.305

2,000 0.5365 0.3061 16.97 6.058 0.5617 0.09076 5.238 5.473

0.6213 0.2091 12.00 7.222 0.6495 0.06441 3.921 6.158

0.6977 0.1415 8.493 9.920 0.7266 0.04583 2.982 7.780

0.8314 0.05618 3.899 - - 0.8562 0.02139 1.699 - -

0.1013 1.149 180.3 5.785 0.1058 0.3133 49M20 5.288

0.1756 0.6440 101.3 5.667 0.1833 0.1759 27.75 5.197

0.3209 0.3165 50.26 5.469 0.3346 0.08720 13.98 4.952

0.4541 0.1891 30.48 5.381 0.4727 0.05279 8.684 4.714

"10,000 0.5560 0.1277 20.95 5.549 0.5780 0.03624 6.146 4.532

0.6414 0.08900 14.91 6.464 0.6662 0.02579 4.535 4.676

0.7170 0.06171 10.61 8.053 0.7430 0.01836 3.377 5.031

0.8470 0.02595 4.830 - - 0.8714 0.00851 1.791 - -

0.1028 0.5313 191.5 5.664 0.1072 0.1442 51.98 5.144

0.1783 0.2979 107.6 5.493 0.1857 0.08102 29.33 5.056

0.3257 0.1469 53.46 5.302 0.3388 0.04021 14.77 4.799

0.4604 0.08818 32.52 5.213 0.4781 0.02441 9.174 4.543

30,000 0.5632 0.05992 22.43 5.357 0.5840 0.01679 6.486 4.369

0.6492 0.04204 16.02 6.183 0.6723 0.01197 4.777 4.314

0.7243 0.02941 11.45 7.458 0.7488 0.008535 3.544 4.271

0.8532 0.01269 5.270 - - 0.8764 0.003933 1.839 4.648
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R = JOURNAL RADIUS
100100C = RADIAL CLEARANCE

"PRELOAD:8-

S"J=o 1"0 GROOVE

Figure 1. The 3 Lobe Bearing, Schematic
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Figure 2. The Hlydrodyrmic-Hydrostatic Ring Bearing, Schematic
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S1

APPENDIX I: The Static and Dynamic Performance of a Partial Arc Baar;nz with

Turbulent Film

To calculate the load carrying capacity, the friction, the flow and the dynamic

coefficients of a turbulent lubricant film it is necessaiy to solve Reynolds

equation. This is done numerically as described in this appendix.

In a turbulent lubricant film Reynolds equation is given by (see reference 1):

where P is the film pressure, JA is the lubricant viscosityaR is the journal

radius, (A is the angular speed of the journal, e is the angular coordinate,

(see fig. 54 ), 2 is the axial coordinate, t is time, Gx and G3 are turbulent

flow coefficients and h is the local film • thickness:

11 = C.ecose (A-2)

Here, C is the radial clearance (the difference between the radius of curvature

of the bearing surface, and the radius of the journal, sees fig. 54) and t

is the eccentricity (the distance between the journal center and the center of

curvature of the bearing).

Reynolds equation, eq. (A-l), is made dimensionless by setting:

(A-3)

T: wt (A-4)

h C co I.so (A-,5)

C (A-6)S= =.(.p..6

ZITS W/LD (A-7)
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Where W Is the load carried by the bearing, *L is the bearing length, D
is the journal diameter and:

Soes,.werfei NUOe'bee: 5 =~ / (A-8)

(N is the journal speed in rps, i.e. &u= 21N)

Substituting eqs. (A-3) to (A-7) into eq. (A-i) yields Reynolds equation in dimen-

sionless form:

The dimensionless turbulent flow coefficients G and G are functions of the local

Ritynolds number Rh:

Ris h Re (A-10)

where:

Reynolds Number: =* r- jD'C(-i1A (A-11)

5is the mass density of the lubricant.

The actual functional relationships between G , Gz and R. are given in reference 1.

When comparizQ with ref. 1, however, it should be noted that Gx and Gz as used in

the present analysis are larger than the values given in ref. 1 by a factor of 12

such that for laminar flow (Rh - Re - 0), Gx and G are equal to unity rather than

1/12 "s in ref. 1.

From eq. (A-10) it is seen, that for a given Reynolds nunber Re , Gx and Gz are

functions of a only (since they are functions of h) and do not depend on the

axial coordinate .
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Before solving eq. (A-9) it is convenient to give it another form. Introduce

the new variables:

z (A-12)

H qT (-13)

1-vPH= Ph •N (A-14)

whereby eq. (A-9) can be written:

Assume that the journal operates under static conditions with an eccentricity

ratio 4E and an attitude angle fo where, in the present analysia, the attitude

angle f is the Angle from a fixed x-axis to the line connecting the center of

the bearing with the center of the journal:

S•

X

Figure 54: Geometry of Partial Arc Be.aring
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The static equilibrium position ( E.,• ) is perturbed by 8iving the journal center

a 911_lamplitude motion with amplitudes ( Z•L,(9, ) and correspondins velocities

( I,, ) where "dot" refers to ./d" Hence, the instantaneous position of :he

journal center is defined by:

(A-16)

where C, • 4 and (! 4 . This motion causes similar perturbations

in the film pressure and the film thickness such that:

C%-fe Go + 4,, fsq 6z (A-19)

1+ I-.aseCose + 4.'91 s;ine = he+ Elcose +Eof Vsne (A-20)

Substitution of eqs. (A-17) to (A-20) into eq. (A-15) yields I equations to determins

the static pressure and its four perturbation components:

4- a -= L5i'n6 -21)

~~~.4!:o4 +d -H - H5e Lh.(-2

(A-23)
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cý' !T T I I, ;V4' He

Comparing eqs. (A-21) and (A-25), it is seen that:

I = - I(A-26)

The boundary conditions are that the pressure is ambient (i.e. zero) along the

peripheri of the film. Hence, at the sides of the bearing, P - 0 or:

Since there is symmetry with respect to 5=0 , this condition can also be

written:

t=O "=O 11L = =0 (A-28)

If the film is complete over the entire bearing surface, the two remaining boundary

conditions are that the pressure is zero at the leading edge and at the trailing

edge of the bearing arc:

e= e1

No film rupture
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On the other hand, the film is frequently not complete. If any portion of the

bearing arc Is in the diverging part of the film (i.e. 180 4O 360, see fig.

A-1), iReynolds equation predicts subambient film pressures in this region. These

subambient pressures cannot, in general, exist unless the bearing is submerged

completely in its own lubricant. Instead, the film contracts such that it does

not take up the full length of the bearing, and the pressure in the contracted

film is zero. This is called film rupture. On the boundary between the complete

film and the contracted film, the pressure is zero (i.e. eq. (A-29) is valid

when , and O are adjusted to give the angular location of the boundary).

In addition, a second conditon is:

or since V=O on the boundary:

-a. - -

Let a point on the boundary have the coordinates (eO ), i.e.:

on free boundary: j 1 J(A-30)
Under static conditions the boundary has the coordinates (• O )" For small

scale motion of the journal the boundary is pes:turbed such that:

e= e.+8e
(A-31)

where and 4 are small quantities. This results in a similar perturbation

of the pressure variable

(A-32)
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Expand in a Taylor serie" from a point on the boundary:

So)Ve+ J16.so+ 4its 1

where terms of order have been ignored. Introduce eq. (A-32) to get:

44e,~~) 6?iej -&'e 1 )+~ 8.+ =0 (A-33)

With T 0 as the given boundary condition, this equation

results in:

J '(e,,•.)o 0(A-34)
Comparing eq. (A-32) with eq. (A-17) it is seen that:

Since le, t , , and a1 are independent variable.s each of the four

pressure perturbations must vanish independently on the ame free boundary as

obtained under static conditions. Hence, the complete boundary conditions at the

free boundary becomes:

on "zero order" de -0 -35)

free boundarn , =- = 0 (A-36)

Hence, the location of the free boundary ia determined from the solution of

(i.e. the steady-state solution). Once the boundary has been eatablished, the

perturbations Vsj ; •, andV4 are to be solved over the same domain such

that they vanish along the peripheri of the domain.

To determine the coordinates of the free boundary, substitution of eq. (A-35) into

eq. (A-21) yields:



S-ces boundaryv: (A-37)

Let* the free boundary have the coordinates (O,; ) where 0 in considered a

function of :

040

The invard directed normal to the boundary is h . Since all derivatives along the

boundary are sero, 4 can be expanded in a Taylor series from a point 16n the

boundary as:

~ ~ (A-38)

From the above figure:

4tt
tw,'n e' [I+ e÷()'. (I+. twio) (A-39)

By a coordinate tranaformation, aZ can be found from eq. (A-37) as:

IN [e + (A-40)

Combining eqs. (A-38) to (A-40) yields:

-16•, ' 1" ¢.pvSf z -1 =0 (A-41)
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This equation mu ;t be solved together i:tb eq. (A-21) - described later.

Equations (A-21) to (A-25) are solved by finite difference methods. A finite

difference grid is introduced with i-axis along the f-direction and J -axis

along the a -direction:
J= o I 2 3 ---------------

I'I | I !I•

L i , , I g I I * I,

2I J
J -- I - -t .... L .- .J-- L- bI I I g I I , • I , I ,

II I ' , IhiLI. _-L.... J.-.--r- - ---•-- U.s, .

rot~tTwb -

Figure 55 Finite Dif erence Grid

There are h increments in the -direction such that the length of an

increment becomes:

D~Jm (A-43)

In the Gi -direction, the arc length of the bearing pai is subdivided into equal

increments of length 69e

In order to write eqs. (A-21) to (A-25) as finite difference equations, conaider

the grid point (i,J):
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ligure 56: Finite Difference Grid Lines

Hers, d( Ot andA are introduced to take into account the location of

the free boundary. Hence, for most points I , and only

for th s - grid lines closest to the boundaries do ,t) Aft or"/3, differ

from 1.

Eqs. (A-21) to (A-25) cu, be written in the general form:

go + C40 4f W- K + f f 4 -1 (A-44)

where:

and where • , 4 and f4 are only functions of S which can be determined

by comparing eq. (A-44) with any one of eqs. (A-21) to (A-25). Thus, •4= -0

f or VS -4,1 43 Ad -

Referring to fig. 56. eq. (A-44) can be written in finite difference form as:

+ _ ;_ _(A-46)

-104-
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Introduce the n-dimensional vector

whereby eq. (A-46) can be written as:

A j+B jt+C0,= F(A-48)

Here, Fj is an n-dimensional vector whom n elements are given by the right

hand side of eq. (A-46), Ai is an nxn - matrix, and B, and C a are

nxn - diagonal matrices. Noting that lt4y 0 and Yj ra1~,01 'rmth ie

boundary conditions, the elements of the matrix A b (firt e givensI
row number, second index gives column number):

2 2 Q*__

(Aj~t. p __

2 oj

(A(49)

All other elements are zero such that Aj is a tri-diagonal matrix. The elements

of the Bj -matrix and Ci -matrix are:

2
= (A-50)

All ot~her elements are zero.

To solve eq. (A-48) define an nan-matrix, D) and an n-diumenicnal vector E
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such that:

*~, l~. 0i.E~(A-51)

Substitution of this expression into eq. (A-48)8 yields the following recurrence

relationships:

(Aj-BLDTC) 4JCi (A-52)

Fjzz Aj , j Dj)- ( j-8jjJ 4j Fj .,J-) (-3

In figure 55, the points on the free boundary should be-at j-0 and j-m. Since

"Va0 on the boundary, the boundary condition becomes:

C .0 (A-54)

Bance, from eq. (A-51):

D :Eo 0

after which eqs. (A-52) and (A-53) can be uried to calculate D) and E, step b?

step, starting with j - 1, until j - m-l.Then eq. (A-51) in employed, letting

J go from j - a , where 0 , to j - 2.

In this way the solution for V has been obtained. It should be noted, that since

'j. Bj and C are the sane for all the V -equations (i.e. eq. (A-21) to (A-

25)), then the Dj-matrice and the G -matricea are also the same. Thus, Dj and G

can be stored in the first I'-calculation and used unchanged in all the remaining

-calculations.

In order to avoid a singularity when E*=0 it is most convenient to solve for

V4first from P . (A-25). With Ve TZ-j to V4 from eq. (A-26), the equa-

tion to determine the free boundary, eq. (A-42), become&:
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• ~[i+ (${}'.J
=0 (A-55)

To solve this equation It in necessary to have a first estimate of the

distribution available. For this purposes eqs. (A-52) and (A-53) are used directly

such that J-O corresponds to the leading edge of the bearing arc and J -

corresponds to the trailing edge of the arc. In the "back-sweep", employing

eq. (A-51), any negative value in a (P! -vector Is set equal to zero before

c g the nxt -vector. Based on the A-distribution determined incomputingtenx

this way, eq. (A-55) is solvad step by step, letting i go from 1un to i-l. At
ds
in :0 such that eq. (A-55) is readily solved for the corresponding

-value. At subsequent i-values, d can be expressed in terms of 0

and the previous Go -values, allowing the complete boundary to be established.

Once the free boundar7 is known, a( ! ' a' r4 can be found for use in

the finite difference equations (see fig. 55), a nov V4 -distribution can

* be computed and the correspouding new boutdary can be found. This process is

* repeated until the relative difference between two subsequent boundaries is

smaller than some preassigned error limit. When the final boundary has been r

established, the solutions for n' , IZ ad lr, are obtained simply by matrix

multiplications.

The film forces have two components acting in the journal center: a radial
component Fr directed towards the bearing center and a tangential component

posit:ve. in the direction of rotation, (see fig. 'ý4)- These forces are obtained

by integration of the film pressures P:

Fr (-Cossj

= Z Rdedz (A-56)
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or by substitution fr..z eqs. (A-3), (A-7) and (A-8):

~SW /d¶IDL(f)' To
Ft Ft I P -tion Jd6 (A-57)

Combir.ng eqn. (A-14), (A-17) and (A-18):

P2 ~ ~ ' YI-k. H,1. (-8
HH

At the ame tim., fr and ft can be expanded as:

t~i'% E -54d~~ d! (A-59)

and Similarly for 4 • Thus, subetituting eq. (A-58) into eq. (A-57)

and comparing with eq. (A-59) results in:

ýolr Tr t-4 Lod I -H-•z)SIJ-4 = TI i,,[H H o e I o d 4 (A-60)
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II

L Ho "- dt (A-63)

D• 0.,

- -o (A-64)

For convenience in combining several bearing lobes and also to eliminate the changing

polar coordinate system (i.e. fo changes with applied static load),a fixed

cartesiac in x-y-coordinate system is introduced as shown in fig. 54. The

following coordinate transformations arn resdily deduced:

- F),= F,; (is - Ft os it, (A-65 )

rFj ý5en -Ft (v s~ (A-66)

S C=OS (A-67)
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... ...

'sin (A-68)

from which:
,• I o ° I

(A-69)

Thus, from eqs. (A-65) and (A-66):

L(US +L~S ;nl r~ (A-70)

SW Txsw if d

(;"dS' * --W 5 W• .

LLý Fv--f os) C0sn+( Sin9 - - Co / 5 S t (A-72)

5 W 6 (x 5WI sE 0 c ~qdl (4q A7

__ _ K. F )~~-.Aqj fA L co )CS. (-3

SW 5 R)( S~ff9) 5; +( C5 fSin)(0 (A-75)
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tA

~,

(0505;n. +(a 5nfe (of) CP,,(A-77)

SW(5+ t ; (A-78)

-- (A-79)

•." ... ,sw -s (•

The forces acting cn the journal can, therefore be written:

Ft x - d~~) XXJtBd (A-80)

;~F~oX~j -(A-8l)

The static load on the bearing pad is W where:

F.::--- - -t: .. (A-82)
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...... .. °

or, with the definition of fr and from eq. (A-57):

_______ =(A-83)

The friction force F• acting on the journal is determined by integrating the

shear stress over the wetted area of the journal. The shear stress is:

2h ~ I-de (A-84)

where Cf is the turbulent friction coefficient. In laminar flow with R -O,

-�R•,C,.:l . For details, sea reference 1.

The total friction force then becomes:

S= 2 rIde dz

Introducing t from eq. (A-84) and making the equation dimensionless by means

of eqs. (A-3), (A-5), (A-7) and (A-8) results in:

R pr

can be reduced a& follows:

Td ,p d= dP= P]'e = 4 4 ,e de
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whereby eq. (A-85) becomes:

f 5w 7)r T t (A-86)

Turning next to the flow, the volume flow per inch in the circumferential direction

The volume flow per inch in the axial direction is:

The total flow in found by integration which, in dimensionless form becomes:

1 QVr ]fr 3 1~ ' 1
N C- z -- (A-87)

where QIis the total side flow (i.e. for both sides of the bearing). For flow

continuity:

(E j- (A-9o)

1 L 1z -113-I
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If there is film rupture at either the leading edge, at the trailing edge or at

both edges, the integrals in eqs. (A-87) and/or (A-88) are zero, and the remaining

termm, J must be integrated along the boundary.

RL.ving described the calculation of the dynamic coefficients, the load carrying

capacity, the friction force and the flow, it remains to determine the various

functions in the basic eqsý (A-21) to (A-25). With:

Ii .... =- h•= I+E, O~e(A-91)

the derivatives of H become:0

H, 6oe H-o dJ,. de (A-92)

"where (see eq. (A-13)):

HO h G(A-94)

Expansion of H yields:

d= IA +h H," cow Siho (A-95)

or, by comparison with eq. (A-18):

jjH a dRCOSG (A-96)
Ho d k,

I HI-'40 i• - (A-97)
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from which:

H. do' No dh, ddr co*-.2, , , dh (.98)

140de H# d h.Ido, do ~ 5 J i* A9

These equations contain the first three derivatives of H 0with respect to h0

0 0(

2---: )! LA4._,, 3 1 + 3 ¢_k 1•,oj ' l;. ,d,

Ho" dh to 4,'~ (o ") + (A-101
2 oh2

d- -LQ-1 _ 1

Nodi, h . C ,d. . d d11  (A-10)

- 14. T.. O 4 + •. + -(4 Z
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where

~R d(L o 6xdR
Sdho d R

- .2. -6 C-~•_

Since Gx is a given function of the local Reynolds number Rh, "the three derivatives-•

Sof Gxare known. For laminar flow, theuedhrivat'iveg, are zero.

Similarly, eq. (A-12) can be expanded:.•

'o dh, I,)- 0  E dh, cose ÷O dh. sinb (A-1O4)

where -:

d 4W (A-105)

Comparing eqs. (A-104) and (A-lI): .

(A-f06)
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In this way, all the coefficients in eqs. (A-i4) to (A-25) can be evaluated and

the equations can be solved as previously discussed.
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APPEN4DIX ii: The Static and Dynamic Performance of the Three Lobe BearinRt vith

Turbulent Film

The three lobe bearing is mad* up oi Lt-hree arcs:

Figure 57: Three Lobe Bearing

The centers of curvature of the arcs do not coincide with the center of the bearing.

* Instead, the centers !ie on a small circle with radius r. In this way the lobes

* are pro-loaded.

For the purpose of generality, assume that each lobe has its own pro-load radius

r- p Introduce a cartesian x- 9- coordinate system with origin in the bearing

center and the x-axial in the direction of the applied static load:

LOIYi~l cnt r fCit~tV

Figure 58: Geometry of Single Lobe
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The journal radius is R and the lobes have the common radius of curvature:

R+C, where C is the radial clearance. The center of the lobe is removed from

the bearing center by a distance rp, and the angle between the x-axis and the

line connecting the two centers is . The distance between the Journal center

and the lobe center is the lobe eccentricity ep , and fp is the angle between

the x-axis and the line connecting the two centers. With respect to the bearing

center, the journal center has the eccentricity e1  and the attitude angle 9
From fig. 58.

two osep (os p + r / e(B-I)

ee sin fp e, sin qp s;h y

Introduce the eccentricity ratios:

(B-2)

PC

and the preload:

(B-3)

whereby eq. (B-i) becomes:

EP Cosf' ECS~ Co o y

(B-4)

Hence:
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*~tn' E Sings8 -4ji Sjn%,,j B6
fp Ea C03 -5.Cos (-6

Thus, for given coordinatud of the journal center with respect to the bearing
center, the corresponding lobe eccentricity ratio and attitude angle can be deter-
mined. The angles from the line of cancers to the beglaning and the end of the

lobe become:

e,- e,;, -p
(B-7)

Thereby all the data required for calculating the lobe are known. The calculation
is described in Appendix I. Performing calculations for each uf the t?
lobes making up the boaring, the properties of the composite bearing are obtained
by a simple sunmation over the lobes:

F; h

/.t . NDL %7n S (-lo)
a Fv

ND -c) (B-l)

NDLC
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SNIL ) - ,I (B-12)

~LNDL Q

.N- S', • /~j;;7, (B-13)

and similarly for the 6 remaining dynamic coefficients.

The total hydrodynamic bearing flow is the side flow Qz" To this should be added,

however, any "surplus" flow from the grooves between the lobes. To illustrate,

the circumferential flow from lobe p into the groove separating lobe p and lobe

.(P+). is (O.x)p,traiL edge (see Appendix I, eq. (A-88)). Similarly, the cir-

cumferential flow out of the groove is (Qý)p+l, leadedge. if (Qx)p,trail. edge

is greater than (•)p+l, lead.edge' the difference should be added to Qz". Other-

wise, there is no surplus flow.

If in eqs. (B-8) to (B-13), the x-direction is considered to be the direction of

the applied load W, then for static equilibrium:

Fo 0 (B-14)

S-x (B-15)

This condition is satisfied by performing the calculations with a fixed value of

EB Cosys and vary 5e until eq. (B-14) is fulfilled. Then,

combining eqs. (B-15) and (B-8):

SDL ()zNDL() (B-16)
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where S is the Sommerfeold number f or the bearing, Thereaf ter the bearing

-. friction and the dynamic coefficients can be given in a different dimensionless

form than in eqs. (B-10), (1-12) and (B-13):

C W- ~C/dvDLg)'/(B-17)

CCcBx & (MD~ (B-19)

and similarly for the 6 remaining coefficients. This latter farm is to be
-~ -- preferred except when the bearing is unloaded in which case the original expressions

are employed.

In order to express the stability properties of the bearing,, a symmetrical, rigid

rotor with a mass of 2M4 is considered. The rotor is supported in two identical

bearings. Assuming the translat cry critical speed to be the lowest (corresponds

approximately to requiring that the transverse radius of gyration of the rotor

is less than half the bearing span which is normally the case), the motions of

the two journals in their bearings will be In phase and be the same. Hence, the

mass of the rotor can be divided tn two equal parts, each of mass M, and lu~mped2
at the journals. Hence, the equations of motion for a journal become:

-- di xrx- x d t x Sj

-* - . .. . (B-20)
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At the threshold of instability, x and y are pure harmonic motions with frequency
V1 * i.e. :

Cos 0 (-Y) -; Xnvt 5(4NBX +i$ ~-21)

and similarly for y where:

(B-22)

.. .ence, eq. (-20) can be written:

These two equations only have a non-trivial solution when the determinant is zero.

Equating the real part and the imaginary part of the determinant to zero results

in:

- - M•,' =2 Kww 81t. + Nt, Le K1- - NX••, -Ku Bxt •,,(B2,
4V (B-24)

2 (B-25)

Computing eq. (B-24) first, Mvt can be substituted into eq. (B-25) whereby the

instability frequency V is determined. Thereafter the corresponding journal mass

M is readily obtained.

The results are most conveniently represented in dimensionless form. For this
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purpose, eqs. (B-24) and (B-25) are written:

CNNi( 'e* + &CB C KX W. It.C~f~
jf 4  CD(M ( SW SW SW SW SW SW SW4/A' D L TTs CW + __

SW SW (B-26)

= CM (}~21 f~,MD (~y()J

CCu&M Ccu5L CcAXIB2 CCO4W
SW - -SW 3SW 5W (B-27)

where the 8 bearing coefficients are in dimensionless form as defined by equations

(B-12) and (B-13).

The ratio Y between the instability frequency and the rotational speed is known

as the frequency ratio. Under most conditions, X 3- j . The instability

mass can either be expressed in the form given by eq. (B-26) or in the form:

CMCJZ CMN -7-CH
CM'Jffz$ CNN(B-28)

-2 DL (5)-
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APPENDIX III: The Stiffness and the Dampnin of a Hydrost. tic Bearing with an

Incomprussible Lubricant

In the hydrodynamlc-hydrostatic ring bearing where the lubricant is a liquid

(incompressible), the outer bearing is a purely hydrostatic bearing. This

appendix describes the analysis for calculating the flow, the stiffness and the

damping of a hydrostatic bearing.

The basic equation governing the flow through the bearing film is Reynolds equation

in which there is no contribution from journal rotation:

f~~ck LF1~ R=e A~l~ (c-1)Us 12/ Rde jz 12/A jZ

Here, P is the film pressure,/A is the lubricant viscosity, t is time, R is

journal radius (outer radius of ring), 0 is the angular coordinate, I is the

axial coordinate and h is the film thickness:

z- C+ cose (C-2)

where C is the radial clearance and a is the eccentricity between the bearing

center and the journal center.

To make Reynolds equation dimensionless, set:

S(C-3)
PS

(C-4)

R =(c-5)
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1"z = t (c-6)

Thereby eq. (C-i) becomes:

Oe(C-7)

where:

P5 is the supply pressure of the lubricant to the bearing and v in the frequency

of the motion of the journal.

The flow is supplied to the bearing through n restricted feeder holes. The flow

restriction may either be accomplished by an orifice or by a thin tube, the latter

sethod denoted as the laminar restrictor. In the case of an orifice the mass

flow through the feeder hole is given by:

Orifice Restrictor M c,, Ta (C-9)

where Me is the mass flow in lbs.sec/inch, CD is a discharge coefficient, a is

the radius of the orifice, T is the mass density of the lubricant, F is the

pressure downstream of the feeder hole at the inlet to the bearing film, h is the

-- *dimensionless film thickness at the feeder hole and 6 is the inherent

compensation factcr:
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d In the diameter of the feeding hole. Thus eq. (C-9) assunes a pressure drop

both through the orifice and chrough the "curtain" area between the rim of the

feeder hole and the journal surface., When Jfo 0 the flow restriction

takes place only in the orifice whereas J-4 a means that the curtain areas

dominates as the restricting mechanism.

It is also possible to restrict the flow by simply relying on the feeder hole

itself to provide the restriction. The viscous drag in the hole causes a drop in

pressure as the flow passes through. The relationship is given by:

Laminar Restrictor 11A 5 (C-10)

where I is the length of the feeder hole, a is the radius of the feeder hole

and the other sywbols are defined above.

* The two restrict or equations can be written in dimensionless form as:

where:

C3 
f2

-A = (C-12)

a 1 La~'~nar Restrt'do"
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VOtif;ce Restrictor

m '~(C-13)

(I- PO1 Lgpivr et,•ctor7

Rare, P, P'/P which defines the pressure ratio across the feeder hole. The

"symbols and f, will be defined later.

A. is known as the restrictor coefficient and it is the governing parameter for

_ - the performance of the hydrostatic bearing. It defines the ratio between the fl:w?

resistance of the bearing film and the flow resistance of the feeder holes.

To calculate the bearing performance, Reynolds equation, eq. (C-7), must be solved

together with the feeder hole flow equation, eq. (C-1l). The present solution will
be based on the fact that the journal in a hydrostatic bearing normally operates close.

to its concentric position. This means that the journal center eccentricity •

is small compared to the radial clearance C, or in terms of the eccentricity ratio
E :

(C-14)

C is much smaller than 1 (in practice the solution is a valid approximation for

£- values as large as 0.4 to 0.5). Thus, the dimensionless pressure can be

written as:

P- P04 P+tp (C-15)

where:

" -CV dt (C-16)
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The dimensionless film thickness is found from eqs. (C-2) and (C-4) as:

I+ l+ f~coSo (c-f7)

Substitute eqs. (C-15) and (C-l7) into eq. (C-7) and collect terms according

to the perturbation variables:

+ L= 3. £

doz (c-19)

st d (oS0 (C-20)

Consider first eq. (C-18) which gives the solution for the pressure in the film

when the journal is concentric in the bearing. Under that condition each feeder

hole has the same flow and in the analysis it is only necessary to consider an

axial strip belonging to one feeder hole:

e

feeter hole

Figure 59: Axial Strip

The strip extends over the length Lz of the bearing and its width is 2•R/n
Hence, the ranges of the coordinates are:
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La it

or dimensionless:

(C-21)

where:

(C-22)

and D - 2R is the diameter of the bearing.

The boundary conditions are that the pressure is ambient, (i.e. it is zero) at the

ends of the bearing and there is no flow across the sides of the strip:

fo.r = r P0=O
(C-23)

for e=±lr:

The solution of eq. (C-18) is then the solution of the potential equation for a
rectangle with a source in the center. If the source strength in C, the solution

becomes:

fCOA-13r2(?k)) - 1
2 101hoz (C-24)
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(see reference 2). To determine the source streangththe flow out of the strip

which, of course, is the same as the flow MBO through the feeder hole, can be

computed:

M 4 1 f?-& -

or:
- •Ti•,ao - r•L ,

J(cP) 7O +2k -j&(COtSOO dn) ,

fi k2'- '- +Zf )h)-en -

Hence:

(C-26)

The pressure P' at which the flow enters the film, is taken at a point on the
oc

rim of the feeder hole with the coordinates ý=01 e-aiD where d is the feeder

hole diameter. Thus, from eq. (C-24):

. C Arz = Iry C P (C-27)

where:

(- )
a~as Usu (k nfi) Cvs(h)

Single Plane Admission

Since I , eq. (C-28) can be written with good approximation as:
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Cos (h 1+) 1072~) (C-29)

Sinai. Plane Admission

if there are two admission planes, there are two feeder holes per axial strip and

fig.59 is modified to:

4:

Figure 60: Axial Strip

With a total of n feeder holes, there are 1/2n holes per admission plane. The

length between admission planes is Lip and the total bearing length is:

LaL 1 +L 2 such that L 2becomes the combined length outside the admission planes.

The ranges of the dimensionless coordinates for the strip are:

(C-30)

where:

Dj (C-31)
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The solution for the pressure distribution is found fro the method of sources

and sinks to be:

I [cosh Q~e+I -2

Defining the pressure, P' downstream of the feeder hole to be the pressure at:
00

' ," " ) , eq. (C-27) can be mployed with:

'h' z i1cosh (h k (fj+f)) (0$fg (f [oin+ K(+.O)-ws ) (C-33)

Double Plane Admission

nd
In practice, 2-D 44 1 whereby an approximate expression for A becomes:

[Cj~ o osh (42) -'1 rcos(f (L+20))-1 1-. J+ L 107() (C-34)h f2 I-COS( d) a~g

" The perturbation of the film pressure defined by eq. (C-15) causes a similar

perturbation in the flow. From eq. (C-13):

POSo i (C-35)

=r-Fr e-t)C OJ;( RtPej I ' __ _ _ _

.O =(C-36)

-O Laminar- Resctorto
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UZ (C-37)

too LO~ir..k Restrzeto,

,. _ _•_ _ _ __._ _

f (•, (c-38)

;.: !( 0 L• w •Reltroctor

Define:

As (C-39)

whereby eq. (C-35) can be written:

As ic (C-40)

In solving eqs. (C-18) to (C-20), only for the first equation is an exact solution

readily obtained as shown by eqs. (C-24) and (C-32). To solve the two remaining

equations it is necessary to perturb the source strength. In the present

analysis this will be done by an approximate method.

Assume that there are infinitely many feeder holes. Thereby, the feeder holes

form a continuous line feed from which the flow is purely axial. The mass flow

per inch of circtmference becomes:
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JA ax zpt JzqL, Z1rR (C-41)

L , L

where Z, Z - 1/2 L1 . In dimensionless form:

- - 3•.- ,-- I•1e - A m. o-, I

i2f. WAfp (C-42)

where:

. _ _ (C-43)

Substitute from eqs. (C-15), (C-17) and (C-40) into eq. (C-42) to get:

H ap ap3e] (C-44)

31 -1 42 A PIC
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q JL PZC(C-46)

where:

A,,m.Ain MooI.-- /rS~, •(Cc-47)

end 6 is defined to be zero for the laminar restrictor. Making use of eqs.

(C-47) and (C-37), eq. (C-39) becomes:

At Orifice Reutrictor24 (C-48)

Laminar Reatrictor

With the assumption of a line feed instead of discrete feeder holes, there is no

variation circumferentially in the prossure when the journal it concentric in the

bearing. Therefore:

=-0 (C-49)

Hence, the solution for P0 can be found directly from eqs. (C-18) and (C-44) as:

Pe = (C-50)
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The pressure at the line feed is:

Comparing eqs. (C-.51) and (C-27):

which gives the actual pressure downstream of the feeder holes in terms of the

approximate line feed pressure. Inserting eq.(Q06) into eq. (C-52), the feeder

hole downstream pressure is found to be:

il 5 fAs t~ Orifice Restrict or

p. (C-53)

As
Laminar Rastrictor

Then:

(C-54) *

Thus, the exact solution for Po, eq. (C-24) or eq. (C-32) can be replaced by the

approximate solution of eq. (C-50). The total flow in the same in the two cases

which means that only in the imediate neighborhood of the feeder holes is there

any significant difference between the two solutions. This localized effect can

be ignored in computing the load carrying capacity of the bearing.

-139- K
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Turning to the solution of the perturbed pressures, it is again assumed that the

feeder holes can be represented by a line feed but with a correction introduced

for the pressure downstream of the feeder holes to insure a correct flow. Actually,

this correction factor must be determined from a perturbation of the source strength

in eqs. (C-24) and (C-32). However, in the present analysis it shall be assumed

that the sme correction factor as derived for Po9 namely a , also applies to

the perturbed pressure. In other words, it is assumed that:

(C-55)

The solutions are taken in the form:

(C-56)

P: ,6 H'z (058

where Hý and H2 are functions of • only. Thereby eqs. (C-19), (C-20), (C-45)

and (C-46) become:

~--i,=0 (C-57)

dL'-Hz (C-58)

(dH, 31 4 1 I--c (C-59)
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[4 4J J:I (C-60)

md

where eqa. (C-59) and (C-60) serve as boundary conditions to eqs. (C-57) and

(C-58). The other boundary conditions are:

dN, -_~~:

a t do " -0 (C-61)

At .H= Hx =O (C-62)

The solutions are obcained directly as:

0 C oshf,

!H (C-63)

IC ,,.h f2'-•,

,,, ,- I a.±O...' ,....

(C-64)

• ,ihf, sTi,;,j~f ~

I1
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where:

/i 
.

' C....t' HI its,'h (C-65)

Hac+I VI58M4 12 +1 (C-66)

The force 7 exerted on the journal by the film is found by integrating the pressure

P in the film:

F= - j Peose Rdo dz (C-67)

Making use of eqs. (C-3), (C-5), (C-22), (C-31) and (C-15), eq. (C-67) becomes:

((L•)f~ zur

Ie,(.+EP os od (C-68)

With P0 given by eq. (C-50), it is seen that Po0 of course, gives no contribution

to the force, i.e. F° - 0. Substituting for P1 and P 2 from eq. (C-56) yields:

F- -27rR f5[ (•H,+i+H) df (C-69)
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Since the solution has been linearized, the force can be expressed in terms of

- £a spring coefficient K and a damping coefficient B:

Fz k'e + 8• CKe +CvBi (C-70)

where a is the displacement (the eccentricity) of the journal center, sea eqe.

(C-14) and (C-16). Comparing eqs. (C-69) and (C-70):

CK =-2•rR 2 P -, 4" (C-7)

CYB =-2g1/?zPs H2 dý (C-72)

In dimensionless form:

( 1  1 - 7r• _.+•,(C-73)(L,+Lz)D P, f,,,)"
0

, ) ) - , •d•" (C-74)
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With substitution from eqs. (C-63) and (C-65), eq. (C-73) yields:

14f~. CK 31A
i (LtL2,)DF (FOt~ + oh~ [rd iCch~s2

In this form, the dimensinnless stiffness is a function of three parameters only:

A.. I r, 4k,a r1 2 . The factor: JA r depends on As only (see eqs.

(C-53) and (C-54) and the parameter Yk 2  , therefore, is also a function of

-A only (see eq. (C-48).

With substitution from eqs. (C-64) and (C-66), eq. (C-74) yields:

The dimensionless damping is a function of three parameters only: AsIf, aid ,

The total volume flow to the bearing, Q inch 3/sec, can be defined in dimensionless

form from eq. (C-47) as:

! •-•• 'Z=••'- VC (C-77)
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I i

S vwhich depends only on .At and in independent of • and 'z"

Eqs. (C-75) to (C-77) are used to calculate the design charts for the

stiffness, the damping and the flow for a hydrostatic Journal bearing with an

incompressible lubricant.

1
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APPENDIX IV: The Stability of the Hydrodnmic - Hydrostat2.c Ring Bearing vith

an Incompressible Lubricant

In the hydrodynamic-hydrostatic ring bearing there is a ring between the journal

and rhe bearing. The ring is prevented from rotating but is otherwise free to

move. The inner diameter of the ring is D and the outer diameter is D.0 The
radial clearance of the inner film is C and that of the outer film is Co. The

bearing length is L.

Figure 61: Hydrodynamic-Hydrostatic Ring Bearing

As shown in Appendix I the dynanic forces of the inner film can be expressed

in terms of 8 coefficients: K x, K,, K, K, B=, B,, B1 and B. The

outer film, on the other hand, requires only two coefficients, a spring coefficient

K and a damping coefficient B0 , as given in Appendix Ill.

In calculating the stability properties of this bearing, the rotor is assumed to

be rigid and symmetrical with a mass of 2M. As discussed in connection with

eq. (B-20) in Appendix II, the rotor mass can be lumped at the journals whereby

each journal is assigned a mass o! H.

Then the equations of motion become:

M a-X= - Ku X-x,) - I Jx. wit, J -% Bj and ~-iKr,- a
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I III II-

where z and y are the plitudus of the Journal center, and x0 and y0 are the

amplitudes of the center of the ring. In these equations, the mass of the ring

Itself has been ignored because it is small compared to the Journal msa. Eq. (D-l)

Is aada dlaenaionless by setting:

(D-2)

CKC

-PULD. Cok,(D5
,Co SW PsLD. (D-9)

Mi =cam -- 4ff C, V) (D-)

SW /ADL(•) ((-8)
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SW /A NDL (f

and similarly fori ,K ,Ky X ,3 B snd *z By Here, C4) is the nsugarspeed of the journal and S is the Sommerfeld number. Thereby eq. (D-I) becomes:

/X 
(]),,,1o)
(D-10)

where "dot:" rafers to d

At the threshold of instability, the motion is purely harmonic with frequency
Y such that:

CO ( 0e6t - #* sm'(vt) e( serfC-)

and similarly for y, x, and 7w, where:

(D-12)

Then eq. (D-1O) can be written as:

Fi12Z
(D-13)
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Solve for and y#:

(D-14)

ad substitute into eq. (D-13) to Set:

I -o (D-15)

At the threshold of instability, the determinant of the coefficient matrix

vanishes. For convenience, introduce the abbreviations:

E (D-16)

ZX Kxx 6i'xx (SiawiIArfy for (D3-17)

With this notation, the determinant of eq. (D-15) can be equated to zero to sive:

E - (ZI f + Z17)E -+ ('Zxx Zl-Zx Z )- 0 (D-18)
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with the solution:

E= j (zxm +zl,) ± Vi(z -,,Y z z (..-1,)

where only the root with the minus sign in front of the square root Is of interest

when studying stability. Set:

•. {•zx-;t)2 .zXz7 ;x (I•=-•. Wj~+ IxvKr• - ( -,h (D_20)

whereby eq. (D-19) becomes:

E ~(Zxx*z,I) Y-Z{ Y (4+Vr'T+4W)- f2uL(-4+VI+-4Hz I(D-22)

Set:

E + B (D-23)

where:

= (D-24)

(D25
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Combining eqs. (D-16) and (D-23) yields:

(R,)_ 1 .(D-27)

1l1ninate il/(R.- j~I z1t ( )t 9.) between the two equations to get:

Substitute for Mr' into eq. (D-27) to obtain an equation which contains as

the only unknown:

Re a + ý ot VM~ 0 D-9

since K and , as seen from eqs. (D-24) and (D-25), are rather complicated

functions of , eq. (D-29) is a higher order polynominal in ý which caanot .

be solved in closed form. Instead, the solution is found numerically. Once the

roots for r have been obtained, the corresponding dimensionless journal mass H

is found from eq. (D-28).

If H is plotted as a function of I0 for a fixed value of K it is found that under

certain circumstances the rotor is inherently stable, i.e. M -01 . When M-+QC J-*O

such that eqs. (D-24) and (D-25) yield:

(D-30)
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* where t(4kXvi'(a,) +KY Kv1jv) 0 which holds true except at large eccentricity

Sratios. Solve eq. (D-29) for h /4 "

A=- - (D-31)

For a given value of Ko0 and with KBand % defined by eq. (D-30),

this equation allows calculation k B./ 5  fer J=0.
Noting that:

eq. (D-28) yields:

i + ( + Ie -
yilstOI ~i~Tertr ssal eweths w (D-32)

h-If" V/ 
....

+

Corresponding to the two roots for a'e/Js from eq. (D-31). eq. (D-32)
yields two possible values for [,The rotor 13 stable between these two i..

values.
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* APPENDIX V: THE STIFFNESS AND THE DAMPING OF A HYBRID JOURNAL BEARING WITH A

COMPRESSIBLE LUBRICANT

In the hybrid-hydrostatic ring bearing which is gas lubricated, the outer bearing

is purely hydrostatic whereas the inner bearing, supplied with pressurized gas

from the outer bearing, is a hybrid bearing. This appendix describes the analysis

for calculating the load carrying capacity, the flow, the stiffness and the

damping of the hybrid journal bearing but the analysis applies equally well to the

hydrostatic bearing.

For a compressible lubricant under isothermal conditions, Reynolds equation

becomes:

Roe R 11Rol joz -z I + (E-l)

where the symbols are defined in connection with eq. (A-l), Appendix I. The

equation is made dimensionless by setting:

t= vt (E-3)

h= I+ECos (E-4)C

(E-5)

(E-6)

whereby eq. (E-l) can be written in dimensionless form as:
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k (Ph)"] + [h 2A + j ( -)

where:

Compressibility Number: A1.= 6pc1A (&2(E8

Frequency Ratio. (E-9)

In the purely hydrostatic bearing, WA) - 0 which means that 0 - 0. t:2 that

case!:

*Squeeze Number: d C ~ (E-10)

Eq. (E-7) is non-linear. It shall be solved under the assumption that the eccentricity

ratio £ is small whereby the pressure variable can be expanded in a perturbation:

Ph-- P. +E€P,

In making use of eq. (E-1l) it shall be assumed that the pressure, Po, which is

the film pressure when the journal is concentric in the bearing, does not depend
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on l (i., , i)/ 1 0 ) o This assumption implies that the flow to the
bearing is considered to be supplied by a line feed rather than discrete feeding holet

A correction factor will be added later to adjust the flow.

With this assumption, eqs. (E-11) and (E-4) can be substituted into eq. (E-7)

whereby two equations are obtained. The first equation is simply:

(E-l2)

In deriving the second equation it should be noted that eq. (E-4) is based on

0 being measured from the line connecting the bearing center with the

journal center. The angle between this line and the static load line is the

attitude angle -. Therefore:

de dTrOdItt

Thereby the second perturbation equation becomes:

.EP0 ______PI A.o o d(J.JP) - 2,A M PP
deP. doF.e-

Under static conditions, the journal center operates at an eccentricity ratio

e4 and an attitude angle . Letting the journal center perform
'Vyta harmonic small amplitude motion ( E#CPt ý, e 'Vt ) with frequency V

around this equilibrium position, the journal center coordinates become:

e tO-fE, e ir

(E-15)
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The correponding changes in the pressure variable can be expressed by:

CP -P, soq.+eoq 5  +Coqoe"q2  (E-16)

Set:

al, (E-17)

vhere: I - I-1 and j - J" With these definitions, eq. (E-14) gives rise to 3

equations:

0 +j 2

E - + I- )Go
__P TO (It~ + z G Pa (E-21)

d: A 1A)4 1AG

The length of the bearing is L. There are two admissi6n planes separated by the
distance Lit and the combined length outside the admission planes is L2 - L-L1.

Since there is symmetry with respect to the centerplane of the bearing, the

dimensionless axial coordinate ranges from I=0 io
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° vhere:

(E-23)

It in convenient to introduce an additional axial coordinate:

so that Oil

At the end of the bearing the pressure is ambient and equal to Pe , i.e.

P- P/ P - 1 at ý? " r which means:

-i S (E.-2 4)
(P. =0 ,=

At the centerplane of thebearing, 0 whereby:

There are I feeder holes per admission plane. The mass flow through a

hole is HB. Thus, when the admission plane is represented by a line feed, the

flow per inch is #I Pie//4 .R Hence, the boundary conditicn at the

admission plane becomes:

=0 6ju ?T Fe a(h) - ~ ) I-26)
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where O is the gas constant and T is the total temperature. Expand the right hand

side by seanm of eqs. (E-11), (E-16) and (E-4):

-(*i. )i~+?e* ~.tf F'cee) +2ee"Tq1j+ jP.,(ose)+24qfe'412  (E-27)

where subscript a refers to the condition at the admission plane.

Next, the left hand side of eq. ( E-27) must be expanded. Let the volume of a

feeder hole be represented by Vc and let the flow into the feeder hole be M . The

pressure in the feeder hole is . Then a flow balance for the feeder hole volume
C

can be set up:

M, MC - J(C(E-28)

where w '4?7" is the mass deniity of the gas in the feeder hole. To

make eq. (E-28) dimensionless, set:

MCR Of __=_M (E-29)

where 6 is the inherent compensation factor:

(E-30)

Here, P is the supply pressure, a is the radius of the orifice and d is the

diameter of the feeding hole. The dimensionless orifice flow m is given by the

standard equation:
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(E-31)

where CD is the vena contracta coefficient. Actually, CD is a function of the

pressure ratio P /P

The dimensionless form of eq. (E-28), becomes:

ri zC3 hL As _ _A (E-32
IfP C'- J - Ir LCA (E32)

where:

Restrictor Coefficient: 6, •3•7 (e-33'

Pressure Ratio: V (E-34)

C P. (E-35)

The restrictor coefficient, As , is, together with A , the governing
performance parameter. It gives the ratio between the flow resistance of the
bearing film and the flow resistance of the feeder hole restrictor.
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From eqs. (3-11) and (3-16):

. (~L~ 0 E(. cos Q(+,P.) P,+, [dP.P -+ p ' ,o

On this basis and making use of eq. (E-13)), it is found that:

-T Pot I Ce , 1 'au E. f, $i 1 pE-37)

Furthermore, m must also be expanded:

+ + +
(E-38)

where:

Ph& I (E-39)

Introduce the abbreviations:

A,-"• VlmIO (E-40)
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, i/

1IDLC P4 (E-42)

Eqs. (E-37) to (E-42) are substituted into eq. (E-32) which is then compared to

eq. (E-27). Collecting terms according to (C, '•E AJ f • or

equations are obtained

a• e-;• rose + "CaS + Q (E.-44)

( - ij~iZ)OS ~(E-45)

2 Af A. 2 K( (e ) +I.,h) + ((E-46)

In these equations, the primed quantities refer-to the actual conditions at

the feeder holes whereas the unprimed quantities derive from the solution based

on the line feed assumption. Thus, it is necessary to establish a relationship

between the two conditions in order to apply the equations. This is done by

the same method as employed in Appendix III.In other words, consider the case

where the Journal is concentric in the bearing (e:O ). Because of symmetry,

it is then only necessary to consider an axial strip:
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Figure 62: Axial Strip

The solution for the gas film pressure, Po can be obtained from the method of sources

and sinks as:

'."- l C' I , f-/.'io/ (#(ftk..•,.,) -ce~e1cs, (t 4;, ?kfr,)•)-~i~el (4 7)

If there is only one admission plane ( •O ) with 11 feeder holes, the solution

becomes (see reference 2):

b. it ,+ 44I v Gf1A
ff F .&O c~hj~~)- (E-48)

In these two equations, MB is the mass flow from one feeder hole (concentric journal).

The prassure, P, downstream of the feeder hole is defined as the pressure on the

rim of the feeder hole where fz =0 ('e. f,) and Ou dID

(d - feeder hole diameter, D- journal diameter). Since d 44 D the dominant

term in the series in eqs. (E-47) and (E-48) is the nne where k 0 0, which is the

only term that needs to be considered. Define:
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iA

II

Double Plane Admission

[ h--=)2 (E-49)

Si•nle Plane Admission

C g zakP o) -1 
r,/2,(IT.

Then the downstream feeder hole preseure becomes:

r &Z-I C- 2AA. J (E-51)
P1

Now, m is a function of -2 (see Eqs. (E-31) and(E-39)). From Eq. (E-51):

V& -24 %'E (-52)'

This equation can be solved graphically:

mewI

S- oo , L'
M.~i
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L*

p g

Knowing V', q can be calculated directly from Eq. (E-51). In addition, the

slope of a at c cn be computed whereby if is given.through Eq. (E-41).

The corresponding line feed solution can be determined from solving Eq. (E-12)

with boundary conditions specified by Eqs. (E-24), (E-25) and (E-43):

(E-53)

from which

oc (E-54)

A comparison between Eqs. (E-54) and (E-51) yields:

-(E-55)

This establishes the relationship between the actual feeder hole downstream

preassure" and the one obtained from the line feed solution, based on a con-

centric journal. When the journal is eccentric, the flow from the feeder htcles

is no longer confined to the axial strip shown in Fig. 62 and, furthermore, the.

source strength changes. However, to get an approximate solution, consider a

rectangular strip as in Fig. 62 with a uniform film thickness. In that case,

the ratio:

~ &1.(B-56)

stays constant, independent of the film thickness. Assuming that this relationship

is valid even under dynamic conditions, Eq. (E-36) can be used to expand Eq. (56):

P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' [I I(~~~~ -e ..Liz ,
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K

from which

(EPaP - "

The first equation checks with Eq. (E-55). The second equation can be expanded

further by means of Eqs. (E-15) and (E-17) to yield:

- -(0s %T CDse (E-57)

Yz~ ~1zc(E-59)

Define the parameters:

7WDLC (E-61)

Thus, Eqs. (E-57) to (E-61) can be substituted into Eqs. (E-44) to (E-46).

- Noting that:

Pý' if C 4F ei

and making use of Eqs. (E-17) to (E-19), the resulting equatioPs become:

P.) (E-62)

- 2(Id1 A V,) (4C-P (E-63)
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I,.

(E-64)

(i~ C~ (4-F~)+ (d-)

These equations together with Eqs. (E-24) and (E-25) are the boundary conditions for

Zqs. (1-20) to (E-22).

It is seen directly that:

•t= j(•- (E-65)

It remains to determine the solutions for G0 and G1 .

P is constant between the feeding planes, i.e. in the range It as given

by the first of Eqs. (E-53). Under these circumstances, G0 and G1 have closed form

solutions:

Pat, Cos (( Cw•(•pjA)'o F T14 :;I (066(4496P)f,

P02Ci? os,~~1#A) (E-67)

where:

do+jf3p '. j' (E-68)
+ -j (E-69)

[,A (E-70)

+ d (E-71)
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.,_• ]}'I (E-73)

p'. [-,-I)-, •)',(,-*;-,-') I ., '-,-4 (E-75)

palI()i(z J ()(A/Z(.Z 1 g (E-77)

Hence:

d• , [• - " ] (d.+s/.) fQ1,4(d."slsd, (E-78)
(A) 1 (E-79)

These expressions can be substituted into Eqs (E-62) and (E-63) to eliminate the

two derivatives.

Eqs. (E-20)and (E-21) are solved by numerical integration. They have the general

form:

4& -'F (E-80)

w h e r e : f o r

(E-81)

PO -1 9-)) (E-8
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The boundary conditiona are:

S. . • (E-83)

(E-84)

where: r IC
[ I*4j P0 

(E-85)

+= (E-86)

y, o t~j lj+6 'qp # (•+/ ' Gi tAh (.o#.)* i=Co (#.-86)

integrate Eq. (E-80) twice to get:

jV Ta G 4F 4af, +( bf + )4 (E-87)

Subdivide the length of integration into m increments of length A.-- f/mt and

write Eq. (E-87) in finite difference form:

44,=40 (qpf~I , [Z P4 + -i +sH+ +41(A4 4) 06h'tb-I (E-88)

where H" G(+z• . Setting:

St,.+ jtf'{( + jus) i [vc jvs+i (•vjw )+ £ (E-89)

eq. (E-88) can be uied to calculate Co step by step, keeping (; as an unknown

constant ( C0264 ). At z''= , ,(,,x=I from which G. can be computed.

Thereafter, Q can be determined at each point by back substitution.
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The force acting on the Journal is found by integration of the film pressure.

The force has a radial component F and a tangential component Ft

I*Ff d 2 R t, 22PdoW

Ft. sin e 2 JC, Sind* d (E-9o)
or, in dimensaonless form, making use of Eqs. (E-16), (E-4) and (E-15):

The following integrals can be derived:

., do 2T (
+f j('ose d _ (E-9)

147

(A dot 2 IT (E-95,)
Zr

1 , (oS e (E -97

-0 (E-98)
Ur4(oS0 do4, 5 s;Wdu -(E-99)
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N . --

÷ •r¢•, s de _ 0• (-
- " (E-100)

~nrl

(J4&QS&el 0 (E-103)

(Os', sners de 0 (E-105)

l•s.�)�~ d (E-106)

vhere:
#J•= •(E-107)

From Eqn. (E-17) and (E-18):

(E-108)

q. feJ f' fe (01&eos-14"Jsi~i CO

Thus, the Integrals in Eq. (E-91) can be computed as:
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S.. ..... -- H .- '.

where:

or"j r i i• (E--1)

11 (E-1 12)

I +j- HI j-+ 1) 0.

With substitution from Eqs. (2-53), (E-66) and (E-57) these integrals become:

f0-,f +3,1 ,01 I -r }[-.

Hir 1)e ) 2I - (E-115)

/+ F•.~ - 7.iZi1  ap(+A(tg) - dL___
CI =1+1j I___

vhere P is given by:oc

The two integrals on the right hand side are evaluated by numerical integration

from the previously determined values of (@ and 6 •
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UWen the static load on the bearing is W, the total force components acting on the

Journal in the radial and tangential directions are:

Radial direction (opposite g,): Fr: Fr -- io•0

Tangential direction (opposite to f.;):"F•Ft " (E-117)

VLth given by Eq. (E-15), these components can be written in dimensionless fcrm

Shae:
r to$-f -. 1-.-;,9)

Set:-

f% 4' PADcJe (E-120)

Then:

•-• (E-124)

(E-125)

Z Wr -i r (I-41)(?414) -(H - .;)

-?6 , (E-120)
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.oA,

Z,•4v 1 ,: OHJrit H (H5 ,+ I, (E-l128)

-,Z(I-j P,.D(zlZ

.r 14r •, +(E., -. 129)

Zttkj Wigt +,1+7 Hor + (Hirt+iJr) (E-130)

- -= --- - PL

nHerd, a rr l rrgorsl r$ r etc. are the dimensionless spring and damping coefficients:

- d~r CKrr

PaLD'~ ~~ fr by Or Pn -t)b

Brr d P. PL D (E-131)

- __ C rt

and analogously for the four remaining coefficients. If it is desired, the co-

efficients can readily be expressed in an x-y-coordinate system with the x-axis

in the direction of the static load i as in the preceeding appendices. This is

done by making use of Eqs. (A-70) to (A-7), Appendix I vhere SW is replaced by

PaLD fr by f and (-f ) by f*

then, for a hydrostatic bearing:

Purely Hydrostatic beartnn

sq z n. ((E-132)
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a

.A.

(1-133)

Thus, for a purely hydrostatic bearing there is only one spring coefficient

and one damping coefficient which shall be denoted as I4 and B0 . It is

convenient to express these coefficients and the load carrying capacity in the

dimensionless form:

-W---I ",'
C%) L P- L D (E-134)

_____% LD ~ r 
(E-135)

v (E-136)-
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S APPENDX VI: THE STABILITY OF THE HYBRID-HYDROSTATIC RING BEARING WITH A

COMPRESSIBLE LUBRICANT

The analysis of the stability of the hybrid-hydrostatic ring bearing is almost

identical to the analysis of the hydrodynamic-hydrostatic ring bearing given in

Appendix IVl. Therefore, the present appendix will only describe the differences

between the two analyses and otherwise refer to Appendix IV.

The equations of motion are given by Eqs. (D-1) where Krk boj vy a4, and so
on are the dynamic coefficients of the inner film, and H; and go are the co-

efficients of the outer film. They are determined from the analysis in Appendix V

(note: instead of Jkw, XB , I W ',. etc can be used Wrr, Or, IWt , etc. or the

latter set of coefficients can be transformed to the first set of coefficients

as discussed in Appendix V). Eq. (D-l) is made dimensionless by setting:

KO C Re___.CaK9

1'.0 CAL D 4( j (1-

I- -Y-2)

F1 PIcL (F-3)P LD D

-N3 C 1G (-4

P. L D (F-5)

and similarly for k,',, Kj I x1 8,W and g . The symbols are defined

in Appendix Wand Appendix E.

The stability analysis is performed for fixed values of the compressibility

number A and the static eccentricity ratio C9 (i.e. for a constant static

load W and a given speed Ca ). Hence, the dynamic coefficients are only

functions of the frequency ratio . Then the analysis given in
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Appendix N can be used directly as long as it is remebered, that whereas the
dynamic coefficients in Appendix D are independent of r because the lubricant is

In compreesible. they now depend implicitly on The equations, however, are

the am in the two cases.
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APPENDIX VII: Computer Program,- The Static and Dynamic Performance of a Lobed

Bearing with Turbulent Film

This appendix describes the computer program PN0375: "The Static and Dynamic

Performance of a Lobed Beariug with Turbulent Film" and gives the detailed in-

structions for using the program. The program is based on the analyses contained

in Appendices I and II. It calculates the Soinerfeld number, the flow, the

coefficient of friction, the 8 dynamic bearing coefficients and the critical

journal mass, for a journal bearing with up to 12 lobes whose lubricanL film

may be turbulent. Film rupture is included.

COMPUTER INPUT

An input data form is given in back of this appendix for quick reference whe*

preparing the computer input. In the following, the more detailed instructions

are given.

. Card 1 (I5)

This card contains one value:

NRET which gives the number of film Reynolds numbers in tli- table of turbulent

flow coefficients (1 & NRET A 250)

Table of Turbulent Flow Coefficients (4E15.7)

In a bearing film with fully developed turbulence where the Couette flow ia the

dominating flow component, the effect of turbulence on the lubrication action

can be accounted for by means of two coefficients, GV and Gs. These coefficients

modify the Poiseuille flow (the pressure induced flow) and they are functions of

the film Reynolds number R:
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where h is the local film thickness, normalixed with respect to the radial

clearance C. and 1e is the Reynolds number for the bearing. G. and G. are given

in reference I and can also be found in the table in the input data for the sample

calculation later in this appendix. It should be noted, that the values used for

GX and G. in the present program are twelve times the values found in reference

1. ?y doing this, G. and G. are equal to I when RhLO (ie. for laminar flow).

For use in the calculation of the dynamic performance of the bearing it is

necessary to specify the first three derivatives of G. with respect to R. . Also,

the first derivative of &is required. Finally, to determine the friction

loss of the bearing, the coefficient of friction, Cf must be given. In the

table, Cf is specified by giving the product R4 which is equal to 1 for

Rk-O. In total, then, there are 7 quantities for each film Reynolds number.

They are given on two cards:

First Card (4E15.7)

1. • L :Die, the films Reynolds number. The first value in the table

should preferably be 0. In any case, the table must span over the range:

( -Ic)R4 6 0'(I+) Re where R is the input value of the bearing Raynolds

number (see later input list) and E is the maximum eccentricity ratio for• p
any lobe in the particular calculation. Since the largest possible value of

Cp is 1, it is safest to let the range of Rh be: 0 -" R 2e .

To use the table, the program employs linear interpretation. The local

dimensionless film thickness h is computed from which the film Reynolds number

is determined as Rv--. where Re is given in the input. Then the table is

scanned, starting with the first table value of Rh, until

Assume this to be at the k'th table value (ie. (Rh)

The proper value of Gx is then computed as:

-1 -- (Rj)k.(
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and similarly for the remaining 6 quantities. If (R)c.,,,. is greater than

the last value in the table, the program sets mbLg.,. = N0,1,t V"1., 7f

is smaller than the first value in the table, the program will be

in error.

2. R h Cf , the dimensionless friction factor. For Rh-O (laminar flow),i h,=I.

3. G., the dimensionless roiseuille flow coefficient for the circumferential

dircction. For Rh-0 (laminar fluw), GX=I.

4. C, , dimensionless. This is the first derivative of GX divided by

G.For R .O (laminar flow) , d$:L

Second Card(4E15.7)

1. • d• dimensionless. This is the second derivative of Gx divided

by Gg. For Rh=O (laminar flow), - 0

S2. d , imensionless. This is the third derivative of G. divided

byGX. For R -0 (laminar fiow),ý =

3. ,dimensionless. This is the ratio between the PoLseuille flow co-

efficient, GZ, for flow in the axial direction, and C,. For Rh=O (laminar

flow), :I.

4. d J dimensionless. This is the first derivative of * For

R•=O (laminar flow),, 0

In total the table contains NRET entry values of Rh arranged in sequence,
starting with the smallest value. Thus, the table consists of 2 NRET cards.

There can be a maximum of 250 entry values.
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Card (72H)

This card is used as a title card, identifying the calculation. Any Jezcrtptive

text can be given in columns 2 to 72. If a I is punched in Column 1, tKe output

listing will start on a new page for each case.

Control Card (,12r3)

This card controls the input and the output. It has 12 values:

1. M. This is the number of finite difference incrementi in tie circumferential

direction per lobe, see Fig. 55, Appendix 1. When tte lobe •..rc is

degrees, the circumferential increment is:

It is suggested to let AG be 10 to 15 degrees, deperding on the

eccentricity ratio (the larger the eccentricity ratio, the. imaller

should AG be). The largest allowable value of M is 36. Also, M must

be larger than or equal to 3.

2. N. This is the number of finite difference increments in the axial

direction on half of the bearing length (see Fig. 5.3, Appendix I,.

If the increment is AZ and the bearing length is L, then:

LiZS~AZ:S~N

In dimensionless form as used by the program:

N should be chosen such that A is approximately the same as AS when

&G is measured in radians. However, since there are pressure gradients

in the circumferential direction which are ccsiderably larger than the

axial pressure gradients, A( can be made somewhat larger than AG

Furthermore, it is of great importance to keep N as small as possible
23

since the calculation time is roughly proportional to N2 or N
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iUsual values for N are 5 to 7, depending, of course, on the L/D- ratio.
The al lowab le range of N is: 3irNm|.

3. NLD Specifies the number of L/D-values in the designated input list (L/D

is the length-tO-diameter ratio of the bearing). The allowable range

is: -14ILD4 20.

4. MM Specifies the number of bearing Reynolds numbers Re in the designated

input list. The allowable range is: I-IVRE 0.

5. NPAD Specifies the number of bearing lobes. The allowable range is:
6I NPAD 6 12

6. 1NECA Specifies the number of E610o4S values in the designated input list.
( is the bearing eccentricity ratio, ?a is the bearing attitude angle)

The allowable range is: 1-NECA420

7. NAB Specifies the maximum allowable number of calculations to be performed

in determining that bearing attitude angle for which the horizontal

force F is zero. A detailed discussion is given later in connection

with the input list for FS (0foq and .8 Sihfe . NAB should be greater

than NAT (the number of Ce Sin?•f-values in designated input list).

8. NRP The program provides for the case of film rupture where no sub-

ambient film pressures are permitted. In the regions where the pressure

otherwise would have bee-a less than ambient, the film contracts such

that the pressure in the contracted film becomes ambient. the boundary

separating the full film and the contracted portion is determined by

iterations as discussed later in connection with the convergence limit

for the rupture calculation. NRP specifies the maximum allowable number

of such iterations to be performed. A usual value for NRP is 5 to 7.

If it is not desired to include the effect of rupture, set NRP--l.
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9. NPW In most cases, only the final results of the calculations for the

composite bearing are of interest. Then NPW is set equal to rero. On

occLsions, however, it may be disired to get the results for each bearing

lobe before they are combined into the composite bearing. In that case,

set NPW-l or NPW - -1. If NPW - -I, the results will include the pressure

distribution. If NPW - 1, the pressure distribution will be omitted

from the output.

10. NRW Under certain conditions the calculations of the boundary between the

complete film and the contracted film does not readily converge. In that

case it may be desired to explore the matter in more detail. If NRW - 1,

the output lists the "error" (the relative difference between two succes-

sive calculations) for each rupture iteration of each lobe. If NRW = -1,

the output gives, in addition to the "error", the coordinates of the

rupture boundary for each interation. If NRW - -2, the output gives,

in addition to the output for NRW - -1, the finite difference co-

efficients dt 0" and Pi (see Fig. 56, Appendix I) for each

iteraticn..

When the calculations experience difficuldies, the "error" does not

converge smoothly. It will normally be found that the reason is that

the rupture boundary intersects a J-gridline (see Fig. 55,, Appendix I).

Thus, the trouble can frequently be elimioated by changing the gridline

spacing (ie. change M, item 1, control card).

Only under unusual circumstances is it of interest to explore the rupture

boundary calculations. By setting NIRW = 0, the output will not include

any result3 of these calculations. Hence, the normal value of NRW is

zero.

11. NPUN As discussed in connection with Item 7, the program may perform

several calculations in order to determine the attitude angle for which

the horizontal force is sero. If it is desired to get the results from

"each calculation, set NPUN - -1 or NPUN - -2. In che latter case, the
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j .results for the composite bearing are punched on cardE after each

attitude angle calculation but only if there is no more than 1 lobe. No

punched card output is given if NPUN - -1. If it is desired to get

the final results only after the correct attitude angle has been deter-

mined, set NPUN -0 or NPUN -1. In the latter case, the output is also

punched on cards for bearings with I lobe only. This is omitted when

NPIN - O.

Thus, the usual value of NPUN is zero (or 1, if punched card output is

also desired).

12. INP When INP - 0, a new set of input data follows the present set of data.

The new set of data starts with the text card (Card (72H)), The table of

turbulent flow coefficients should not be repeated and can only be given

with the first set of input. If INP - 1, the present set of data is

the last or only set.

Card (1P5E14.6)

This card contains two values:

1. CVLA This is the convergence limit for the bearing attitude angle t8

After each complete bearing calculation, the total horizontal force

F, and the total vertical force F. are computed by a summation over

all bearing lobes, see eqs. (B-8) and (B-9), Appendix -I. The correct
attitude angle is the one for which P9 O. This condition is accepted

to be satisfied by the program when:

or when t:.. total number of attitude angle calculations exceeds NAB

(Item 7, control card).

The attitude angle is If the deviation between the attitude angle

for which F=0, and the calculated attitude angle is called 4S

"then:
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When Fi is small this is equivalent to:

Hence, the given convergence criteria corresponds to requiring:

kf'?I,r, 4is 4 CVLA
or

IA I, deqr.es ' 57.3" CVLA

If it is desired to obtain the attitude angle within 0.01 degrees, then

$got CVLA& 1.7'10-4 . A typical value for CVLA is 10"4

2. - This is the convergence limit for the calculation of the rupture

boundary for each bearing lobe. The program calculates the angular

coordinates of the boundary for each i gridline (see fig. 55,

Appendix L)let these coordinates be 8i i•t•',---ft . After the kOth
rupture iteration,, the program tests the convergence of the calculativns

by:

, -e' i CVLR

When this condition is satisfied or when the total number of iterations:

is equal to NRP (Item 8, control card), i.e. when k=•NRP, the program

assumes that the calculations have converged. A typical value for CVLR

is 10"r".

When NRP - -1, set CVLR 100.

List of Bearing Length-to-Diameter Ratios (MP5E14.6)

This list gives the input values of the length-to-diameter ratio, L/D, where L

is the bearing length and D is the journal diameter. In total there are NLD

values (Item 3, control card), maximum 20.
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List of Bearing Reynolds Numbers (lP5E14.6)

This list gives the input values for the bearing Reynolds number:

where?- mass density of lubrican lt, /S.=/i,,,4, - viscosity of lubricant,
16-$' ae/c • W -= angular speed of journal, radians/sec, R = journal radlaus,

inch, and C - radial clearance of lobes, inch. When R = 0, the film ise
laminar. In total, there are NRE values of R e(item 4, control card), maximum

30.

Data for Journal Center Position

Referring to fig. 58 , Appendix 4I,the coordinates of the journal center with

respect to the bearing center can be expressed by means of the eccentricity ratio

fa and the attitude angle fs .C is the ratio between the journal centcr

eccentricity, es , and the machined radial clearance. C, of the lobes:

The attitude angle, ?a I is the angie between the static load line (the x-axis)

and the line connecting the bearing center and the journal center, meas'ire6 in

the direction of journal rotation. The corresponding coordinates in the x-y-

coordinate system are: if C•O•f and I0 S1n f

A given bearing calculation is performed for a fixed value of 6 Cous.fe

With this value fixed, 10s5nfs is varied over a range in specified increments

to determine when the horizontal force Fyo becomes zero. For each value of

fe sinf , the program calculates the static horizontal force K. . When

changes sign, F; is calculated at the midpoint of the last is $inf -interval

and quadratic interpolation is employed to obtain the first "guess" of the

"value of EeSinfs for which F; should be zero. If the corresponding value of

F is not sufficiently small, as tested by means of the convergence criteria

explained above, the latest obtained value of F is used together with the two

closest previously obtained values to calculate a new value of E.'l $fn by

quadratic interpolation. This procedure is repeated until either the con-

vergence criteria is satisfied or the total number of calculations exceeds the
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allowable limit NAB (Item 7, control card).

In total, there are NECA values of ES oSfe (Item 6, control card), maximum 20.

The card specifying E# (eS(f , contains two items:

Card (lPE14.6. 15)

1. E•(OS g . It can have any value as long as the corresponding eccentricity

ratios, C? , fcr any of the bearing lobes do not equal or exceed 1, see

eq. (B-5), Appendix i•.

2. NAT If NAT 1, the program determines the attitude angle for which the

horizontal force is zero. Then NAT gives the number of values of e8 SM4D5

in the following input list. Item 7, control card: NAB should be greater

than NW.T to allow for several interpolations in determining fV (suggested

value: NAB - NAT + 3).

If NAT 4 -1, no interpolation is performed to determine when the horizontal

force is zero. The program calculates the bearing for each specified value

of CS SinfS and gives the results of each calculation (set NPUN - -1 or

-2, item 11, control card). The absolute value of NAT, INATI , specifies

the nu•Lcr of -;alucs of •0 $'nf in the following input list. Item 7,

control card: NAB should be set eqt .o INATI .

ioLe: NAT cannoc be zero. The maximum value of NAT (or JNATI ) is 25.

This card is followed by:

List of ESgjjh Values (IP5E14.6)

This list gives the input values of el Sim% for the above specified £&(O5fo

value. In total there are NAT values, maximum 25. CS $infe may have any

value as long as the eccentricity ratio, Ef , of any bearing lobe does not equal

or exceed 1, see eq. (B-5), Appendix II.
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If it is desired to calculate the bearing with a concent•i, journal, set

E, oUqS 0 and give only one value of (* $in .fg, namely C& Sinq' =0
Furthermore, set NAT = I and NAB - 0.

In the case where Ee(o$8=0 and the Joirnai is not concentric in the bearing,

no value of EgSin f should be zero.

If it ia desired to calculate the attitude angle for which the horizontal force is

zero (i.e. NAT is positive), the ES5;nfa values should be listed in selzuence,

starting with the lowest value (it may be zero when Cj(oSL#f•0 ). The range

of to Sinfi should be large enough that it includes the point where F =0.

Otherwise, the program cannot obtain a solution.

The preceeding input, namely the card with ESCOS% and the list of EbSihPI

values, must be repeated together NECA times (Item 6, control card).

Bearina Geometry Data 1PEI4.6)

The bea-ing is made up of NPAD lobes (Item 5, control card). The geometry of

the lobe is specified by giving the angles from the static load line (the X-axis)

to the leading edge and the trailing edge of the lobe, and by giving the co-

ordinates of the center of curv&ture of the lobe relative to the bearing center

and the static lead line, see figure .56, Appendix U. The input consists of

NPAD cards, maximum 12, and on each card are four values:

1. *p,ih , degrees. This is the angle from the load line (the negative X-

axis) to the leading edge of the lobe, measured in the direction of journal

rotation (see fig. 5q,Appendix II). The value for , should be such

that: 0 !S; 360 0.,;, must be smaller than

2. ep,,o*t , degrees. This is the angle from the load line (the negative x-axis)

to the trailing edge of the lobe, measured in the direction of journal

rotation (see Fig. 58 , Appendix II), The value for oput shouH lie in
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range: e 4- e,,., • 360 +,;q (e,..9,t > 0).

3. 6  . This is the preload of the lobe-
C

where ?' is the distance between the bearing center and the center of curvature

of the lobe. C is the machined radial clearance of the lobe (i.e. the differenc

between the lobe radius of curvature and tbh journal radius. C is the same fur

all lobes). For a cylindrical bearing, d•PO . For the elliptical bearing or

a three-lobe bearing, d? is the same for all lobes and equal to the preload of

the bearing in which case 6,' .

4. Wp degrees. This is the angle from the static load line (the positive x-axis)

to the line connecting the bearing center and the center of curvature of *.ne

lobe, measured in the direction of journal rotation (see Fig. 58 , Appendix II).

For a cylindrical bearing, set Vp!O. In the elliptical bearing or the three

lobe bearing, set 'a i(eet + e,,.) .

COMPUTER OUTPUT

The output first repeats the input data for checking purposes (the table of

turbulent flow coefficients is not included). Then follow the results of the cel-

culations. Because of the several output format options, a complete sequential

description of the output will not be given. Instead, the output for the normal

type of calculation will be described where only the final results for the com-

posite bearing are given. The final results are in five lines where the items are

identified by the titles:

LID is the specified length - to-diameter ratio of the bearing.

REYN.NO. is the specified bearing Reynolds number R .e

ECC•COS(ATT) is the specified fixed value of eCalst .

ECC*SIN(ATT) is the final value of ES $in_ 98 .
ECC.RATIO is the bearing eccentricity ratio ES U osqefo 4 (El vnq

ATT. ANGLE is the bearing attitude angle fg t4n- (CeSin"e /E' 05fe) , degrees.

I/S is the inverse Sorimerfeld number for the bearing: I=
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-Y/S*W is the residual dimensionless horlsontal force: F
1/S*(R/C*F/V)is the friction factor: C SW -f ;pNDL(II) ,l(B l

(Q-Z/NDLC)SIDE is the dimensionless flow out of both bearing sides: O/NDLCSec't

(Q/NDLC)TOTAL is the total dimensionless flow consumption of the baring:Q/NDL4

For a lobed bearing with NPAD lobes, the total flow is:

Q f (Q,), + { M x Pesike J
pt 1 0 (ilhow, ,44, p me tl. tyt is "l la i,'er

(see remarks following eq. (5-13), Appendix XI)

When NPAD -1: 0-- Oz + (Q ),t,.i.taei

(Q-X/KDLC)CIRC is the dimensionless total flow into the bearing lobes from the

grooves: WAR t

P2-F,,o/ g ,
F-X/S*W is the dimensionless vertical bearing reaction:- /1" NDL eq. (B-

8). When -o=0, this Is equal to IS Ste (•'l•)

CM/MUDLCRIC)2 is the dimensionless critical journal mass at the threshold ofCMN
instability: ) , calculated from eqs. (B-26) and (B-27).

F W is the frequency ratio: , at the threshold of instability.

(FREQ/V*'*2 is the square of the instability frequency ratioa:

calculated from eqs. (B-27). When a' is negative, there is no instability
threshold.

C is the dimensionless bearing spring coefficient for the x-direction:

,see eq (B-12)

CKXY/SW is the dimensionless bearing cross-coupling. spring coefficient for the
x-direction: ai7y _C14

Sw-/41JOL4L~

CKfX/SW is the dimensionless bearing cross-coupling spring coefficient for the

y-direcLion: SW ICU

CKYY/SW is the dimensionless bearing spring coefficient for the y-direction:

CWEXX/SW is the dimensionless bearing damping for the x-direction:
Sgtf -dDL(=). ,see eq. (B-13).
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CWBXY/SW is the dimensionless bearing cross-coupling damping for the x-direction:

CVXY/SV is the dimensionless bearing cross-coupling damping for the y-direction:

CWBYY/SW is the dimensionless bearing damping for the y-direction:

SOIMiRFELD NO is the Sommerfeld number: 5 A Alw j )

Z-&W is a second form of the dimensionless vertical bearing reaction:
( I wh, F4)

F-Y/W is a second form of the dimensionless residual horizontal force: Fye1W
(R/c)*(F/W) is the most usual form of the friction factor:. ' see eq. (B-17)

C W #'
CKW**2/ is a second form of the dimensionless critical journal mass: w

see eq. (B-28)

C is a second form of the dimensionless bearing spring coefficient in the
C Kw

x-direction: W , see eq. (B-18)

CKrnLW - C

CWBXX/ is a second form of the dimensionlesa bearing damping in the x-direction:

4 , see eq. (B-19)
CWBXY/W w-k

The nomenclature is:
Bxx , B, yx Byy Damping coefficients for the bearing, lbs sec/inch

C The machined radial clearance of the lobes, inch

D The journal diameter, inch

e. The eccentricity between the journal center and the

bearing center, inch

F The static bearing reaction in the x-direction, lbs.xo

F The static bearing reaction in the y-direction, lbs.yo

Ff The friction force, lbs (the friction torque - RFf)
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X K' K XSpring coefficients for the bearing, lbs/inch

L The bearing length, Inch

N The critical mass of the journal at the threshold of

instability,

N The rotor speed, rps

Q The total hydrodynamic bearing flow, cub.inch/sec

QX The hydrodynamic flow in the circumferential direction,

cub.inch/sec

QZ The hydrodynamic flow out of both bearing sides,

cub. inch/sec

I The Journal radius, Inch . R"

ie The Reynolds number Zor the bearing;R: T "
dimensionless

s The Sommerfeld number for the bearing: 'S ' - ('I )
dimensionless

W The static bearing load, lbe

* The instability frequeacyTratio: j-p ,dimensionless

• C The eccentricity ratio for the bearing, to, ft/C

dimensionless

The lubricant viscosity, lbe.sec/inch2

C The frequency at the threshold of Instability, radians/

sec

The mass density of the lubricant, lbs.sec2 /inch4

The attitude angle for the bearing. It is the angle

from the X-axis to the line connecting the bearing

center and the Journal center, measured in the direction

of jcurnal rotation, degrees.

Ci0 The angular speed of the journal, radians/sec.

When it is desired to obtain the data for the individual lobes in addition to

the composite bearing results, NPW*O in the input (Item 9, control card).

Then there will be output for each lobe for each attitude angle iteration. Each

set of output is identified by the title: BEARING PAD NO., followed by the

number of the particular lobe (the lobes are numbered consecutively in the
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sequence as given in the input). The results are identified by titles:
' f04 L R t

SOtERFELD NO is the Sommerfeld number for the lobe, S ,-

ECC. RATIO is the lobe eccentricity ratio 'If see eq. (B-5)

ATT. ANGIE is the lobe attitude angle , , see eq. (B-6), degrees.

CALC. ATT, ANG is the angle: ia.i'( ft./l ) , see Appendix I, eqs (A-64), (A-78)

and (A-79) - F,.

F-R/S*W is the dimensionless radial static force component for the lobe: fr.-x•t

F-T/S*W is the dimensionless tangential static force component for the lobe:4t f

I/S*(R/C*F/W) is the dimensionless friction factor for the lobe: -4L

(Q-X/NDLC)IN is the dimensionless flow into the lobe across the leading edge: (WEE)lea.

(Q-X/NDLC)OUT is the dimensionless flow out of the lobe across the trailing edge % DC.

(Q-Z/NDLC)SIDE is the dimensionless flow out of the lobe across both sides of the
lobe:

F-X/S*W is the dimensionless x-component of the static force on the lobe:
FX* , see eq (A-78)

F-YIS*W is the dimensionless y-component of the static force on the lobe:

see eq. (A-79)
DFR/SME is the dimensionless radial stiffness: , see eqs. (A-59) and (A-60)
DFT/SDE is the dimensionless tangential cross-coupling stiffness: see

eq. (A-60)

DFR/SDA is the dimensionless radial cross-coupling stiffness: -- see eqs.

(A-59) and A-61)

DFT/SDA is the dimensionless tangential stiffness:

DFR/SJEIr is the dimensionless radial damping: 7- , see eqs. (A-59) and (A-62)

DFT/SIEDT is the dimensionless radial damping: U , see eqs. (A-62)

DFR/SDADT iA the dimensionless radial cross-coupling damping: 4 see eqs.

(A-59 and (A-63)
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• DFTISDADT is the dimensionless tangential damping: , see eq. (A-63)

* CX�I/$W is the dimensionless stiffness, x-direction: , see eq. (A-70)

CKXYISW - , eq. (A-71)

CKYX/SW - , eq. (A-72)

CKYYISW - , eq. (A-73)

CWBUE/SU - , eq. (A-74)

CWBXY/SW - , eq. (A-75)

CWBYX/SU , eq. (A-76)

CtWBYY/SW - , eq. (A-77)

OIMN/MUDL(RI/C)2 is the dimensionless critical journal mass for the lobe: DL

Gq•2/W is another form of the dimensionless criticaljournal mass: CM4,'/Wp

M is the instability frequency ratio for the lobe: rpz-/&

(FlEQ/W)**2 is the square of the instability frequency ratio for the lobe:

if l is negative, there is no instability threshold for the lobe.

In addition to these data, the output for a lobe also includes the results from

the last rupture boundary calculation. First is a line giving the number of

iterations and the final error (the left hand side of the equation given in the

discussion of the input data for CVLR). This is followed by a 5 column list,

giving the coordinates of the rupture boundary. 7he five columns are identified

by titles:

I is the i-index for the gridline (sep fig. 5., Appendix I).

BEGIN, INDEX gives the j-coordinate (see fig. 55.) of the rupture boundary at

the leading edge. If J-1, leading edge rupture does not occur.

END INDEX gives the J-coordinate (see fig. 55) of the rupture boundary at the

trailing edge. If j - M +1 (item 1, control card in input), trailing edge

rupture does not occur.

BEGIN, ANGLE gives the angular coordinate in degrees of the rupture boundary at

the leading edge. The angle is measured fro-, the line connecting the bearing

center and the journal center.
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T".' 1 •I"-' rp_ .,

END ANGLE gives the angular coordinate in degrees of the rupture boundary at the
trailing edge. The angle is measured in the same way as for the leading edge angle.
hien saURW A-1 (item 10, control card in input), the abov3 data are repeated for each

rupture calculation.

When MW - -I, the output includes the presiure distrObution for each lobe. It
is Identified in ?he ittput by tho title! P2ESSURE DISTRIBUTION. The dimension-

i (see eq. (A-7)), where F is the actual
pressure in psi, is listed starting at the leading edge of the lobe (i.e. at J - 0

* In figure .55.). The first value in each line is at 1 = 1 and the last value is
at the centerline (i - N), see fig. -55..

When NPUN - 1 or -2 (item 11, control card in input), punched card output will be
given. The first card is given at the starc of a calculation for a new value of
the L/D-ratio or nev value of the Reynolds number (it is only given if NPAD - 1).

The card contains four values:

Card (4913.5)

1. L/D
2. The lobe arc, degrees ( o "Gp,;' )
3. The relative angular location of the center of pressure ( - /)

4. The Reynolds number Ie
This card is followed by the results of the composite bearing for each value of

El COS% (and if NPUN , -2, also for each value of C.iifet6 ), there will be two

cards:

Card (5913.5)

2. Wi/#NL (•) 3, the inverse Sommerfeld number' f F 1 F
3.~ ~ ~ ~ ~~r Th rcto ato:ca ,NL (9914 e

4. The dimensionless flow across the leading edge: IVDLC

5. The bearing eccentricity ratio 'Es.
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,I

* Card (5313.5)

1. The dimensionless radial stiffness for an inertialess tilting pad:

S . [ t< ) - co Bx)(k .- i !

2. The dimensionless radial damping for an inertialeis tilting pad:

3. The dimensionless stiffness for the y-direction:

4. The dimensionless damping for the y-direction:

5. The attitude angle Q , degrees
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INPUT FOR( FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM

PN0375: THE STATIC AND DYNAMIC PE&NIMANCE OF A

LQBED BEARING WITH TURBULENT FILM

Card 1 (15)

-RET - Number of film Reynolds numbers in taale for turbulent flow coefficients

Table of Turbulent Flow Coefficients(4E15.7)

For each Reynolds number, give two cards with four values per card.

First Card:

1. RSP //, the film Reynolds number (dimensionless)

2. 1 cc Rh , the friction factor (dimensionless). For

3. G•, , the turbulent flow coefficient for the circumferential direction (dimen-

sionless). For e" , Gw I
4. k , the first derivative of 4X divided by (dimensionless) For

Second ard:

1. •. , the second derivative of rAXdivlded by •j (dimensionless). For

2. If J the third derivative of Cdivided by •, (dimensionless). For
-0, Q -_ 0

3 . k h r s h u b l n
Q* , where rf is the turbulent flow coefficient for the axial direction

"(d•mensionless). For h:0 V "

4. , the first derivative of • (dimensionless). It is zero for

Card (72)) Text
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* Control Card (1215)

1. M - Number of finite difference increments in the circumferential

direction per lobe (34 M -6 6

2. N - Number of finite difference increments in the axial direction

on half the bearing length (34 I'3 )
3. NLD - Number of L/D-ratios In input list (16MLDd 20)

4. NIE - Number of bearing Reynolds numbers, Re , in input list
(I' NRE' e 3O)

5. NPAD - Number of lobes (IU NPAD& 12)
6. NECA - Number of Ce COS - values in input liat (14,ECA'y?20)
7. NAB - Maximum allowable number of attitude angle iterations.

8. NiP; If NRP- 1: Maximum allowable number of iterations to determine rupture

boundry.

If NIP - 0: Film rupture tables place, but there are no iterations.

If NIP - -1: No film rupture, and no iterations.

9. NPW; If NV - 0: Only the composite bearing results are given, not the

results for the individual lobes.

"If NFW - 1: The results for the individual pads and the composite

bearing are given, but not the pressure distribution.

If NPW - -1: Same as for NPW =1, but with pressure distribution.

10. NRW; If NRW - 0: No results are given from the rupture boundary iteraticn.

If NWW - 1: The convergence error for each rupture boundary iteration

is given.

If NRW - -1: Same as for NRW =1, but output also includes the coordin-

ates of the rupture boundary for each iteration.

If NIW - -2: Diagnostic for rupture boundary calculation.

11. NPUN; If NPUN = 0: The composite bearing results are only given after

the final attitude angle calculation, no cards are punched.

If NPUN - 1: Same as NPUN = 0, but the results are also punched on

cards.

If NPUN = -1: The composite bearing results are given after each

attitude angle calculation, no cards are punched.
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If NPUN - -2: Same as NRUN = -1, but the results are also .unched on

cards.

12. INP; If INP - 0: More input data follows the present set of data, starting

with the text card.

If DIP - 1: This is the last set of input data.

Card (lP5E14.6)

1. CVLA - Convergence limit for attitude angle calculation.

2. CVLR - Convergence limit for rupture boundary iteration.

List of L/D-Ratios (1P5E14.6)

Give NLD-values of the length-to-diameter ratio, L/D, 5 values per card.

List of Bearing Reynolds Numbers (IP5R14.6)

Give NIf-values of the bearing Reynolds number, Re, 5 values per card.

Data far Journal Center Position

The following two input items, namely the card with Es(065e and the list of

IE6 $ine , must be repeated together NECA times (Item 6, control card).

Card (OPE14.6. 15)

1. rosTs

2. NAT; If NATal: Number of f Sr -values in input list which follows. The

program iterates on the attitude angle to make horizontal

force zero (1 4 NAT 25)

If NAT - -1: The absolute value of NAT gives the number of L|$0V$

values in input list which follows (116 INATI & 25). No attitude

angle iteration takes place. Set NAB = INATI , Item 7,

control card.
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List of Wi(;f€i Values (lPEl•4.6)

Give INATI -values of ESS;nf , 5 values per card.

Bearing Geometry Data U1PSE14.6)

Give NPAD cards (Item 5, control card). Each card contains 4 values:

1. Ql , degrees. The angle from the load line to the leading edge of the lobe

2. 0#,t, degrees. The angle from the load line to the trailing edge of the lobe

3. 4, 2 - . The lobe preload (O_4/I), dimensionless.

4. . Preload angle, degrees.
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-. 7 T- -1'

ISETUP A461 DISWPUNCH
SIBJO& MAP*ALYKO ,P4OGO
SISFYCMAIMR DECK

MEHAICLTECHNOLOGY Moo. Jo LUN3, 5-25-67 4
c PN03?5 - PARTIAL ARC OR LOBED BRG, T'URBULENT 5

'TR~11Ji~I -t13d3IfGc37,13o,13 4B(37,13),.E137,13LF(37,13), 6
IPt37,13IALFAP(371l3btALFAMI43?,1'4IH32Ii37),.THAI371,AG1l371, v7
2AiýF3TV7,-C-S37)tSS437)BaT(373 ,Kt(371,JSX(II).#JEX 13),SX1131.,.EX(131t a
3THS41309THE(131 9
COO i',t ~vp ALFAP,ALFA4, H32, THAI,AGI,.AG4*CS, ssB, ver SXi jsxO1
IJE~.SXEKTHS,THEDXOZCStI IALPH 11

IGX4l250IGX5l250),ALDS(2O1,REY~4(30),ECAST(2O),NATS(203 ,.TH~4121*t 13
2t1IiT2i',PRLO(12JPRAN(12jESAS(25),AG2I371 ,AG3f3?),A~F(3T)., 14

___3AF2!s7hAF3(37lAF4(37h9AF5(3?lAF6I37),Afý71371 ,AFS(T47hAF9137l., is
1, C4131,FXP(12),FYPIL2),OZTII2hQ0XL(12) ,QKT(12I, 16

SSXXP(12)*SXYP(12),SYEPI121,SYYP(12hvbXXPll2IBXYP(12),BYXP(121, 17
65YYPfIIZ9Xf31;Yr31HNH)flMIa1
0OINESIC?4 ESAST(20',251,vA113, 13),AK(11,131,GK(13,1) 19
00 1T6~ F112 20

10 INMaIlI
REAO(5,06) NRET
00 11 tulNRET 23

IiREAD(5,9914G21 ,XI),Xt)GSI

NPUNtal 7
12 REAOIS.10P)

REAPI 5,101))4,#NNiLDNR.ENPADNETCA*t4AB,NRPP4PWNRWNPUN, INP
READ(59102) CVLA9CVLR

-RT(910 30
WRITE1691041 31
WRITE 16,1051M44,Nt-LO,N(E,-NPAON-tECA,NAB,NRP,P4PW,P4RWNPUN, INP3c
WRITEI6, 1061 3
iWRITTbe, 10ZIVLXACVLA 3
NRITE(691071 35
READIS,1O2) (ALDsTT1;ITNi,*L-k) -

WRITEI6,I02)tALOSt)I=IhI1 LOI 3?

WRITE 16,108) 3
W~ltE16,10Z1 IREY-N- I),-TIul;,NRI -- 40
WRITe( 161091 41
DO IN~ fIvNEGA 42
READ159103) ECASTIMbNATSMI
J~mIA89INATS( II F'4--

___READ45,102) (ESAST(t,JhvJm1,Jl)
WRITE 69 110)ECASTtuI ,NATST 1- -5.

13WRITE16,112)(ir1J~f7f - 9

R94-5 -f 58-H IIsTTII AD(IIvPA
14 W0IE(6102TNI9HI~PLI~PA~)
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CGLX3nloO/0l/DZ 63
DZ2m0ELX3+OELX3 64
SPO?. 1.0471976/C2 65
SPO3mO0*21816616/C2 '6
SPO00. 78539816/C? 6?
SPO58U09343633231/ALOOC2/ALO 68
SP~abe0*l?4532931 C2 69
NREIU1 To

21 RquIEVNINQEI) 71
N,:Clm1 72

22 EZA-ECAST(NEC1I 7
NAT.AlATSiNC1l 74
IFINAT) 23o24#24 75

23 P4A813-NAT 76
JImNASI 7?
GO TO 2S 76

24 RABIn.14AB 79
Jl*4 AT so

25 CC 26 J-1,JI at
26 ESASfJ~mESASTINaC1,jI 82

ESAmESASIl 8i 3
NAml 84

NA~wI 866
32 Mal. 6?
14 DXn(THT(IPOI-THI'( IPOI)/HM*0,017453291J as

OSLY3u1.0/OX/OX 89
OX2uDiLY3*0* 'LY3 90
SPO*SP06*DX 91
!F(N-11 30927930 92

27 IFINPUNI 28,30,29 93
28 II;NIPUN,1I 29,30#30 94
29 CluTHM(POI-THN(IPO 95

C2mfl8C.0-THNg1PD)l/Cl 96
WPlT~l, 114 IALDCl9CZRENPUMI
NPUNI.'iPUNI.1 96

30 Clul*017453293*P'RANIIPO) 99
CUnSINK(CI 100
cluCOSIC1) 101
CluECA-C1*PRLD( IP0) 102
C?uESA-C2*PqLo( iPC) 103
ECC2S3RT( Cl*C1.C2*C2) 104
!FIIoQ-ECCI 15,13,18 105

is15 R1T246,1401IPO 106
IF(4;-NABI3I 16917917 107

16 NAu4A41 106
GO TO 443 109

1? WRITS16,134) 110
GO TO 485 111

18 ATPuTANVIClC2) 1'12
Clo.AT P+180.0 113
KR8ui 114
KREmI 115
(SEwI- 116
C2uTHNl IPOl 117
C3&C2+360*0 116
C4mTI4T( IP) 119
C5zC4-360*0 120

35 TF(CI-360901 31,36936 121
36 CtmCl-360.O 122

GO TO 35 123
37 IFIATP-C41 39,38,38 124
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3S IFICIL-C4) 46943*43 125
39 IFIATP-C~l 40,40,44 126
40 IF(ATP-CIP 44,41,41 127
41 !P(CZ-CIL 45#42942 126
42 MIFC-Cý) 45,.43#43 129
43 RREs-1 130

G0 TO 49 131
44 N,15*0 132

~8E'0133
45 IFICI-C41 46,49,49 134
46 IFICI-C21 47,47,48 135
4? IFICI-CS) 48,49,49 136
46 PGO138

KB~mO137
49 013.0.0 13

CS II mC2-ATP 140o
ALPHaC4-C2 141
C3mw0*17453293*CS1 I 142
00 60 ju1,ms 143
CImCOS(C3) 144
C2uSINtC31 145
CSJIASCI 146
SS(JI-C2 1471f)RjI ri J C 3 148
C4. ECC*dl 1 49
CSUlECC*C2. ISO

- C6. 1.0.C4 151
ClaCS*CS 152

-C6.SQRT (C61 - 153
tq.-;~scg,154

- IFIRE) 50#50951 iss
W,0180,6-156

__02.1.0 -157
Ili�0.0 158
04Z*.0 159

160
-06.0.00 161
0sth1oo 162
012*1.0 163
GO- 1 56 164

51 C8.RE*C6 165
D00 55rmI9NlkET 166
1F108-RHIKII 52,52,53 167

52 09A.RM4K-AH(K-1) 168
06n(RHIKI-081/09 169
07=I08-RI4IK-1J 1/09 170
0luD6*GXC (K-I l4O7*GXC(Ki III7
012mO6*CFR(K-1I.07*CFRlK) 172
014sD6*GX4(K-I)14D7*GX4fK)I 173
C2uSQRT(DII 174

- 3mftS*(O6*GXI(K-iI)+7*GXI(K, P 175
04*RE*bO6*GX2(K-1,D?*GX2(K)) 176
05*RE.Io6*GX3(K-Ip+O?*GX3(Kpp 177
g--6sRE.E06*GX5(K-1).i)7.GX5(Kpp 178
07.014 179
GO Tfl 56 180

53IFINRET-K) 54545 181
54 09=R14(KI 182

GO TO 52 183
55 CONTINUE 184
56 011.C9*D2 185

H32(J)wLUlI 186
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010010O/4CW*61 Is?

SD9u**?.7*DO1O,( 1./C6-O.25*031*03.0.5*D4 189
*010a.-0.3?S/C6*010#0o 3?5*O3*(3.0*O1O-O40D4,Or3SD3-3.3/C6 If 190
*ll Yý$ .......*j2/60 *09* 191

*GIIJ)M07 192
____AG (JAIC1*06*011 193

AG3(J 1uC2*06*011 194
04&CZ O6S 199
0sgkCzs0S 196
06=C? *09-C4*016 - 19?
AG4(J).Ol---- 196
AFI(JiEg-C1*0S,(2.0*C5*C2-C4*C1)*09fýC?*CI*010-4*061*01I 199
AF2lJIw(04*C5-C2 ,i011s6e0 200
Atk14 I-12o0/O1ISCZ 201
AF4(JJ*-O4 202
AFS(Jle-06 203

*F6( I-60/01*C2204
AFT IJ iIa -C2*0e- ( 20*OCS*C1.*C4*C2 I *O9.CT$C2*0110-05*061 *Ott 205

APSII. (s~c .CZ/D116.0206
AF9(Jis-05 207
014-oi2/C6iDX -- 208
IFIJ-11 67,67,57 209

67 I4LFC6 -210
GO 10560 211

S7 IFINS-JI 68,68,59 212
6 4 HT~sC6 213
56 014.Oo5*014 - - - - -214

59 01301l3+014 215
-....-3*D 216

IF(KREI .70,699,70 211
69 I4MN(IPDI*1.0-ECC 216

GO TO 73 219
TO7 IFtHLE-I4TE) 729120'71 - 220
71 HRN(IPD)AHTE 221

9 0 TO 73 222
72 HNN(IPDIAHLE 223
73 CsoNB 224

00 63 Js 1,NMS.......... 225
BEr -1 0 u 226
"NIJI LaI 1 ___ 227
00 62 Is1;N 226
JSX(TI 2 229
JEX(II~M 230
SX(I)ISO 231
Efliff.-ics 232
THS(t)=CSII 233

Tiii~SI~iW~ . ---.-.- 23
ALFAM(J,1lalslO 235

a4 ALFAPIJ,11-1.0 236
63_CONTINUE 237

-iýýu 1236
JFwMB 239

ill;4-240
JF1-NS-l 241
NIT-O 242
E~Ru1.O 243
IFI4PW) 65964,65 244

84 IFIX4tW) 65966965 245
65 WIiTiE(6911611Po 246
66 IFIKBE) 423,301,301 -- 247

301~ 003-03 1-41,N 246
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00 302 KwI,4 249
CEJS9.19KI0090 250

*jp *JSP-I#Xi80.0 251

094I9 1.i0*0 253
1b33j-qlMS 254

!IJO1)u000 255
EiJ,i 1.0.0 256

303 PIA-1I 0.0 257
00 3U6 JJSIJFI 258
ClmAF5IJ) 259

C2-ARM-i260
C3*AGI(JI. 261

'-C4 C3F*6ELX3 262
- 00*305 1419N 263

lPiJ,1 .0.0 264
00 304 K%19N 26S

304 11900*0466
____UJIlluoo0 267
- fifkl-o- 268
30S FIJ,1lm0*026

Kiia-I1TSF 270
NJIuMiJ-1 271
BTls*10 272
lFfKJ1D 3069327,311 273

30o6 ~ i~ DOC 274
_____ 81,1)mal-0ELY3-OELY3-C4-C4 ??s

-AtJtTiblv3ot 276
Ctll%.OELY3 277
PIJO1)NCZ 278
IIM-1) 307,307,308 279

307 All,1-l)%C4*C4 280
GO 10 310 281

306 A(t1-,4 il-C4 282
IF1I-Il 310,310,309 2113

309 *1,1-IlqiC4 -284
310 CONT INUE 205

286
311 UTlobTtJt 287

uB-1 1aL~l 2pq
312 4191,181*0 289
327 DO 319 IRKJ,N 290

CSuALFAPI Joll - 211
C9sAI.FAM(J 1) 292

01DlC54C9 293
0 tibi27DF 294
02.01/CS 295

.C9=0X2/CS/C9 29T
P(J~T.C2298

IFII-KJ1I. 31303139314 299
M- C6.rt-C9-O 21 OT I*C3 300

C$*DZ2/(110*ST1)*C3 301
C7 C8/BTl 302
GO0TO315 303

UWfM&C6C-C9-0Z2*C3 304
C8.OELX3*C3 305
CISCO 306

315 AtttIi.C6 307
tF1#4-11 3179317#1'16 308

316 Mol,-llmC7 309
84 1..11C8310
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GO TO 316 311
317 4lII-Ll4C?*CS 312
318 BIJZ)aDL 333

C Il-uU2 3t4
319 cnftNTIue 315
320 CO 322 Iu1,'4 316

C3 321 KvIN 317
321 AKII,.K)uA( IK),ti(J.)*O(J-1, L9v 316
322 CONT INUE 319

CALL mArtNv(AKN,GK,09OET9IDJ 320
GO TO 1324s3231#10 321

323 WRITE16#139J1PD 322
GO TO 425 323

324 00 325 I~t 324
00 325 KalN 325
CiwAK1IK) 326
G(JI ,K)uCS 327

325 OIJeIK)*-CS*CIK) 328
326 CONTINUS 329

CALL PR'-SS(JS19JF1,NtNRP) 330
IFI'4FW) 341,344,344 331

34t wRItEI6tl17)NIT 3J2
WRITE46,L11B 313
00 342 IslN 334

342 WRITEI6,119J1,SXI I),EX(II lTHS(ItYHE(T) 335
IFI.4R-W+1J 343,344,344 336

343 wRire(6912OI 337
344 00 347 JRJS*JF 336

.C3sH324JI 319
00 345 IR1.N 340
C4w.E( IJi I I./C3 341
EIJvI 3uC4 342

345 PIJI)aC4.ECC 343
* !FINRWId.L 3469347,347 344

-346 WRITE(6,121I1'(PJ,1tI~t1'4) 345
* 47CONlINUF 346

CALL SINP(NFMiFT) 347
FRoSPC*FR 346
FTauSPO*FT 349
ORDA"-FR-FR 350
STOAuý-FT-FT 351
FR=ECC*FR 352
FTuECC*FT 353

SMFVASORT (FR*FR.FT*FT j 354
IF(SMFV) 423,423,349

349 SMFut.O/S'PFV
ATT=TAf4Y( FRFT ) 356
CFPI IPOJ.3.14l5q27*D13,C.5.ECC*FT 357
C10.0*17453293*ATP 356
CATPuiC0SIlC) 359
SATP=SINICl) 360
FXPI IPDI~kFR*CATP*FT*SATP 361
FYPI IPOIuFT*CATP-FR*SATP 362
IF(KRO) 351,362,351 3el

351 IFlfIN/2)*2-NI 352,353,353 364
352 QXSml6e3*Pf2vN)-4.0*Pf3tNI 365

J 1-N- 2 366
GO TO 354 367

353 QXSm2&O*P(3#Nl-H*O*Pft2,Nl 366
JI1 N-I 369

354 CO 355 Iin1,J192 370
355 QXSUQXS,32.O*P12,IJ-6.o*P(391,,16.O.P(2,I,1)-4.o.P13.V.:1) 371
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GES.1.5?70963e41.0.ECC*CSI II I-5P03*OXS/OX*1N321 11ee?, 37?
1% tP(RA:3 J57, 9167 57 3 73
IS? Ipt(./202-A41 358035993S9 374
3S4 QXEvu16**PIltII-4*0*PlMI9N) 375

j1.'4-2 376

3M CXEmZ.3SPf"INl-8*O*P(N9p43 376
Ji!.4- 1 379

340 CO413 36L 1.3149 380
361 CX~mQXB432*3*P(MqI) -8*OSPIM It )+ I6e.0sP('4oI -4*0*P(Mt ft1 381

2XE&al.50?163eI110*ECC*CStM8)I*SP03*QXE/OEXte432(M8I.**21. 382
GO TO 31238

362 M8060. 384
C0 166 IA194 385
CIwTIISI )/5F.29378 3046
ClmA.o+=-CC*COSfC 1) 38?
M1-21? 363,366,364 38R

363 CIA4*0*C1 l1j9
00 TO 366 390

344 IFtIN-11 366,366,365 391
365 C~mCL4CI 392
366 QxSaQXS*Ct 9

QXSmSP04*QXS I 94
GO TO 3S& 395

367 QXEuO.0 396
00 371 1u1,t4 39?
C1UJ.0.*ECC*COS(THII 13/57.29578) 319
IFII-2) 368,371,369 3'99

368 CI&490*C1 400
GO TO 311 4C, 1

._369 IF14-11 371,37193704&2
370 C1akC14CI 433
M 371 EE.XE*CI 4.ý 4

OXEESP04*QXE 415
372 QZ2.AGlIM)*(H321M1*S2)0(16.0*P(M,1)-4,O*PIqZII 40~6

J18? 4*4 7
1I(M/2102-41 373,374,374 4,

-'-'3 0Z2u0Z2.3.OSACZ1()*(H32212**2)*144.*P(2,1)-P(2,211 4P
10.o25AG1131*(H3213)**2)St4.O*P13,1)-P( 3,233 410

I m 3 411
374 00 375 JNJ1,NZZ 412
-WS QZ2auQZ24*0.*AGIIJ)*(H32IJ)*'2)*(4.O*PlJ,1)-P(J,.7I) 413

1,2.OSAG1EJ,1)*1N321J,1)**Z1s(4.O.PtJ.1,t )-P(J*1,21) 414
QZYC IPD)=SPO5*DX*QZ2 415
Q XL ( IPO I kQX S 416
QXT(IPDIuQXE 417
ERR*uY*O 418
IF44!RPI 387,387,380 419

380 IPIKBE) 387,381,387 420
381 ERR*ECC 421

CALL RUPT(MNKR8,KRENRWJSJPJS1,JFIERR) 422
NITu,41T+I 423
IF(iIRWI 382,383#382 424

382 WR1TEfb,12ZINiTtaRR 425
11.1 426

383 IFeVWl 3184,385,385 427
384 WRITS(69124) 428

WRITE(69123)SMFECCATPATTFR,FT 429
URITE(69125) 430
WRJTE(69123)CFPIIPO),QXSQXEtOZT(IP0I,1FXP(!P0),FYP(1PO): 431
IFIJL) 388,388,385 432

385 IFICVLR-ERR) 386,387,387 433



186 IFP4RP.'4lT-1 38?,3C1,301 434
*36? J180 435'

. IF(INPWI 3694,392,36443
336 WRIT8(6,I22NITERR *37

* ___ RITEI6,L116 *38
CO 369 l1%1N 439

369WRlrEI6,1191 1,SX(tII EXI IITHS(IITMEffI 440
i~fNPWI 390,392,392 *41

390 WRITE1691201 *42
00 391 JAlMS 443

391 WRIT-EI6,ZI2I(P(JI1#I1*N1, *444
39 d33JqI,MB45
00 393 I*1tN *46

39 IJPI)m0.0 448
00*402 JqJS19JF144
CleAFlIJi *50

-2-VQ1- *- * '51

C3*-A62(Ji 41* 2
N~aK~JI453

IF(KJ) 394,394,395- 454
394 NJeL 455
395 00 *01, IAXJ,N *56

IF(I-KJ1-396,396,397..- 458
396 C5.0*0 459
______ O'7396 460
397 C-S-.PTJ,1-1) 461
396 IFIN-11 399,399,400 462
399 C6;;C5- - 63

GO TO0401 464
400 C6P(J -4 11 465
401 FPiJI).Cl*C4,C2,C3*OELX3*(C5*C6-C4-C4I 466
402 CONTINUE 467

CALL PRESS(JSlJFIoNt-1) *68
Do * j1j-SJ69
C~sH321JI. 470
C2aAF4(Jk 4`71
00 403 IA19N *72

403 EtJtI)NEIJPII/C1*C2*P(JtIl 473
404 CONTINUE 414

CA l:S'IMPlPNqt,CZI......
_____ RDEu=SPO*C1 416

6tOESPO*C2 *77
00 *13 JqJS19JF1 4?8
ctuArm(i *79
C2*AF8(JI. *60

oCju-AG3(J) 481

IF(KJ) 4059405,*446 483
405 Kiel 484
*06 00 412 1-KJ,N *65

IFlt-XJ1 4079407t408 48?
*07 C5w0*0 *66

GO TO 409 489
406 CSoP(JoI-119
409 !Ft'4-I) 410,410,411 491
4_ 10 C~mC5 *92

. .GO TO 412 493
*11 C6=PfJ,1*.1) 494
*12 F(J,1 )aCl*C4*C2.C3*0ELXl*4C54C6-C4-C4I 495
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413 CONTINUE 496
CALL 04issfJs1,JF109,~1I 497
00 415 J*JSJP 496
ClsUN3EJ 499

ca 414 It1,P4 SOL

-. 4114 l(JqI)wE(JoI)/Cl*C2*PfJIl 502
415 CONT1INUE 503

CALL SIMPINCICZ 504
DROAw~sPD*C1 505
@1DAmLSPO*C2 506
'00 419 JoJS19JFI 527
ClsAF31Jl Soo
IJOKI 1.1 509
IFIKJ) 416,416,41? 510

416 NJO61 sit
417 00 41,8 tmtgJ*N 512
*418 P(JI)UCL 513
415 CONTINUE 514

CALI. PRESSlJS1,JF1,N9-11 515
OnI 421 JmJS.JF 516

00 420 PR1.N Ste
-490ffjq~s~j9I)cl519

41CONTINUEC AT4ODE 0 T

SRE96S PDOCI S22T-C*S
SKYPI IPOI.CI*APCZC 523
C~w~ftODE*SATP*DTDE*SATP52
C2*DRDASSATP-OTDA*CATP 5229
SYXPI IPOI=C1*CATP-C2*SATP 530
SXYP4 1P0).=ClSATP*C2*CATP 2
C1SROltE*SATP-DTDE*SATP 528
C2wsftUA$SATP4STDA*SATP 539
IEXPI IPDouC1*CATP-C2*SATP 530
UXYPI IPOIasCI*SATP*C2*CATP 535
Cl'sBROE*SATP-STDE*CATP 536
C2*BRDA*S ATP-BTDA**CT 533
IVEPI IP0)LuC1*CATP-CZ*SATP 538
OXYP IPOI UCl*SATP*,C2*CATP 539

B-YXPIPIPIIPD= IISAPOIJ/ICXPIPItY(PO) 531

CZ.((SXXP(IPOI-ClI*(SYYP(IPO)-CR)-SXYP(tP0I*SYXP(IPDI)/ 542
1(8EEPIIPDO)*95YP(IPDI-BXYPI!P0I'B6YXPiIPOI3 543
ClwC2ICI 544
C3*SQRT(A8S(C2Z)I 545
C4aSNF*Cl 546
C'1uC1/39*4?8418 54T
IFIN4PWI 4229425942Z 548

422 WRITE(6#1261 549
WRITEI6.I23IDRCr,CTDE,ORDA,DTDASROEBYOEBROA,BrOA 550
WRIT=-(6vl27I 551
WRITE(6,123)SXXP( !PDISXYPI IPO),SYXP(JPD~bSYYP( IPOISXXPIIPOit 552

IBXYP( IPuI,8YXPfIP3)vYYP(!POI 553
WRITE1691281 554
WRITE (6, 123)CI,4,C3.C2 555
GO TO 425 556

423 CFP(IPDI43*1413927*O13 557
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CXL(IP0Isl*1.S7O763*I 1oO*ECC*CS(i)) 556
* QXT(IPDIsQXL(IPD) 559

QZyTIJPDPUDO. 560
*FXP( I PD Iu.a.61
*FYPIIPDI*0.0 562

SXXP(IIPnl~aOo0 563
sgypI IPOLmOoo 564
SYXPI IPDmO.0 '565
SYMP POIS060 566
B8UPI IPOI~aOO 561
BXYP(JPOI.u0.0 568
BYXP(IPDIpmOaO 569

IFI'4PNI 4249425,424 571
424 W1ttE(691Z91 572

NqJTE16#130) 573
WRITEf69123)CFP( IPO)#QXL(IPD) 574

425 IPOsIPO.L 575
tFI(4PA0-IPDI 426,34934 576

476 F98*0*0 577
FYS*0.0 578
SXXhI..0.3 579
SXYB2..00354
SYX8Uo,) 5341
SYY3uu.o 582

M8YX8u.. 585
sYY34k0.3 596
RCFWaO ý' 597

*CZT8w0.0 589
Ca~u~so590

* 03 432 Is~lt4PAC 591
IF(NPAD-1) 427p427,428 592

4?? ClQTl)QLl 593
GO T3 429 594

4P28 CloQXtil)-gXLIul59
429 MFCI) 431t4309431 596
430 C1=0.0 597
431 C1TzkT*J7C 1 598

CL4*QXLB.QXLI 1) 594
CZTlu.QZTB*QZT II) 600
PCFWvACFbE.CFP (J) I
FXBuFXSFXP( II 2
FYB=FYBFYPI II 3

SJCYR-SXYRI.SKYP( Ii 5
SYXBASYXB+SYXP( I 6
syyt~u!)YYtj*s~yypI I 7
qxxtdu.8oxB,8XXPI ) 8
BXY~a8EYs,8XYP(II 9
eYXsskdYxo,8YXpt II 10

432 34YYRadYYS*BYYP(IJ 11Q8TQTUQErZTB 12IF14PAD-11 436,436,437 13
436 QBTuQLTK.gXTIlp 14
437 S'4FV*SQRT(FXB*FXB.FYB*FYBI is

IFI'4PW) 4359,433,435 16
433 IFINATI 435,435,434 17
434 IFINPUN) 435,44 09440 is
435 WR!TS(6,1321NA 19
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WR1TEf6vl11)iSAtFY8 20
MR WtT;: 6 #1 3H 21

*WRITE (691231FX8, RCFWoQZTSiQBkT#OXLR* so'v 22
WR1Ti(6912?) 23
WRIETS6,123)SXX~iSXY8,SYXBSYY58,XXG,8XY8,SYX8,tyYY 24

40IFINA-NABII 442t441#441 25
44t MRITEI6tl34) 26

GO TO 475 27
442 hAsNA4I 28

IFI'4&Tl 443,441,444 2
443 ESAmESASINA) 30.GO TO 32 it
444 IF(FX83 446,445,447 32
445 FXS.1.O 33
446 IFINAI) 4479452,44? 34
447 IFfCVLA-A9S(FYB/FX833 446,475.475 35
446 IF4NAI) 455,449,454 36
-449 IFINA2) 451,451,9450 37
450 HA2*0O1

6O TO 452 39
451 IFIFYB*XIIII 453,475,452 4
452 X( II vFYS 41

__ 1186ESA 42
GO TO 443 4

-4S3 NAluI 44
k(31-16FYB

_ 13),NESA4
ESA-f(11)*ESA)/2.0 "7
GO0TO32 48

X2 l.PYB 5
V1lZIESA 51
GO0To465 5 2

455 tIfIESA-Y1233 461,456,456 53
456 WIF1421OX(311 457,457,458 54

li~k 2 1.55
X42)sFYB S56
Vll~uY(2) 5
V112 ES A 58
GO TO 465 r

458 IFIFYB*X1133 459,459,46061
459X 3133FY8 61L

V(31AESA 62
GO TO 465 63

460 X(1m+YFV 64
Y 121 wES A 65
GO TO 465 66

461 1FIX113*X(2)) 462,462,463 67
462 X(31*X(Z3 68

X12)=FYB 69
Y 1333.Y123 70
Vl21mESA ?I
GO TO 465 72

463 IF(FY1I*X3133 464,464,460 73
464 XfIluFYB 74

Y~lIDESA 7
465 ClvuY212-Yf1I 76

C2=Yt3l-Y(12 77
C3nYI3)-YI 13 78
C4nfX13l-X(212 /1C2*C3$ 79
Ca(X(1;-X12)13/lCl*C3) a4c

C~aC4*C5 $
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C4*CI *Cq-CZ*C5 s?

C5mX( 21
IF(C3) 467,466,467 64

466 C6*-C'SC4 85

Gn TI 4?3 86
467 C6oO.5*C4/C3 a?

C7.SQRTlAfiSIC6*C6-C5/C 3I as
IF(Cb3 (69,469,469 89

468 Cia-Cl 90
469 C6aCl-C6co
470 !SA*Y(2I.C6 92

:nl TI1 32 93
475 EGC.SQRT(ýCA*ECA+SS4*ESA) 4

ATT*TANV( 5CAt,-SAI 05
TFCIPAD-1) 476,476#4?771

476 CflT'vZT( 1 J.XT( I) 1

CIa Cl/C? 1
C3mSQRT(A43S(C2)) 16A
C5s.Cl/3.*474418 l)
WqITý(6,1351 0

WRITý(691361 1 (,:5
WRI TE(6 t12 3 1RC FW tCZ td , T 9 UL 0, F X , r itC 3,C 2

WRITE(691233x3,X1SYO

IF(SMFVI 479,479,478 1.)4
478 S4F*I.O/SMFV 11

ACFWS=SMF*RCFW III
FXBS.SIF *F X 112
FYBSa SMF*FYS III
ClaSMF*Cl 114
SXXSNSMP*SXXB 115
SXYS&.SMF*SXY R 116
SYXS=.SMF*SYX 8 117

* SYYSe.SMF*SYYB I118
O EXS=.SMF*8?XXHI 111
B 2CYSaSMF*OX YB12
8YXS*SMF*KYXB 121,
YYyS*.SMF*BYYB 12?

kR IrE(6,1371 123
WQ1TS (6, 123ISMF, FXBSFY~iSQCFWStCI 124
wu.rE-(6#1381 125
WQIT-1(6,123)SXXSSXYS,SyEs,SYYSBxxs,'~2Y5,8Yxs, IVYS 126

479 WRITE(691411 127

IF(NPUMI 48',485,481 131)
400 IF14PUN4I) 48194d594.85 131
481 C6-SXYB*SYXt3-BXYB*BYA!D 137

CT=SXYB*ISYXR+SYXB*84YO I131
CsaSYYB*SYY34fIYYo*sBYL 134
C9wRXXs-( SYYB*C7-8yyfI*C6 /Ce 135
C8uSKAs-I SYYBOC6.BYYB*C7)/C8 156
WRITE(1),1153ECASMFVtRrFZtQXLfl,2-CCNIPU',
Npu~l1u4PUN1+l 118
ki[TqIrl(o,,115C8,C9,sYyd,'RYY3,ATTNPo'Jl
NPUNI84PUN14I L40
I F ( PUN-1 1 485'5 485, 442 141

482 wlIrE(ij, 114) SXX9,SXY.dSYXItSYYAi
NPUN1 UNIUNI1* 143
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WRITE1IO,114) OXX6,8XY9,BYX89BYYB
NPUN*1UMPU'.1.1 145

485 4EO:1 %NEC 141 146
IFfNECA-NECI) 486,22,22 14?

464 NRE1.J'AEl.1 148
(F(NME-NREll 481,21,21 149

49? NLDI1NLDL*l 150
IFINLC-NLO1) 408,20,20 I51

406 IF4IIP) 489,12,489 152
,469 STOP 1533
98 FI1RMAT(IS) 154

100 FORMAT1T2H 156
1 1 157

101 FOROIAT112151 I58
102 FORAATlIP5EI4*61 159
103 FORMATEPE14o6,151 160
1bI4FOftMAT(IHI4OlHCIRC*orV AX*OIV NO.LID NO*REY4 N3ePAO N4

10*E*COSA NOeA-IT NOeRUPetT PAO.CATA QuPtOATA ATTeA*OATA INPUT

105 FORMAT116911I1O) 163
jiiT--,R~iArI1H0,27HCoNV.LIM.ATT.A CONV*LtMQtJPI
10? FlIRMATIIHOIOHL/D RATIOS)
106 FORMATN[H,1644REYNOLDS NUMBERS)
109 FORMAT1IHO,17NECC*COS(ATT) DATA)
Ito PRMAft1H0,13I4ECC*C3S(ATTIu1PE13.6, 141H40*OESSINIA)u13).
111 .FORMATIJN Lisr OF ECCOSINIATTI) 169
11i2 FORMOAT I lH,21 HOEAR ING GEOMETRY DATA)
113 FORMAT(5514 INLET ANGLE OUTLET ANGIC PRELOAD ANGLE PRLO-X) 171
I114 ORMAT( 4El3Z8 172
115 FORMATi5E13*5,I151 173
116 VORMKTUfIH1IlS5HEARIN6 PAD NOes.121

--III FORMAT(/~//H0921HRUPTURE ITERATIO4 40o.,!?
116 FORMA1ilOk,6014 I BEGLN*INDEX ENO INDEX SE31N AN3LE 2

INO ANGLE)
_115' FORMATl13,IP4E1S.1) 178
120 FORMATIIHO,2lHPRESSURE DISTRIBUT1ON)
121i FORMAT11PEl2*4,1PSEII.41 1o0
122 FORMATf22H RUPTURE ITERATION NO.12,914 ERRO~uIPEI3e6l 181
I123 FORMIAT11PSE15971 182
124 FORMAT11HOS6HSOMPERFELD NO ECC*RATI(3 ATTeANGLE CALC.AT

MAW;� ~ ~ -04I*Q-T/S*Wi)
125 FORMAT(IH0,86H 1/S*IR/C*F/Wl (Q-X/NOLC)IN (Q-X/NflLC)OUT 1Q-ZI/NO

ILCiSIDE* F-X/S*V F-Y/S*Wl
126 FORMAT(1H0,12H DF/DXDTS~Oi.7DQS.9XHF/D9

1X,9HDFR/SDEOT,6X,9HOFT/SOEDT,8X,9HOFR/SDADT,6X,gHDFT/SDADT)
127 FORMATI1$'I,4X, 7HCKXX/SW,8X,7HCKXY/SWRX,7HCKYX/SW,8X,IMCKYY/SW,7X,

I814C4BAE/SW,7X,8HCW8B(Y/SW,7X,81CWBYX/SW,7X,SHCWBYY/SW)
128 F0R4AT(lHOt58HCMN/MVOLIR/C)2 CMW**2fW FREQ/W (FPEQ

1/W)**21
129 FORMATIIIH0,15HPAD IS UNLOADED)
130 FORMAT(IH0*2814 I/S*(R/C*F/Wi (Q-X/NDLC)INI
131 FORMAT(IHO,13I4ECC*SIN(ATT).IPE13.6,1?H IIORIZ.F0RCE/SW1IPS13*6)
132 FOR4AT(///lHO,33HOEARING R5SULTS,ATT*A~qLE IT.Nfl*#121
133 F]IR4ATI1HO,4X,7HF-X/S*W,5X,12141/S(R/C*F/W),2X,1&H(Q-ZI/40L^).SIDE,2X

1,1314(U/NDLC)TOTALIXI4H(Q-X/NDLC)(IRC ,7Xt3H4IIS)
134 FORMAT(1Nf),43HNUMBER OF ATTOANiGLE ITERAT1ONS TOO LARGE)'
135 FORe4AT(//IH,0,6XIHL/D,9X,,OHRE'04.NOo ECC*COS(ATT) ECC*SIN(A

ITT) ECCeRATIO ATT*ANGLE 1/S F'-Y/9*Wl
136 FOR'4A(IlHO,116H 1/S*(R/C*F/Wl IQ-Z/NDLC'IS!OF fQ/NDLC)TOTAL Q-X/40

ILC)CIRC F-X/S*W CMN/MUOL(R/C)2 FREO/W (FAEQ/W**2)
131 Ff)RMAT(1140,72H SOMMERFELD NO F-XIW F-Y/w IR/c
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t)*(F/W3 CMW.*2/Wi

tOxx/otex,7HCwexv/w, ax, ?CW8YX/W,6E. IHCWSYY/WI
139 FOR4qAT(lH0,?6NFOATQIX IS SINGULAP,i'Af NO02

* 140 FORMAT(IIH)41HECCENTRICITY RATIO GRSATER TH4AN 19PAD 40.,121
141 FI)RMArilw,,34NPINIMUM FIL14 THICKN4ESS FOR PAD '40.3
142 FURP4AT(lPl10-lZ.43 211
143 FORAIAT417,4112) 212

=40 213
SISFYC SURPT DECK

SUBqOUTINi quPT(MNKROKRENPJSJFJStJflER.I 2
CIME'IS13,4 O(37.13,I3btG( 3?,13,1318(3?7,131,.E13?,13ltF(37,133, 3

tP(37,13),.4LFAP(37,13),4LFAMk( 713? 1,14321371,1HA(3?71A,V1(371v' 4
2AG4137),CS( 373,SS1373,8T(371 ,K1137),JSX(13),JEX1133,SXfI3h9.EX(131, 5
3THS(1319TME( 133 6
COMM4ON DtSG9 39E tF 9Pt ALFAPt ALFA.'4,H32t TNAvl 4,4A4CSqSS 87 OKI ,.jsx, 7
1JSXSA,#JITHStTHEDADZCSI IALPH a
mam9
NOON to
KRBwKRB 11
KRE*KRE 12
Npumqp 13
JsukjS 14
JF*JF 1s
JF1=JFI 16

ECCVERR is
NlaN-1 19
mBs%.. L 213
NC=N. j 21
N2wNC+2 22
S GRIu.gI. 3 23
SER2O.00 24
S..R3vI,0 2
SER4uO.O 26
DR830 iso~x 27

J~mkL26
JSI=2 29
JFwMd 30
JF1=M 31
00 502 JzIl*Mb 32OT(J)=l.0 34m I IiJ~iO 33
00 501 ImlN 3
ALFA'q(JIlul.10 36

50)1 ALFAPIJI)u1.O 37
502 CONTINUE 38

THE(I I=CSII.ALP14 4
J;X(1 )*2 43

503 J:X(IIJM 44
00 592 I=10N 45
JIUNC-I 46
K 78.1 - 47
CIuK? 46Y4-.CI *01 49

IF(JL-NI3 509,008#53? 91
507 K5m1 52

GO TO S510 53



54

90 orosio 55

--1@ 00 591 J-4204
PRO P(JJ1) so____________5

IFqM I GYM. 7 599
511 F(11591591SLZ60

512 U97. 61
MIF4Ke) 5 ,5351 ______ __ __ 62
TI3 44%TM(00 63
T_______________________________ 64

P2w PIJ-19JI11300 65
Gxla4G41j-ll___________ 66

GX2--G-4 J 177,'7
Sl~m.GIJ-l ___________________________68

GZ2-AGIM69
X2-X2E _________________ 0

__-111 71

32*Z2E .--- 72

Y~nY2E - ______ _ 74

fl2wK2E 79
k3wK3E 76
XXwJ1 - 77
NJ-u____________- 78

JPBKJL79
Nlu-I: so

1E2.0 8
W1lM3-KX 82
rgO To 525 .-. 83

515 MIFK) 591,51I6,59.1 84
'516 "N7k1 8s

IFIKASS S91951,591 866
517 IFIJ-21 591#57189520 - 87

53NlUo-I: as__________0

go 51.9 KA19N ----- 99
ALFAM1J9K)wIe0 _ __ __ _ __ __ _._ __ _ 90
SE 1KI=. 1. 91
TNSMIS)CSK1 _______________ 92

!519 JsE(KIm2 93
SER2%0.00________________ 94
3~1~1.O -5- 95
S7(J-l=eO ____96

60 TO 591 - --.- ------- -- 97

520. NR4s%-1. ___ 98
THCwTH4IJ) 99
GX1*AG4IJ ______________ 100

EEXZ-ACTM -rr- 101lo

112u1?1(J-) .----- 103

P2iPP./3eQ 1014

x3sE35 ____ 106
az,%ZZT107

23nZ38 108
v~uyB---109

N2=K28 - - . . .110

N3mK39*B 11II

S___ ___ ___ 112

RjPej 113
-px 115
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_..Z5_KI(KJmju its . . 1
GX2u(,GX2-GXI )/OX 119

.... s~uu ~ -~- -120

IFIKS) $27*528,526 121
K !ýK;122

nIGoX.'i-Y-.-- . 123
- 003 * ~....G TO53 124

52? K~t~ 129
GO TO 530 126

528 . ----.K-- .- 127

_____F(KQl_530,5S3Q1 .29 - .- 128
529 C2mKQ 1?9

C2'%C2 *01 130
Z3-Z3*CZ - .-i- - .- 131
X3AX34C2 ______132

530 V26X2133
- IFCZ2-X2& 53199320532 .--. .- 135

531 YluZ2' -13
532 NXuý2-KX t________L36

-''DiOC41) 534,0349533, 13?
533 C2wAQ 138

C2.ke?*Ox139
-- Z2sZ2*C2 ___-_______ 140

12~X2*C1
Y~wYL+CZ -- - ____ 142

5ý3_4 C6_-Od.O
C9%IY2*OZ-Y4 )/CR ________144

C3m-PZ -- ________145

_________0_ 146

$3 C6s Ce6&#W.- -____ 147
536_C7aC6*C94.Y4 ____148

IF IK51 0538, v539,37 149
9 37 C7K0.0 M5

* ~C9m0oo15
GO TO 545 152

538 C9s(X2-C6)/C7*2.O 153
___GO TO_545 154

539 029%X3-X2 155
01u13-C6 156
IFID01) 540.540,541 157

540 C900.0 158
GO TO 5475 159

541 JF(021 542,542,543 160
9*1 C40 OL/C*2,0 161

___GOTO.545 162
-543 C9-6DI/D2 163

IF(C9-1*01 540,540,544 164
54C-9' ALOG(ABSsC9IJ/ALOG(ABS(C71Y2))*01/CI 165

545 CBBTHC+X4*C6 166
LI30'COSIca 16?

-- 04&-ECC*S IN(Ce I 168
Otali.04ECC*03 169
O1-GZ 1,C6*GZ2 170
D2nGX 1*C6*GX2 171
06u05*D5*05 172
C5w(1.0.C9*C93*C6 173
C5m;(C5/D2)*(C5/D6)*(D4/I 1.OO1*C9*C91 I-P2 -174

CTS ~i,.4_,175
1F(K4) 556,546,550 176

54767Cl C3 17?
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EF(C1.C5~. 549,556,547 178
54? IPIC6-YIL 535,548,548 179

C706Y4 tat
CROTHCX4*C6182
Mal 183
Go T 557184

GO TO 561 210

03mtCIC3-C5-qj/R/2O/3 129
04.0.0cl/R 9
Zpa031 Z;52,55,52 9
GO TO $5511

5206.0/30. 194D
IF0?6U- 55355455 219

9300-06C-D? 1/95

GO4 To25198
03u(07*DA-06+0 211
04. (Od'06-07s 222

5%1 IFZIC-OI 5657,5658,562 2C2
JleKJ 226

ZT"I-ox 225

IFIKSI 564,1564,563 232SSG z1Iiwox 233
C6C6ODE 235
GO TO 51 236
JP*IC6-Z2)/ 23?

56 04-Oo56,56,8 238
566 To7-ZJ 568,616 239

D6*fC6Z2)- 218-

C~aD5*I-S021



56 IF:1; DX 560,569,57024
S69 ugaJP*Kgl 242

KIIKQ*Jl~l243srfKgln1.0 244
GO? TO So* 245

570 KQUag.l 246
JQ*JP 241
00 S19 LAKC,K2 248
JQEJQ#KX1 249
fF(KE1) 511,572,572 260

5?1 IFIJQ-U) 579,579,573 251
572 IFIjwJN'i 573,579951q 252
573 KtfjQujwjI 253

05l.L -KX 254
CSSZ2-05eox 255
1F103) S15,574,375 256

574 OSO-05/D'4 2S?
GO TO 576 258

575 c6on4/D3,I..5 259
C~m-06#S~QRT ABSS 6**2-OS/D311 260
CS--06+SQqy(AOS( 0E**2-05/O31) 261576 O5u0S/Oz 262
1It05-1,O901 58,y 264

578 ST(JQIU05 265519 CaNTINiUF 2S6
5a0 05*11/Ox 268

IFlIK71 5869581,586 268
581 IF(K5) 585,585,582 269
582 IF(icX21 583,504,583 271
583 KRE&I ?

JF=Mtl272* JFuI& s 2 73
GoFt sN 274
G O4 7 0 5 9 1 2 7 5

* 584 JF mJP

MSEuKX 278
E93EuZl 219
M3ull 2f0

585 YZEmYl 280
X2E=C6 242
12Eu1 1 283
92E*KX 284
1'HEIJIISS7.24SO.THC 285
ALFAP(JP,.j1 ).U5 286
06. JP 286
C6aD6+35 288
S-'R3uSER3.AIS(EXgJ~j I 289
S R4x.SzR4*AAS(EXtJ11-06) 290
cX(Jl i.06 290
J.Zxfjiixjp 292
Gri T~3 591 293

586 IF(KI5 590,593,58? 294
587 IF(K92I 598,5891,58829
S88 icQS*j 295

JS~l 297JSI=2 298
GO TO 591 299

589 JSlujp 309
JSRJP-1 300
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"- . 't -5 .-1

XlS.KX 302
IIealt 303
138*11 3 C4

540 v2sayIk 305
X28*C6 3a6
126oll 337
R29eKX 308
THS(J1 3a5?*.q?95 *TNC 109
ALPA!4lJP*Jl 3.05 313
06mJP 311
56.060-05 312
SEft1mSER.Ar3StSX I j I 314
SEft~ftSEQZ.A3S(SXIJI 3-043 314
sxtJII.06 315
JSX(JI)aJP 316

591 CflwrINut 317
592 CONTINUE 1

!RReS ER2/ SERI.SER4I SER3 319
FIMP4M'1) 593,596,596 320

593 WR17E16,sqg3 321
URITE(6959?)(IALF*P(JI 3,Iu1,N3,Jq1,MtI3 322
UMtITE(&,59?)I tALFAMiJI),1.1,43,Jol,48) 323
WRITE69597)(ST(J)J.19jut8 324
WAITE(6v5983 (KIIJ)Jqu1,M8) 325

596 RETURtN 326
59? F0RMkrTfPE12*4,lP9Etl*4) 327
598 FORMArTMIS) 328
5S" PFJRMATILHt4,32HRUPTURE DIG*AFPAF~Btt

END 31~0
StSFTC SUPRES DECK

SUBROUTINE PRESSIJITJ2T9NCTv4ZT) 2
DIMENSION4 D(3?913913),0137,13,13),813?7,133,.E137,133,F137,133 * 3
tP(37,133,.ALFAPE37,133,ALFAM(3?,13i.H32117ITHAi373,.A1g437,,. 4
2AG41373,CS137),SS(3?),BT(3?3,KI(37),JSXt 13),JEX(13),SIC(13) ,SXt1i), S
3TNSI 13) ,TNSE13) 6
COMM04ON DG,,EFPALFAPALFANN32,THAArGl,.Ar.4,CSS5,8TvI JSX, 7
1JEXSXEXTHSPTHE,0XOZCSI I ALPM a
JI*JIT 9
J?mJZT 1c.
NC.NCT it
NZgkNZT 1?
CO 303 JsJlvJ2 13
00 502 Ilt1.NC 14
C3w0.0 i5
CO 501 K*19NC 16

501 C'u.C3.(FIJK)-d(JK,*E(J-1,K33*GIJTKI. 17
502 EIJoI3.C3 in
503 CaNrI.4u2

CO 508 .JAJ1,J2 20
J3aJl4j2-J 21
cri 50? Iuq,NIC 22
C3sEfJ3,I) 23
CO S04 K*lNC 24

504 C3uC3.DlJ3vIK3.EfJ3.lvK3 25
IF(4Z) 53795059535 26

505 MFC3I 506950695u? 27
506 C32.0. 28
507 S(JlI)sC3 29
508 CONTINU=- 30

RETUR~N 31
ENO 32

61BFTC SUASA 114 ECK
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SUBROUTINE SIMPINCTPRTTT) 2
DIMNESION 0(3?,13.13),G137,13, 13hS( 37.13),.113?,133,F13T?,13?, 3

IP(3?7,13),ALFAP(l7,131bALFANI3?t,3),H3213?.TNAI3?ItAGI(
3 7),b 4

2AG4(37),CSI3?ISS(371,87g37IICI(3?7hJSXI13).JEXI13LoSXg13),.EE(t3I9 s
-- 3FNS(13.AJTME113)

COMMON DGo SoE,9F,9PsALFAPPALF AM, H32, THAAGI 9AG;4,CSSS, sr*Kl JSXt ?
- -IEXSX.EXTHSTHE.oXoDZCSIIALPH

DIMENSION SRII319ST1131
NCsNCT to
Do ?ED II*NC 11
is~jsxuIl 12
iJaKJEX I Ii. 13
ASsALFDMI iS,1) 14
AEnALFAPI JS, 1) is
NXQJE-JS 14
J2uJE-1 17

C 'ikf*L.40-AEIJEvE, 19

C3aC2*CS IJE) 20
C4s%-CZ*SS IJEI 2t
IFI(KNX/21.*2-iiE) ?04.1039703 22

?03 Cts(lo0.ASI*CI 23
___C3aC3-CL*CSIJS I 24

JIcAkj *SI~s 26

~GO TO 708 27
704 C~m.11.0.ASI*I 3o0-ASl/4.o 28

IFIAS-O0@0) 703,705,706 29
705 C63000 30

31
GO TO 707 33?6C6"1.0*AS

76C6sC6/AS*C6/2o.03

C6wC&*C6 35
?07 C5w11.0+C5)*EEfJS*l*.I) 36

C6=C&*Cl3?
C3sC3-C6*CS( JS I-CS*CSI JS41) 30
C-taC4+C6*SSfJS)4C5*SS(JS*1) 3
Jlm~jS 42 40

70S 00 709 J*JIJ29Z 41
C3.C3-4.O*E(JK)*CS(J)-2.0*E(J41Il)*CS(J*LI 42

10;? C4mC4,4.O*EIJsI)$SS'ij3,2.o'*iIJ*lII*SSIJ*1) 43
SRI! I.uC3 44

? id-S SIII.uC4 45
-CIwSRINCL 46
C2=S1 (NC). 47
IFt(RCI2).*2-NC) 71197129712 48

711 Ja'~NC2. -49

FR*4. SC L 50
FT~u4 eO*C2 51
GO TO 713 52

FR--iii* 1i _______ S3

FT:-2. 0*Cl 2

7.1.3 D0 7114 tq1,J1&2 56
FRnFft*So0*SRI I)*OSI~h5?

714 FT=FT4S*O*ST( II,4*0*ST(1i11 s

PYTTFT 60
RETURN -"61

END ________ ______62

$IIFTC MAINVR DECK(
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c MATRIX JNVERSICN WITH ACCOMPANYING SOLUTIO-4. nF LINEAR EQUATIONS 2
C NOVEMBER 1692 S GOOD DAVID TAYLOR MODEL BASIN A4 04ATI 3
C 4

SUBROUTVINE NATINVIANl989MtvOfTEKM,10) 9
c 6

GENERAL FORN OF DIMENSION STATEMENT ?

DIMEN4SION A(13,13)od(13911)
DIMENSION INOEX(13931 to
EQUIVALENCE (IROWJRUW)v (ICOLUMJCOLUM)# (AMAX, To SWAP) 11

C 12
C INITIALIZATION 13

C 14

NaNI 16
-- 006a IuSN I?

- tkI to5

00 6 Juto-N 20
I~fAI9J)) 3@49321

3_ RI k0 22

-'-r67CONTI NUE 25
IFIKl.K21 6,8,7 26

110.m2 27
OETER:MO.O 2R
G0 TO 740 29

8 CONTINUE 30
-- I OETERM.1.0 31.
__15 00 20 Jua1,N 32

20 I'40EXIJ#31 0 33
30 00 550 I'~l,N 34

35
C SEARCH FOR PIVOT ELEMENT 36

C 37
40AMAX*.o.0 38

30IF (INOW-ICOLW'I143 3010.9 140 40

160"00 100 K-610 41

asO AIROWLS(IkUML 59
900 AICOLUNwK WA 40

2105 CONIU 25411 M6

220 INADEX(IvlCWL3 63

270 INDX(192)*C-LUM 5



*250 S(ICOLUMLIUSWAP 65
C 66
C DIVIDE PIVOT RCW BY PIVOT ELEMENT 6

*C .6

310 PIVOT mAlICOLUMvICU3LUM) 69
OET=RMwU&TSRM*PI VOT To

330 A(ICL)LUI1CnLURPIsO
340 0l 15(1 LwI#N 72
350 A(IICLUMvL)sAfIC0LU-4sLl/PIV7IT 73
35 IFI'4) 38J. 480p 360 74
360 Cr) 31C LmI94 75

7311 R(IC9LU~vL).BfIC0LU.,vL)/PIvflT 76
c 7?
C PsojC-z 4u'q-l-'vCr ROWS 79

C 79
380 00 550 L1-1,'i 80
390 IF(I-I:JLU4) 400. 550, 400 3

400 TmAfL~.';COLUM) Nz2

420 AILls.IC0LUM*O*O 83
410 0.1 45C. LmlN R4
450 A(LltL)mAfL19L1-A(ICfJLU4,L)*T 95
455 IF(M) 550, 550, 460 86
460 On 500 L*19A 87
500 B(Lls.LJat3(LlLlIB(ICOI.UMLJ*T so!
550 CONTINUE 8I9

C 90
C INTERCHANGE COLUMNS 91

ýC 92
600 00?l 710 I9N 93
610 LsN*I-t 94
62 IF (INOEXILol)-INOEX(LP211 6309 710, 63) 95

.630 JR0WINOEX(L, 1) 96
640 JCOLUM*INflE~I(Lt2 97

* 500 705 K419N 98
660 SWAPkA(KvJROW) 99
670 AIKJROW)*AIK9JCOLUM) 100
100 A(KJCOLUMI&SWAP 101
705 CONTINUE 102
710 CONTINUE 133

00 730 K a IoN 104
IF(tMOEX(K93) -1) 715,720,715 105

715 10 s2 106
GO TO 74a 107

720 CONTINUE 108
730 CONTINUE 109

I O~1 11.0
740 RETURN 1. 11

C LiST' CARD OF PROGRAM 112
END 113

I IBFTC AkCROU nECK
C &RCTAN ROUTINE, TANV GREATER OR EQUAL ZERO,.LESS THAN 360e 2

FUNCT104 TANV(CSSiSNN) 3
CSSCSS 4
SNwSNN 5
IFICS) 57,53,54 6

50 IFISN) 53,51,52 7
51 TANVa.O.0 9

Gn TO 61 9
52 TANVa690*O 10

GO TO 61 It
53 TANVw'270*0 12
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Go TO 61

60 TO 60 2__ _ _ __ _ _13

I4FISNI 245,5----- -

-4 ls-97*295?6 -- 25II

3.-5729578 2___________________1

60 T O VA O+ * .. _____ -- 2

N-END ----- 3

UNIT-P .OC
ENTRY *UNlO*_____
FIL16'0E UNORAOL ____

UN-I FILE 9A69ED IST,!NOUTBCDBLKa14 _______
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1'MRaLJ5E 3EARING. MMO5. ____

15 6 .2 4 3 1 10 8 0 0 0 0
000001 0.000 1 ____

0.5 1.0
0.0 2000.0 -10000.0 3.0000.0

0002 10
0.0 0005 _ 0.1 0.15 0.2
0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4'04
1 000 110.0 0560.0
130.0 230.0 0.5, 18.
250.0 350.0 00.5 .309o.0
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APPENDIX VIII: Comiuter Program - h Rerfoizanrca and •tbb1Sv of e Hybzid

Journal Bearinn with Flexible. Damped Sunnort

This appendix describes the computer progrm PNO1": "The Performance and

Stability of a Hybrid Journal Bearing with Flexible, Damped Support." It gives

the detailed instructions for using the program, for preparing the input data

end a liating of the Fortran instructions is also Sives. The analysis for the

program is contained in Appendices V and VI. The pragrm calculates the load

carrying capacity, the flow, the 8 dynamic coefficients and the critical Journal

mass at the onset of instability. The progrm applies to a purely hydrostatic,

a purely hydrodynamic or a hybrid bearing with a compressible lubricant. The

bearing is cylindrical with a single row of feeder holes in the center plane of

the bearing, and the support for the bearing has flezibility, damping and mass.

The analysis assumes that the bearing operates with a small eccentricity ratio

COPUTER INPUT

An input data form is given in the back of this appendix for quick reference

when preparing the computer input. In the followIng, the more detailed instruc-

tions are given.

Table of Vena Contracts Coefficients (5E14.6)

This table conmists of 5 cards with a total of 25 values of the vena contracts

coefficient Cp for the feeder hole restrictor. C, Is defined through eq.

(E-31), Appendix V. The program assumes C0e I when the feeder hole is choked,

and for unchoked conditions, C. is specified by the present Input list. The

dimensionless flow through the restrictor is a function of the pressure ratio

across the restrictor:
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Watre o is the mse flow, lbs.sec/iach, dT is the product of the gas constant and

the total tesperature, Inch2 /sec2 , a is the orifice radius, inch, Ps is the
A supply pressure, psia, 4 is the pressure downstream of the orifice,psia, and k

is the ratio of specific heats (k's1 for air).

The van& contract* coefficient C* is the ratio between the actual flow (made
dimensionless) and the ideal isentropic flow such that Co61 (in general,

U z CO 41 ). The 25 input values of C are taken at those pressure ratios
which result from subdividing the range --A -- | into 25 equal parts.

7he first value of CO applies to the first pressure ratio after B ~j~k
sad the last value of CO is ta•en at F = I .
Card (534.6

This card contrers one item, the ratio of specific heats, k. For air, k - 1.4.

i;. Card (72EO

Any descriptive text may be given to identify the calculation.

Card (815)

This card is the "control" card which describes the subsequeut input data. The

card has 8 values:

1.. NV_ gives the number of pressure ratios, PS/pA, in the designated list. The

maxiia value of NVL is 25. For a purely hydrodynamic bearing, set NVL - 0 (then

N #o0).
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2." iLSL Sives the number of restrictor coefficients, A , in the designated list.

The maxinum value if NLSL is 25. for a purely hydrodynamic bearing, set NILSL-0

(when NISL - 0, NVL ust be zero).

3. ILl gives the number of compressibility nuambers, A , in the desiL•arted list.

The maxiu-,m value is 25. For a purely hydrostatic bearing, set N13B- 0 (then

E y 0).

UP gives the number of eccentricity ratios, I , in the devignated list.

The maxim.a value is 25 (NZP# 0).

5. M gives the number of values in the list of frequency rativ (when NLE=-,

the list contains values of the squeeze number instead of the frequency ratio).

The maximum value of HNS is 95 OWS# 0).

6. MT. As described in Appendix E, the program calculates the pressure in the

gas film by numerical integration. To this end, the length between the admission

plane and the end of the bearing is subdivided into increments. Iff specifies

the number of subdivisions. HT should be large for high values - : A and/or high

values of the squeeze number d . A typical value for HT is 10 t-j 15 for moderate

A or d values (say up to Aw 5 and 6S' 5). The maxim. value for NT is

30.

7. INT. If INT - 0, the bearing is rigidly supported and no input data can be

given for the three support parameters. If INT - 1, the bearing is flexibly

supported.

8. INP. If IV = 0, the prcgram returns to read in more input after completion

of the calculetions for the present set of input data. A new set of input data

starts with the identification card (i.e. with the card (72H)). The table of

vena contracta coefficients and the card with the ratio of specific heats are

not to be repeated.

-233-
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If 10 1, the present set of input data is the last set.

This cad contains 4 values:

1. L/D, the ratio between the total bearing length and the journal diameter.

2. A the source correction factor. A is given by eq. (E-50), Appendix V,

or in approximate form:

Swhre n is the number of feeder holes, d is the feeder hole diameter (not the

orifice diameter), D is the journal diameter and L is the total bearing length.

Typically, A - 1.3 to 1.5.

3. 6 , the inherent compensation factor. Even when the feeder holes are provided

with orifices, an additional flow restriction normally occurs where the gas leaves

the feeder hole and enters the bearing film:

Feeeederl

"Figure 63;" Feeding Hole

The orifice area is w1- 2here a is the orifice radius. The "curtain" area at

the rim of the feeder hole has the area 7rdC where d is the feeder hole diameter

and C is the radial bearing clearance. The ratio between the two areas is called

the inherent compensation factor:

When there is no orifice, 0 0 @0 and the bearing is called inherently compensated

(for the inherently compensated bearing, set 6 = 1000 or some other large value

in the input). If the bearing is purely orifice restricted, set I - 0.
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4. nVC/IVDL C , the ratio between the col~bined volume of all feeder holes and

the volume of the gas film. Here, D is the journal diatmtr, .L Is the total

bearing length, C is the radial bearing clearance, a is the nauber of feeder

holes and V is the "capacitative" volume of one feeder bole. The effect of a
C

feeder hole volume is to introduce a time lag between a change in the down-

stream feeder hole pressure and the corresponding chanse in the flow through the

hole, see eq. (1-28), Appendix V. This time lag tends to reduce the damping

capacity of the bearing and, in this way, adversely affects the stability margin.

At present, there is no method to determine what this "capacitative" volume is,

but it is suggested to set V. equal to the volume of the feeder hole below the

orifice, i.e. set w in fig. 63-' where I i the length of the feeder

hole below the orifice. For an inherently compensated bearing in which there

are no orifices, V, may be set equal to zero. However, it mast be remembered

that VC , properly interpreted, gives a measure of the time lag between pressure

'change and flow change. If there are other factors then the feeder hole volume

which contributes to such_.a time lag, their effect =at be reflected in the

value for VC according to eq. (1-28).

Lst of Supplv Pressure Ratios (5914.6)

This list consists of up to five cards with values of the ratio between the

supply pressure R , $v• , and the ambient pressure P., ps . In total, there

are NVL values (item 1, control card), maximum 25 values. In the analysis in

Appendix V, the pressure ratio is denoted by the symbol V. The ratio mist be

greater than 1. If NVL - 0, the list is omitted in the input and the bearing

is purely hydrodynamic.

4Ist of Restrictor Coefficients (5914.6)

This list consists of up to five cards, giving the values of the restrictor

coefficient As:

where /. is the viscosity of the gas, lbs.sec/inch , M is the product of

the gas constant and the total temperature, ;oech/ecl is the supply
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pre1sure,.ps$, Cis the radial clearance, inch, a is the number of feeder holes,

a is the orifice radius, inch, and 6 is the inherent compensation factor. In the

iWerently compensated bearing where there is no orifice, the restrictor coefficient

bectomes: 
Ad

Lnherently Compensated Bearins: AS= I a

whwre 4 ti the feeder hote di.aeter, inch.

In the purely hydrodynamic bearing, where ]VL - 0 and, therefore, NLSL - 0, this

list ti omitted. For NLSL# P, give a total of NLSL values of As , maximumm 25.

List of Compressibility Numbers (5914.6)

This list consists of up to five cards, giving a total of NI. values of the com-

pressibility number A (see item 3, control card). A is defined as:

where 4 is the viscosity of the gas, lbs.sec/inch , Pt is the ambient pressure,

pk , 4) is the angular speed of the Journal, radians/sec, R is the Journal radius,

inch and C Is the radial clearance, inch. A maximum of 25 values can be given.

For the purely hydrostatic bearing, set NLB - 0 and omit this list.

List of Eccentricity Ratios (5314.6)

This list consists of up to five cards, giving a total of NIP values of the

eccentricity ratio I (see item 4, control card). e is defined as:

EZe/c

where 0 is the distance between the journal center position and the bearing center,

inch, and C is the radial clearance, inch. E cannot be zero and the input list

cannot be omitted. A maximum of 25 values can be given.

List of Frequency Ratios or Squeeze Numbers (5914.6)

This list consists of up to 19 cards, giving a total of HNS values (item 5,
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control card). A maximum of 95 values can be given.

in the hybrid bearing or the purely hydrodynamic bearing (NU # 0, item 3,

contzol card), the list gives values of the frequency ratio

where V is the frequency for the Journal center motion, radians/sec, and (a

is the angular speed of the roter, radians/sec. I cannot be zero. The input

values of are used by the program in searching for the threshold of

instability. For each value of . , the progri calculates the left hand side

of eq. (D-29), Appendix NV (as modified per AppendixVJ3 . which represents the

overall effective damping of the gas film and the bearing support. The thresh-

old of instability occurs at those values of k for which the effective damping

is zero. The program uses the values of ý n i the same sequence as given in the

input. Thus, the input list should start with a smell value of (say., -

0.0001) and thereafter, give successively larger values of J. with the last value

of r S 0.51. Whenever the effective damping changes sign as the program goes

through the I list, the program interpolates to determine accurately the

values at which the damping is zero.

The very first value of ý is not used in therstability calculation and, there-

fore, can be any value. It is used as that value for which the program output

gives the 8 dynamic coefficients. Thus, it is suggested to set the first value

of r equal to 1.

For the purely hydrostatic bearing (NLB - 0), this input list gives values of

the squeeze number 6 IAy

where the symbols have been defined previously, The input is prepared in the

same way as described above except that, whereas the range of interest for

is known to be from 0 to 0.5, the range for d is not known in advance. It is

suggested to let 4 go from a small value (say 0.001) to approximately 100. It

should be noted, however, that the program is basically a hybrid bearing program

and it is not very efficient in calculating a purely hydrostatic bearing although

the answers are correct.
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If WUt * 0 (item 7, control card), the bearing is rigidly supported and the last

input data is the preceeding list of frequency ratios (or squeeze numbers). If

IlUa 1, the bearing is flexibly mounted and it is necessary to specify the support

parameters. Schematically, the bearing and its support can be shown as:

Card (815)

This card is the "control" card for the support parameters. Itcontains 3 items:

1 NJ gives the number of values of the dimensionless support stiffness in the

designated list. (I&NK-4T).

2. M gives the number of values of the dimensionless bearing boundary mass in the

designated list ( I& NM 6 2y)

3. IR gives the number of values of the dimensionless support damping in the

designated list (ND & 25). If ND - 0, the support is undamped and no input can be

given for the support damping.

List of Support Stiffness Values (5E14.6)

This list consists of up to five cards, giving a total of NK values of the

dimensionless support stiffness:

- C 1<

where <',is the support apring coefficient, lbs/inch, C is the radial bearing

clearance, inch, L is the bearing length, inch, D is the Journal diameter, inch,

and P is the ambient pressure, pSiL' . There can be a maximum of 2j values.
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List of Support Mass Values (5314.6)

This list consists of up to five cards, giving a. total of NK values of the

dimensionless bearing housing mass:
- LD 21

where m is the bearing housing mass, lbs.sec /inch, (a is the angular speed of
the journal, radians/sac, and the other symbols are defined above. There can be
a maximum of 25 values. The mass may be zero if desired.

List of Support Dampina Values (5114.6)

If ND - 0, this list is omitted and the support has no damping. Otherwise, the

list consists of up to five cards, giving a total of ND values of the dimension-

less support damping:

wLare 66 is the support damping coefficient, lbs.sec/inch, and the other symbols

are defined above.

The support damping has a strong influence on the stability of a flexible

mounted bearing. Properly chosen, the dam.ing may vastly improve the stability

limit of the beering or even remove the tendency for instability all together.

To determine which damping to provide, a whole range of damping values should be

tried (say, from 10.3 to 10). At the same time, the support stiffness should

be considerably smaller than the bearing stiffness (of the order of one half

or less of the bearing stiffness).

COMPUTERl OUTPUT

The first page of output is a repetition of the input for checking purposes.

Therefore, follow the output for each case. The output values are identified

by text as follows:
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L/ID: the L/D-ratio

I.Z O: the supply pressure ratio V- /

LAH3M-8: the restrictor coefficient

LAUBA: the compressibility number A.

£CCIg•: the eccentricity ratio C

LMM"M-T: A5V

Q: the dimensisonless flow V M where is the total mass flow to the

bearing, lbs.sec/inch, and the other symbols have been defined previously. Thus,

knowing # the bearings gas consumption can be determined.

U-O: the dimensionless orifice flow m#: /IAsV' which is given by the right

hand side of eq. (1-31), Appendix V..

1PS: V.,the dimensionless rate of change of flow with changing downstream pressure

(defined by eq. (1-60), AppendixYV).

0117. P1. RATIO: the pressure ratio across the feeder hole ( Peis the

pressure downstream of the feeder hole).

W/PALD: W/PaLD, the dimensionless bearing load where Wi is the bearing load, lbs.

ATT. ANG: the attitude-angle , degrees.

n/PALD: F.m Fr/p LD , the dimensionless radial component of the bearing

reaction, eq. (9-119), Appsndix V.
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/T/PALD: F- F*/P.LJD , the dimensionless tangential component of the. bearing

reaction, eq. (1-120), Appendix V.

cm/PALD: ,4PlP.L I the dimensionless radial spring coefficient,

eq. (3-131), Appendix V,

cwMn/dPA: [= CWSB./PALP , the dimensionless radial damping, eq. (1-131),
Appendix V.

CUY/PALD: C /PALD , the dimensionless radial cross-coupling spring

coefficient, eq. (1-131), Appendix V.

CVCZy/PALD: 0, ~~,the dimensionless radial cross-co'upling
damping, eq. (1-131) Appendix V.

CKU/PALD: 14. - lr/P LD , the dimensionless tangential cross-coupling

spring coefficient.

CWCYX/PALD: i = LD , the dimensionless tangential spring coeffic.-

ient.

CWCYY/PALD: t - C•t/PL. , the dimensionless tangential damping.

EFF. STIFF-l: the major dimensionless,effective stiffness We (eq. (D-24),
Anpendix IVwith plus in front of the square root instead of minus.

1FF. SI'IFF-2: the minor dimensionless,effective stiffness e, eq. (D-24).

Appendix IV,

1FF. DAMP-l: the major dimensionless, effective damping ) 58 (eq. (D-25),

Appendix IV, with plus in front of the square root instead of minus.

IFF. DAMP-2: the minor dimensionless, effective damping eq.(D-25)

Appendix IV.
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1RZQIV: *the frequency- ratio.

(5*0 2: -see eq. .D-28), Appendix

W/.ALD: CM; A)'/?. L D, the dimensionless journal mass.

C" $Wi$: C h /OPslr) Ldb e dimensionless expression for the journal mass.

MPA/jW2L (R/C) 5: MP %t L (PCr dimensionless expression for the' journal mass.

IZ=)R: the left hand side of eq. (D-29),* Appendix W.-

PZDCST. ;STuIM.: Ws C KIP&6, L~ D the dimensionless support stiffness.

PRIXET. DAMPING: Be' Be/u C. ,~3 the dimensionless support damping.

W.STIllNESS: the minor dimensionless, effective stiffness 1<1 . eq. (D-24),Appeuao.x IV.

W•. DAMPING: the negative of the minor dimL'nsionless, effective damping rB6

eq. (D-25), Appendix IV.

In each combination of V1 A ALE, there is a separate output which begins

by specifying the appropriate values of J V As," and E , and then gives the

corresponding bearing flow, tI.,e load carrying capacity, the attitude angle, the

8 dynamic coefficients and the four effective coeffic.ients as identified by the

labels explained above. The dynamic and the effective coefficients are calculated

for the first frequency ratio given in the input data. Thereafter, follow the

result of the stability calculation for a rigid support where eqs. (D-28) and

(D-29) ( (8JGAM)2 and SPROR) are listed for the specified values of the frequency

ratio. The threshold of instability occurs when the "error" is zero and the

progra determines this by interpolation. For the threshold value of the frequency
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ratio, the dimensionless journal mass is given in three different forms,

identified by the labels explained above.-

When the bearing is flexibly supported, the preceeding results are followed by

the calculations of the stability of the flexibly supported bearing. First, the

dimensionless support stiffness is given together with the corresponding thresh-

old value of the dimensionless journal mass for an undamped support. There-

after, for each specified value of the dimensionless support damping is a 6

column list with the results of the calculations. The first column gives the

frequency ratio 1) the second column gives Fil, the third column gives the

dimensionless minor effective bearing stiffness, the fourth column gives the

dimensionless minor effective bearing damping and the sixth column gives the
"10ORf". When an instability threshold is found, the corresponding dimension-

less journal mass is given in three differect for&s in columns 3, 4, and 5.

For any given support damping, there may be up to three instability thresholds.

At a threshold, the "error" mat be very small (in theory it should be zero).

This condition should be'used to "weed out" a false root which frequently occurs.

At such a false root, F2 goes to plus-minus infinity on either side of the

frequency ratio valea and the corresponding dimensionless "journal mass will

tend to be very large (in theory, it is infinite). The solution should be

ignored. It should be noted, however, that there are proper solutions where

the dimensionless Journal mass also is very large which must not be ignored.

SAPIX CALA TON

In back of thkb Appendix is shown the input for calculating the stability of a

flexible supported bearing (L/D - 1, C - 0.02, A 0.7, A 1.5, 6 - 1000,

4 values of P/pt , 7 values of 4, 3 values of support stiffness and 15

values of support damping). Also shown are the first couple of poges of

output. The results are most conveniently plotted on logarithmic paper with

the support damping as abcissa and the dimensionless journal mass as ordinate

for fixed values of the supply pressure ratio and the support stiffness. The
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c.mpressibility number is used s a parameter. A typical plot is, shown infigure

27. From such a plot it can be determined what support damping to provide to.

Aroe the stability limit of ths bearing. A more detailed discussion Is given in

the body of the report.
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INPUT 1031 10R CDMPUTU PJgIam

PN014|: THE PERJOPIANCK AND STABILITY OF A HYBRID JOURNAL

W l•RIN WITH FLZXIBIZ. DAMPED SUPRMlT

Table of Vena Contracta Coefficients (5E14,6)

Give 25 values of the orifice vena contracts coefficient CD

Card (5914.6)

k, the ratio of specific heats

Card (72H)

Text

Card (815)

1. NVL Number of PS/P -values in input ( ik 25). If NVL 0,

the bearing is purely hydrodynamic (NLB* 0).

2. NLSL Number of A - values in input (NLSL-- 25). When NLSL -0,

NVL must be zero.

3. NLB Number of .A-values in input (NLB 1625). if NLB - 0, the bear-

ing is purely hydrostatic (NVL# 0).

4. NIP Number of I -values in input (NIP 25).

5. HNS If NLB 0, MNS gives number of U-values in input. If NLB -

0, 3NS gives number of d -values in input OWNS 4 95).

6. )T Number of finite difference inzraments. (T 630).
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7. lIT 0: Bearing support is rigid. 1: Bearing stupport is flexible.

8. W 0: Nore input follows. 1: Last set of input.

Card (5314.6)

1. L/D, the length-to-diameter ratio.

2. 0 , the source correction faccor (see eq. (1-50), Appendix V).

3. f . C , the inherent compensAtion factor.

4. n/f)LC , the feeder hold volume ratio.

List of Supply Pressure Ratios (5114.6)

Give NVL values of V- PS/P4L . Omit the lilst •ehen NVL - 0.

List of Restrictor Coefficfents (5114.6)

Give NLSL values of . Omit the list when NVL - 0 (and, hence, NLSL - 0).

List of Compressibility Numbers (5314.6)

Give NLB values of .A . Omit the list when NLB - 0.

List of Eccentricity Ratios (5914.6)

Give NIP values of £ ('*o)

List of Frequency Ratios or Squeese Numbers

If NLA * 0 (hybrid or hydrodynamic bearing), gi-ve HNS values of the frequency

ratio
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If NLB - 0 (hydrostatic bearing), give MiNS values of the squeeze number o

Note: If INT - 0, omit the folowing input data.

Card (815)

1. NK Number of support stiffness values in input (1 1-: NI 25)

2. NK Number of support mass values in input (1 (UM 4'25)

3. ND Number of support damping values in input (ND 425)

List of Support Stiffness Values (5E14.6)

Give NK values of the, dimensionless support stiffness.

List of Support Mass Values (5914.6)

Give HK values of the dimensionless support mass (may be zero).

List of Support Damping Values (5114.6)

Give ND values of the dimensionless support damping. Omit the list when ND - 0.
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Uo10 0920970000 66-217 CHASMAN APFL

'00 31333'1 33) )) (ZZZZZZZZZZZZZ(
C V.C?1A.Nt.L 7:C`NOLOGY INC* JORGEN4 Wo i..UND 6-22-1966
C PNC144 4YBFR1D _..URN4AL BEARING STABILITY w1TY1 FLEX-DAMPED SUPPORT

XAMENSI0O4 -JE4313 .V'F (26) ,SSIGj(95

)IMENSIOI4 VLST(993,FL 3ýL(Q9!9FLi3L(99)9 GST(99;#PZ2(
199) .PZN(991
Y163 00
REAOIS.301) (VCC( 33,.2.26)
REAGI5.301 3ADC
VCF(I1u1.0
WRITE169310i
WRITEI69810) IVCF(I13 1=29Z6)
WRITE169315)

13 READ159300)
ftEAD(59302)NVLNLSLNLBNEPMp45,MT,1I4TINP
REAO(59301 )FLDePRCoCMPoFDVL
WRITE169300i
WRITE46.303)
WRITE16 .304) NVL ,NLSL ,NL8 ,tEP ,MNSMT ,I NP
WRITEI6*309)
WRITE(6.610) PRCoCM4PFDVL*ADC
IFINVL) 15914.15

14 VLSTtl)32o0
FLSLI1)u*0.
G0 TO 20

15 WRITEI6*3051
REAO~s.301) (VLSTfI I .Ll.VL)

WRITE(6*306)
READ(59301) (FLSL( I) .Iu1,NLSL)
WRITE(6981O3(FLSLlI)sImI9NLSL)
iF (IlLS) 20919920

19 FLBL(1)n1.0
GO TO 22

20 WRITE46*307)
RFAD(5930I)(FLBL( 13 luI1NLB)
WRITEf6s810)(FLBLlI)sIu1.NLB3

22 WRITE169316)
READ45,301)IEDSL(13.I191NEP3
WRITE I6PS10)(EPSLI1)*I121NEP)
WRITE (6 .308
REAOIS.30I) 1651011) .Iu1MNS)
WRITEI5selO) (8SIG(13.181 .MNS)
MFINT) 24929v24

24 READf59302)NK9NM9ND
READ(593013 (PDKLf 1 ,,IwI9K
READ(5s301) (PDML( 13 ,I=l1sN4
IFiNO) 29,29,27

27 REAO(59301)3(PDL( I ),IulND)
29 EX6n2oO/(ADCe1.0)

EXI190/ (ADC-1*0 3
EX7=(IEX6**EX1 i*SQRT I EX6*A0C 3
EX4s2o0'EXI
EX~sADC*EXI
CRPsEX6**EXI
C1.SQRT 4290*EX13
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-x w! )* ,)
'I = (.o*CP /50.0

CXUCRP
00 51 Ih1950

'5nCX**EX1
51 OST(Z)=C1*CS*SQRT 41*0-CX/C5I

c MPSOOS/C1

ClInMT

DLT*FLO/C1 i
DLZHuOo5*0L2
SFACTu1 .5707963/Cl
MTI=MT~l
DO 285 NVw1,NVL
V=VLST (NV)
VMWNV-1.00
V2*V*V
DO 284 NLS=1,NLSL
FLASuFLSL (NLS)
FLAT.FLAS*V
Cl uFLAT*V*FLD*PRC
CXmSQRT (1.0+Cl*EX7)/v
IF fCRP-CX) 152#151#151

151 0zFLAT*V*EX7

PZUV*CX
VCu51*o
DVC=O0*
GO TO200

152 CA'=V*CRPh
C 2aC2*C2-1 .0-C1*EX7
C4=DIT+DIT
CXaCRP+C4

L=32
M=2

154 VCzVCF(M)
155 C5zCX*CX*VZ-1.0-C1*VC*OST(L)

IF (KS) 161,1589161
158 C6aC5*C2

IF IC6) 1609160.159
159 LuL+2

C2SC5
CXuCX+C4
IF (L-50) 154.154,284

160 KSml
C7vC5
LaL-1
C5aVCF(M-1)
D"VCs(VC -(:5)/C4
VCz(VC+CSI/2.0
CX=CX-DIT
GO TO 155

161 C1zC4*C4
C1.2.O*IC2+C?-2.0~C5I/c1
C3u(C7-C2)/C4
IF tCl) 16391629163
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16? C6u-C5/C3
GO TO 166

1 63 C4-r.5'C3/Cl
C6aS5;RT IC'4*C4-C5/Cl)
IF (C4.) 1649165*165

164 C6x-C6
165 C62C6-C4
166 CX*CX+C6
167 PZvV*CX

Qu(PZ*P?-1*0 /FLD/PRC
VC'VC+C6*DVC
C4=VC*FLAT*V
C4x0/C4
C~z-OVC/VC-
C6zCX**EXI
SLluVC/2.O*FLAT/PZ*(C5*C4+EX4*C6/C44IEX6-C6/CX;)

2U0 PZSOz1.0+O*FLD
Pscupz
PZazSQRT(PZSO)
C4*SL1*FLD*PRC
C4=(PRC+C4J/( 1.O+C4)
FDV1ZC4*FDVL/PSC*FLD*DLT
SLP=C4*SL1
BCZ=(CMP*Q-SLP*PZSQ)*DI T
BCZ1=DLT*SLP
IF(NVL) 192,191,192

191 FLWZ=0.0
SPZ=1*5707963
GO TO 193

192 FLWZ*Q/(FLAT*VI
SPZ=(PZSQ*PZ-1.0',/FLD*1.0471976/Q

193 PZ2II)=PZSO
C11I.G+O*FLD
C2O0*DLT
PZN(1)aPZ
DO 201 t=2.MTI
Cl =C1-C2
PZ211I)=Cl

2)1l PZN(I)*SQPT (Cl)
DO 283 NL=19NLB
FLArFLBL (NL)
IF (NLB) 198,1979198

197 FLA=3*0
FLX=1 0
GO TO 199

198 FLX=2.0*FLA
FLA2=FLA*FLA

199 FLFZ=FLA/PZ
PR=-DL2H*PZSO
PE--O.0
RR:DL2H
RE DL H *FL F Z
TFR( 1 )0O*
TFE( 1)=Q*Q
VFR (1) SI C
VFE( 1)=0.O
C1=O.0
C2=0.0
C3=0.5/PZ
C4=0.0
DO 205 I=29!ATl
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V TFR I I TFR( 1-I ).PR+BCZ

VFR(JJ:VFi(I:1.I:RR+BCZ1

CSzPZN (Ii
IF (I-MTI) 2039202.202

202 C5=2.0*C5
C6zl.0-TFR( I
C7=TFE( I)
CS*VFR(I)
C9zVFE(13
GO TO 204

*203 C6aFLA/C5
PRuPR+DL2*(TFR(I 3-C6*TFE(13-C5*C5)
PE=PE+DL2*(TFE( I)+C6*TFR(I))
RR=RR+0L2*(VFR( I -C6*VFECI))
REaREDL2*(VFE(I)+C6*VFR(133

204 CluC1+TFR(I3/C5
C2uC2+TFE(13/C5
C3aC3+VFRU 3/C5

205 C4=C4+VFE (I /CS
C~zC8*C8+C9*C9
HZRz4C6*C8-C7*C93 /C5
HZ Ent-C6*C9-C7*C8 3/CS
SFZR*SFACT*(Cl+C3*HZR-C4*HZE)

- ~SFZE*SFACT* (C2+C3*HZE+C4*HZR)
DO 206 lI1,MT1
TFR( I i(TFR( I JHZR*VFR( I -HZE*VFE( 13 /PZN( 13

206 TFE(13u(TFE(T)+HZE*VFR(13,HZR*VFE(133/PZN(13
FRSW=SPZ-SFZR
FTSW*-SFZE

-- 00 282 NE=19NEP
EPS=EPSLINE)
MCUMNS
GAM=O0*
EP2*EPS*EPS
E7=1*0-EP2
CI=SQRT (E7)
C2*1.0+C1

E2=EI'Z-
E3=E1/Cl
E4aE3*EPS
E~aE4*EPS/C2
E6=2*o/fC1*E7i-E3
E7=E4*EPS/E7+E5/Cl
FRS=E4*FRSW

-- FTS=E2*FTSW
*- WPLDnSQRT (FRS*FRS+FTS*FTS3

WDPLD=WPLD/VMW
IF (FRS) 23092269230

226 IF (FTS) 22792289229
227 ANGZ2-90.0

GO TO 232
228 ANGZO0.O

GO TO 232
229 ANGZ=9.0*

GO TO 232
230 ANGZ=FTS/FRS

ANGZ=57.295780*ATAN (ANGZ)
f IF (FRS) 23192329232
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231 ANGZaAN4GZ*180.O
232 WRITE(69311)

WRITEf6*810) FLD9V*i-LAS9FLA,9EPS
WRITE(69312)
WRI TE(6t810)FLAT9OFLWZ9SLP*CX
WRITE(6#313)
WRITEI6,810)WPLDWDPLDANGZFRSFTS
FRS-FRS/EPS
FTS-FTS/EPS
MS 2
KC=0
LC=O
KKuO
DO 281 NSm1,MNS
SIG=BS1G(NS)
S IG22SIG*SIG
IFINS-2) 25095509250

550 URITE(6*316)
250 KS20

SIG2uSIG*SIG
ASZI5CZ
FDV2zFLX*SIG*FDV1
AS1uFDV2*PZSO

DO 251 1=1.MT1
--. wzl-.FRR (I =-PZ2 (t)

FJR( I 20.0
251 FJECI)20*O
252 PR=DLZH*FRR(l1

PE20.0
ORtDL2H*FJR(l)
OE=OL2H*FJE (1)
RR=DL2H
RE=DL2H*FLFZ
SR=DL2H*FLX/PZ*SIG

- SEzO.0
TRzO.0
TEmO0*
URzO.O
UE-0.0
VE=0.0
WRz 0.0
wE=0.0
VRxl*.0

C2mrO.O
C3=0*0

* . C4=0.0
C6z0.0

... C7z0*0

C520.5/PZ
DO 256 1=22MT1
TR=TR+PR+AS
TEzTE+PE
URýUR+OR-AS1
UEzUE+OE
VR=vR+RR+BCZ 1
VEzVE+RE
WRawR+SR+FDV2
WE=WE*SE
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AluPZN( I
* ~IF (I-MTII 254..2539253-

253 Alu2oO
GO TO 255

254 AzFLA/Al
A3aFLX/A1*SIG -

PRuPR+DL2*(TR-A2*TE-A3*UR+FRR( I U
V ~~P PE +DL2 * (TE +A2*T R-A 3*UE)

QRZQR+0L2*(UR-A2*UE+A3*TR+FJR(l)I
OE=QE+DL2*(UEA2*URA3*TEFJE( ))
RRuRR+flL2*(VR-A2*VE-A3*WR)
RE*R E 4 L2* ( E +A2*yR -A 3*WE)

SEsSE+DL2*(iWE+A2*WR+A3*VE)
255 C1zC1+TR/Al

C2zC2+'E/A1
C3sC3+UR/Al
C4sC4+UE/Al
C5-CS+VR/Al
C6xC6+VE/Al
C7nC7+WR/A1

256 C8aCS+WE/Al
TRzBS-TR
A1=TR*VR+TE*VE-UR*WR+UE*WZ
A2xTR*VE-TE*VR-UR*WE-UE*WR
A3z-TR*WR-TE*WE-UR*VR+UE*VE
A4=-TR*WE+TE*WR-UR*VE-UE*VR-

* A5aVR*VR-VE*VE+WR*WR-WE*WE
A6z22**(VR*VE+WR*WE)
A75A5*A5+A6*A6
HZR=(A1*AS+A2*A6)/A7
HZE=(A2*A5-Al*A6)/A7
HZJRx(A3*A5.A4*A6 1/A?
HZJEaCA4*A5-A3*A6)IA7
IF(INPI 4019402,402

401 WRITE(698101A1 .A29A39A4vA5
WRITE( 5,8101A6,A7,HZRHZEHZJR

4C2 G2RR=SFACT*(C1,HZR*C5-H~ZE*C6-HZJR*C7+HZJE*C8I
G2RESFACT*(C2+HZR*C6+HZE*C5-44ZJR*C8-HZJE*C7) 4

L ~G2jRsSFACT*(C3+HZR*C7-HZE*Cb+HZJR*C5-H1JE*C'I
C'3,7 SFACT*(C4*HZF-,d+HZE*C7+HZJN*C6+HZJE*L-,,
IF (K~S) 25992579259

257 G1RR=G2RR
* GIRE=G2RE

GIJR=G2JR
G 1JE=G2JE

*Ss 1
AS=O.0
AS1=0*0

AI=SIG*FLX
D0 258 Is1,MT1
FRR( I 2=00
FJR( I )Al*TFE( I)

258 FJEUI)=-A1*'$FRCI)
GO TO 252

259 CRR=E6*SPZ-E7*SFZR-E3*G1RR
CRJz-E3*G1JR
DRR=-E3*G2RR+FTS
DRJ=.E3*G2JR
CTR=-E5*SFZE-E1*GlRE
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C TJa.-E 1*'I J E
OTRa-E 1*GZRE-FRS
OTJ--E1*G2JE
Als(CRR+DTR) /2.0
AaCRJ-DTJ
A3z0o5*A2
A4aDRR*CTJ+C TR*ORJ
A~oDRJ*CTJ-CRJ*OTJ-DRR*CTR
C3a(Al*A1-A3*A3+A5)I/2.0
C4=(A1l (CRJ+DTJ)-A4)/2.0 -t
C4mC3*C3+C4*C4
C4.SORT (C4)
FFCz-C3+C4
FFCaSQRT IFFC)-A3
C3aCRJ+FFC
C4=FFC-DTJ
C~uC3*C4
EFC&(CRR*C4-DTR*C3.A4I /CS
IF(LC) 719*1889719

188 IF(KCJ 1909189.190
189 FF(NS~xFFC

EF(NS)-EFC
190 WRT'(A4-CRR*DTJ-DTR*CRJ)/A2

C 4mWR~T
FEJLu(CRR-WRT)*E DTR+WRT)*A5
IF(NS-1) 51095109511

510 CTRw-CTR
CTJu-CTJ
OTRu-DTR
DTJ=-DTJ
WRITEI 6,321)
WRITEt 6#81OICRR9CRJ*ORR9DRJ
WRITE(69322)
WRITE(69810)CTR9CTJ9DTRsDTJ
C3xA3*A3-FEJL
IF(C3) 512.5139513

512 Clu--l*
CZ--1*0
C3z--i.0

C4u-1.0H GO TO 514
513 c 3 wSwURfI c 3

C4aA3+C3
CS A 3-C 3
C3w2*0*C3
C3=(A1'fCRJ-DTJ: -A41/C3
C2x(CRR+DTR) /2.0
C12C2+C3

- C2zC2-C3
514 WRITE(69323)

-- WRJTE(6*810lC1 .C2vC4,C5
GO TO 281

511 :F (NLB) 19591949195
194 WRTlzwRT

WRT2&WRT/VMW
WRT3=WRT/S162*28890
GO TO 196

195 WRT1-WRT
W RT=-WR T /SI 62
WRT2zWRT/VMW
WRT3zWRT/FLA2*72*O
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196 IF(KKrJ 520P521*520

5 21 'dRITE(69804)SIGvW~T1,r.:JLI GO TO 522
520 WRITE(6 ,8031S1GWRTIWRTWRT2,WRT3,FEJL

KKO0p522 IF (KC) 2739260*254
~.v260 JF(NS-2) 2629262.261

261 C1.Y1*FEJL
IF (Cl) 26392739262it262 YluFEJL
X1=SIG
W1-WRT

JF(MNS-MS) 5719281,281
571 M~INT) 699,282,699
263 Y3wFE.'L

W 3=WR T
X3xSIGi KCwl
DSIGxX3-X1
S IG2SIG-0*5*OSIG

264 Y2wFEJL

WlxWRT
Xý-SIG
C3zX3-X2
C4sX2-X 1
C5uX3-X1 -

C6u(Y3-Y23 /C5
C6xC6/C3
C7=( Yl-Y2)/C5
C7=C7/C4
C5uC64C7
C4aC4*C6-C3*C7

D6z(W3-W23/C5
D6=D6/C3
D7*(W1-W2)/C5
D7xD7/C/-
A1nD64O7
AZ C4*D6-C 3*D7
A3=W2

25IF(C5) 266,265,266
25C3=-Y2/C4

GO TO 271
-~266 C4uC4/C5*O.5

C5nC4*C4-Y2/C5
r C5=50^T(C5)

IF(C47 26992709270
269 C5x-C5
270 C3z-C44C5
271 SIG wX2+C3

WRTx(A1*C3*A21*C39*A3
KCm-1
WRITE(69810 )SIG.WRT
KK1l
GO TO 250

273 KCzO
FFCluFFC
EFC1uEFC
F KA P c4
GAM=SIG
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GAM2wSIG2
MCoNS
MFINT) 290.282,699

290 Y1uY3
WlaW3
XlmX3
GO TO 281

699 IK'1
700 PDK=PDKLU[KJ

POKOzPDK*POI(
IFIGAM) 703,704,703

703 ClaFK~APPDK
ClaFKAP/CI*PDK/GAM2

5 WRITE(69811)PDK*Cl
704 IM~l
701 PDMsPDMLUIM)

PDMlz1 .0+PDM
PDM2aPDM1*PDMI
IFIPOM) 70597069705

705 IF(GAM) 698,706,698
698 C12(PDK+FKAP*PDM1 1/PDM*0&5

C2=PDK~/PDM*FKAP
C3xC1*C1-C2
C3wSQRT (C3)
C2*( C1-C3)/GAM2
Cl=: C'C3U;GA;-.~2
WRITE(69814)
WRITE46#802)PDM9PDK9Cl*C2

706 IF(ND) 741,741,707
70? ID~l
702 PDP1*POL(1D)

PDP=*PDP 1/12.0*F0LA
PDPQ*PDPN PDP
WRITE(69812)PDPI
WRITE(693141
NC=2
JC uO
LCwl

718 FFCsFF(NC)
EFCmEF (NC)
X*BSIG(NC3

719 C2uX*X
Cl 3C2*POPO
C4*PDP*X
S32C4-PDM1*FFC
S3c (C4*EFC-PDK*FFC)I/S3
C3=PDK-PD'41*S3
C~xC3*C3+Cl
ERR3=FFC-C4*S3/C3*S3
IF(NL8) 501P5029501

502 RTI=S3
RT2xS3/VMW
RT3=S3/C2 *288.0
GO TO 503

501 RTI=S3/C2
RT2zRT1/VMW

-- RT~xRT1./FLA2*72.0
503 !F(KK) 523*5249523
524 WRITE(698041XoS3*ERR3

WR!TE(69805 IEFC#FFC
GO TO 525
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521 WRITE(6.803) XS3,RTlRT2,RT3,ERR3
* WRITE(6*805)EFC*FFC

-' KKO0
525 IF(JC) 760*7289720
720 JC=0

72 O6 TO 733
78IF(NC-2) 729,729,730

729 X3~xx
Y3=ERR3
NCuNC*1
GO TO 718

730 X1wX3
X3uX
YIuY3
Y3=ERR3
C3uYI9Y3
IF(C3) 73107209733

731 JCw-1
X=EX1+X3)/2*0
SIGwX
GO TO 250

733 NCxNC*1
IF(MC-NC) 7409734,718

734. IF(GAMJ 735,7189735
735 XzGAM

FFCwFFCl
EFC-EFCI
GO TO 719

760 X2=X
Y2wERR3
C3uX3-X2
C4wX2-Xl
C5uX3-Xl
C6u1 Y3-Y2) /C5
C6uC6/C3

C7uC7/C4
C5=C6,C7
C4aC4*C6-C3*C7
!F(C5) 762,7619762

761 C3=-Y2/C4
GO TO 765

762 C4nC4/C5*0*5
C5aC4*C4-Y2IC5
C5=SQRT (C5)
IFIC4) 763976497643

763 C5m-C5
764 C4=-C4+C5
765 X=X2+C3

SIGwX

KKwl
GO TO 250V

IF(ND-1D) 741,702,702
741 IM*IM+l

IF(NM-IM) 742,701,701

I F(NK-IKJ 281,700,700

281 CONTINUE i
282 CONTINUE
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263 CONTINUE
284 CONTINUE
265 CONTINUE

IFIINP) 508.189508
16 WRITE(69315)

GO TO 13
506 STOP
300 FOR'4AT(72Hl

M0 V'ORMAT15E1A.6)
302 VORMAT(815)
303 FORMAT(6H0 NO.V7X5HN.L-S6X5MN.LAM6X4HN.EP7X5HN.SIG6X4HDIVS8X3HINPI
304 FORMAT( 1X14,7X14.7X14,7X14.7X14,7X14,7X14)
305 FORMAT(16HOPRESSURE RATIOS)
306 FORMAT(14HOLAMBDA-S LIST)
307 FORMAT(12HOLAMBDA LIST)
308 FORMAT(26H0Lisr OF FREQUENCY RATIOS)
309 FORMAT113H0 OR.RA.FCTSX8HINH.COMP6X8HFEED.VOL4X11HSP.HE.RATIOI
310 FORMATt28HOVENA CONTRACTA COEFFICIENTS)
311 FORMAT(1H15X3HL/D9X8HPR.RAT1O6X8HABAHLAMBD-76LAMBDA7X8rIECCENTR.)
312 FORMAT( 12H0 LAMBOA-T9X1HO12X3HM-O1IX3HPSI6X13HORIF.PR.RATIOI
313 FORMAT1IHO4X6HW/PALD8X6HWDPLD7X7HATT.ANG7X7HFR/PALD7X7HFT/PALD)
314 FORMAT(11HO FREOW7X8H(S*CAM)25X9HCMW2/PALID5X9HCMW2/DPLD3Xl4HMP

1A/MU2LI R/C) 54X5HERROR/29X13HEFF.STIFFNESSZX11HEFF.DAMPtNG)
315 FORMAT1IH1)
316 FORMAT(20HOECCENTRICITY RATIOS)
318 FORMATIliHO FRE0/W7X8H(S*GAM)25X9HCMW2/PALD5X9HCHW2/DPLD3X14HMP

1A/MU2L (R/C )54X5HERROR)
321 FORMAT(55140 CKXX/PALO CWCXX/PALD CKXY/PALD CWCXY/PALD)
322 FORMAT(55H0 CKYX/PALD CWCYX/PALD CKYY/PALV2 CWCYY/PALD)
323 FORMAT(55H0 E~FFSTIFF-l EFF*STIFF-Z EFFoDAMP-1 EFF.DAMP-2)
802 FORMAT(4(lPE15*7))

*803 FCRMAT(6(1PE14.6))
804 FORMATI1PE14.6.1PEl4.6,42X1PE14o6)
805 FORMAT(28X1PEl4e6,1PE14*6)
810 FORMAT(5C1PE14o6))
811 FORMATI/16HOPEDEST.STIFFN~u,1PE13.6,14H MCW**2/PALDu.1PE13*6)
812 FORMATI/20OC PEDESTAL DAMPINGst1PE13*61
814 FORMAT(/14H0 PEDEST.MASS5X9HPEO.STtFF6X9HMASS RT.16X9HMASS RTo2)

END
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u.9985 0.99ý5 0,9915 0.9871 0.9824
uo9176 0.9726 0.9675 ..009623 0..957
0U9516 U,946 0.9402 0*9341 0.9276

. ... 9206. 00913 0.9046 0.895 . . 8836
0.869 0,8477 0.8105 0*736 0*6

HYBRID-HYDROSTATIC RING BEARING , PS/PA*1.25 9 7-7-1967
1 1 1 33 15 1 0

.. 1.5 1000.0 0.0

0.7
0.3 1.0 2,C 5.0 0 ....
30.0 100.0
0.02 . ....

1.0 L'.UOuOl 0.00005 0.0001 0.0005
U.0Q1 0 .oU3 0.006 0.01 0.03
0.06 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
0.3 U035 0.4 0.42. 0.44
De46 0.48 0.485 0.49 0.492
0.494 0.496 0.497 0.498 0.499
0.5 0.501 0.51

3 1 10
0.05 0, 38 0.019
U.O
U*2 0.5 2*0 5.0 20.0

5uoU 1... 200. 5000 1000.
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ft 164Yf10-I4YCROSTATIC RING BEARING PS/PAel.25 T -7-1967

N0ObV NoL-S N.LAM N.EP NoSIG OIYS INP
11 7 1 33 15 0

0R.AA.FCT INH*COMP FEEO.VOL SP*HEoRATI0
- 1500000E 0Ow 1.000 03 0s 1.40')uOOE 00

PRESSURE RATIOS
1.ZSCOOOE oc

LAPBCA-S LIST
7.OOOCOCE-Q 1

LAPBOA LIST
390COCCIE-01 1.000000'E 00 Z.000000E 00 5*03OCOCE 00 100U0301E 01
3.OCOCCE 01 1.OOOOOOE 02

ECCENTRICITY RATIOS
2oCCOOOOE-C2

I LIST CF FREQ.UENCY RATIOS
1*OOOCCCE 00 1.OOOOOOE-05 5*00O00OE-05 1O.0'0Gu0OE-O5 5.000000E-04

4-1O.0C0OInCE-i.4 3*OOOOCDE-03 6.300000OE-03 10.0OO000E-C3 3.0'MOJOE-02
6.COOOOCE-C2 IsOroOOOOE-01 1.5000OOE-01 2.CCI)00.E-'01 2*5C60O0iE-Cl
3*OCOW(E-01 3%5COOOOE-Q1 4.OOOOOOE-01 4.20000kE-01 4.4000COOE-C1
4*600000E-01l 4*800000E-01 4.850OOOE-01 4* 90C0O'ýE-01 4.920000E-01
4o9A0COfPE-01 4.960000E-01 4,970002E-01 4.98030OtE-01 4.99('OOOE-01
5.OOCCOCE-CI 5*01OOOOE-Ol 5.100000E-UI.
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- EBSJOS VERSICN 5 H4AS CONTROL.

SIBLOR t'TI 11/21/66 MTI 0000IVENA CCNTRACTA COEFFICIENTS
9998500flE-01 9.g55SOrnE-01 9.915O010-01 9.871000E-01 9.8240'OOE-01
9*776COCEE-01 9*726'0Q0E-01 9,6750O0E-O1 9o623C00E-01 9.570000E-01
9*5160OIrE-01 'A.4600oOE-01 9.'.O2CCOE-01 9. 34L1OOE-0 I 9.Z76000E-Ol
9*2O6C3CE-i01 9.13OO'nOE-01 9.0460COE-01 8.950Q00E-0I. 8o836000E-O1&8.690OnEf-Ql 8.'.?7-300E-Cl 8.1O5CZOIE-01 T.360000E-01 6.00O000E-01
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LIC PR.RATIO LAMBDA-S LA~t' 7. ECCE4Tft.

1*00OCO(M C%. 1*25200'OE CO 700000CE)Eýl 3.t 10'j6E-C 1 2.j00!F

LAMeDA-T 0M-0 PC RIF.PR.RATIC

8 s.75000,)E-01 2.762114E-01 29525362E-0,1 1.332548E 0') 9.514005E-01

W/PALO W/CPLU ATTeANG FR/PALO FT/PALO
2.022866E-03 8.(09146SE-O3 4.370880E ul 1.46225IE-C3 1.39778SE-03

CKXX/PALD CWCXX/PALD CKXY/PALD CWCXY/PALi)
a.666243E-02 1,377665E-01 6*786915E-02 -1.350596E-02

CKYX/PALC CWCYX/PALO CKYY/PALO CWCYY/PALO
-6.7flS353E-02 I .3 503 2 0E -O02 8.6615825-02 1. 377589E-01

EFF.STIFP;-l ErFF.Sr!Fr-2 EFF.OAMP-1 EFF.UAMP-2
loOC35ORE-01 7.2t)2743E-02 Z.046240E-O1 7.092146F-C2

FREC/W IS*GAM)2 Ct~w2/PALO CMW2/UPLD MPA/MU2L(R/C15 ERROR
1.OOOCO'E-05 6.62140'7E-)2 -49933395E-03
5*000C~eF-05 6.6214C7E-')2 -4.93339SE-03

1O.OCOCCAE-fA5 6.621407E-32 -4*933394E-03
'5*4OOO'"E-G4 6.621407E-02 -4.9933391)E-03
10.00CICFe-C4 6.621418E-02 -4o933375E-03

*3,o0aQ'AE-C3 6.621416L-n)2 -4.933216E-03
6oOCOCOtCE-'13 6.6'21457E-^2 -4.932681E-03
1O.OCOC!7CE-'.3 6.621547E-02 -4.931412E-03
3.OOGCCIE-':2 6.622655E-02 -4.91 5548E-03
6oOOOCf~'V-'12 6.62b411E-02 -4.862i.39E-33
1.OO0'VCFE-C 1 6.63531ClE-C2 -4. 735124E-03
1.50OC'CCE-01 6.652693E-0i2 -4.48 7395E-03
2.COCVCC'E-'1 5.677J12tE-'12 -4. 140781E-03
2.5COCMOE-'.1 6.7?'8?6E-02 -3.695483E-03
3*0COC3'PE-r$ 6.746478E-02 -3.151769E-03
3.50OCCCE-C.1 6.791589E-02 -2. 5C9956E-O3
4.C0OCf'CE-%;l 6.836:'lE-1;2 -1.770424E-03

*4*200GO~E-C1 6.866333E-12 -1. 447346E-03
4*420CVF-') 6.89t..169E-'2 -1. 108731E-03
4.6COC`~-ýF'"1 6.9151'6-C -7. 546133E-04
4.8COC3^E-Tl 6.Q41139E-)2 -3.853241 E-04
4.85C0CE-Cl 6.947922E-02 -2 *9321 38E-04
4.9CU)CF-Ul 6.954571E-02 -10944393E-14
4.92OC~mE-Ql 6.9572)8SE-C2 -1.558591E-04
4.94Oe!'P-C1 6.96-.>A4E-02? -1. 171258E-L4
4.96OCC'rE-l,` 6.96275FE-,ý2 -7.823831E-;)5
4 .9?tJC.YlS-" I 6.964126E--)2 -5. 873647E-05

__C4.98'1Ci1CE-Aý 6.06551'6E-02 -3. 91,9589E-105
4.99OCOVE-Cl 6.966892E-02 -1.96173SE-C5
S.OCOCZIE-' 1 6.96827CE-02 3.Z24159E-lJ
4.995C0'!E-:1 6.967579c-Jý2 -9.6313994E-06
5,OOCCJ'jE-Cl 1 .78786LE-01
S.CCOOVt'E-01 6.968270E-02 2.787308E-01 1.114923E X 2.ZZ9847E 12 -1.36879DE-10

PEOEST.STIFFN.= 5.m'oOYOE-C2 MCW**2/PALn= 1.164457E-;)l

PECESTAL CAMPING- 2.Cy30COE-'1l

FREC/bi (S*GAM)Z C!IW2/PALD CMW2/DPLD MPA/MU2L(R/C)5 ERROR
EFF.STIFFNESS EFF.QAMPtNG

1.0CCCCrE-05 4.999998E-02 -4.494735E 04
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79313'.40E-02 69989497E-02
5*OOOOOOE-05 4.9999925-02 -9.0095105 03

-7.3133855-02 6.9689415-02
- ~10.000C005-05 4.9999635-02 -4.5021'.7E 03

?*313316E-02 6.9882455-02
5.O00000!E-34 4.9999175-02 -9.L1106135 02

7.3127655-02 6.9826815-02
10.OOOCOCE-04 4.9998345-02 -4*503558E 02

39CCOCOOE-03 4.9995015-2732?BE-0 .7?602-1.4997715 02
7.3093315-02 6.9479035-02

6.OOOCOOE-03 4.99899850 73539E-0 *61EOZ-7.4873535 01

10.OOOOOOE-C3 4.9983205-02 -4.4830333E 01
7.2998185-02 6.8505105-02

-3.0000005-02 49994799E-02 -1.4781635 21

6.OOOCOI!F-02 4.98904850 72359E-0 .?1S02-7.2596405 00
7.2357265-02 6.154291E-02

1.0000005-01 4.9802645-02 -49235936E 00
7.1693825-02 5.5966565-02

1.5000005-01 4.9667655-0? -2.7003065 00
7.1376245-02 498988835-02

2.0000005-01 4.9489625-02 -1o.9010805 00
?o092734E-02 4.200385F-02

2*500COOE-01 4.9239275-02 -1.3803755 00
7.054729E-02 3.5012685-02

3.0000005-01 4.885526E-02 -9.7755325-Cl
7.0236185-02 2.8016355-02

3o5COOOOE-C1 4.8183855-02 -6*177224E-Ot
6.9994115-02 2.1015885-02

4oOCOOOCES-01 4.669986E-02 -2. 789018E-01
6.9821145-02 1.4012315-02

4.2000005-01 4.544253E-02 -1.6100795-01
6.9771295-02 1.1216255-02

4.4,000005-101 4*3AO706E-02 -6. 73O940E-n2

4.6000005-01 3.6288715-269354E-0 479E03-1.0364375-02
6.9704875-02 So.605391E-03

4.8000005-01 -6.7330185-02 2.0127205-03
6.968825E-02 2.802725E-03

4.70000'I5-C1 2.5C3681E-02 1.8609585-03
6.9695175-02 4o2C4C76E-03

4.6751855-C1 2.9205105-02 1*336168E-01 5.3446735-01 1.0689355 02 -1.4175315-06
6.969735E-u2 4.551807E-03

4.85COCOE-01 1.978179E-01 -2.239775E-03
6.9685855-02 2.1023475-03

4.825CCCE-01 -1.1406885 00 2,382574E-04
6.948693E-02 2.45238SE-03

4*827751E-1)1 1.270730E 03 5.452098E 03 2.180839E 34 4.361676E 06 -2.2735915-07
6.9*686785-02 2.4138385-03

4.9000005-01 9.598949E-02 -9.241CL6 7E-03
6.968413E-02 1.4013675-03

4.920CC00-01 8.616499E-02 -1.277892E-02
6.968361E-02 1.121G90F-03

'.940(005-Cl 7.904167E-02 -1.6720005-02
6.9683195-02 8.408194E-04

4.960C005-C1 7.543107E-02 -2.1052325-02
6.9682945-02 5.605491E-04

4.97CCCE0-'21 7.369077E-02 -2.336124E-02 -

6.9682785-02 4.204111E-04
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4.980C00E-01 7*21?921E-02 -2. 5762?SE-12
6o968274E-C2 2*8j2722E-64

4.990000E-C1 7%085406E-02 -2. 825516E-ý2
6*968Z76E-02 1,4(135ZE-',4

S*OCOCV'F-01 6*968270E-02 -3938368SE-,)2
6.96827CE-0Z C

PECESTAL CAF'PING- 5.0%^OOCJE-01

FRECIW (S*GAM1Z CMW2/PALO CMW2/OPLD tMPA/MU2LIR/CR5 ERROR
EFF.ST!FFNESS EFFoDAMPING

L.0CCCCrF-rj5 49999996E-02 -1.801912E 04
7.31344;!E-02 6.989497E-02

Sen.f10F-C5 4,999979E-02 -3.60i347E 13
7.313385E-02 6.988941E-02

C13OC.0 !F-V5 4.q99959E-02 -1*B12223E 03
7.313316E-02 6*988245E-02

5.C0C3C~E--.4 4.c999793E-02 -3.6023328E 02
7.3L2?65E-'J2 6.982681E-02

IO.C:'C 1,E-1)4 4.999586E-02 -lo8,'0926E .02
7.312078E-(i2 6.975726E-C2

3.0'ce.'PF-:3 4.9998753E-02 -5.99280?E 01
7,309331E-02 6.9479C3E-02

6*C-:CC2E-:3 4.997494E--32 -20988602E 01
7.3'-5239E-02 6.906166E-02

10.CC*':c:E-.-3 '..9957-96E-'O? -1.786884E 01
7.299818E-u2 6.85)5lrE-02

3.CCt-C.-E-t:2 4.966954C--C2 -5.850193E 00
7.273359E-j2 6.572138E-C2

6*OrCZ"-^Z4,9741P-027*23572PE-02 6.154291E-02 2836E4

1.CP~I 4.499R3E-G2 -l.633696E CI
7.189382E-ý.i2 5.596658E-C2

I.~C(E 4 .914.928E-02 -lo.A9423E 31
7.137624E-0~2 4.898~883E-02

2.0CflrrF-:1 *.P67561E-C2 -6. 980372E-C 1
7.392734E-JZ 4.2C.!385E-02

2*500C*ICE-ýl 4.7QS636E-(02 -4. 856614E-01
7*054729E-02 3.53126BE-02

3.0V00t)E-%.Z I 4.6872SIE-02 -3.1755IIE-01
1.323618F-32 2.801635E-02

3.5CfWC'tEIF-0 4.474341E-02 -1.662452E-01
6.9994!1E-02 2.101580E-02

4.C00LQý'E-01 3.9CO330E-02 -3.811148E-02
.......... 6.982114E-442 1.4crA231E-02

4.2COC0E-Cl 3.2584.75E-02 -5.637898E-03

4.*40C#V'E-C1 1.267814E-02a 972E0 .2v5-2 7.786741E-33
6.973254E-02 8.407920E-03

4.3COCCCE-01 2o6C5859E-02 3.74699ujE-03 -

6.975052E-02 9.8Cqll8E-03
r4.2529SOE-CI 2.96C905E-02 1.636959E-01 6.547835E-01 1.3.09567E 6,2 -2.791046E-05 .

4.6 gCC,('E-C01 8.335150E-01 6953E0 1.47E-2-g.K)15465E-34 -

- -6.970487E-02 5.605391E-403
4.SOOCCTE-CI -3.027189E-02 6.210613E-aa3

6.971728E-02 T.006675E-03
4.59062qE-Cl1 .155573E 01 3.395471E L2 1.359188E 03 2.716377E C'5 -9.609)95E-)6

6.970591E-(C2 5.736705E-03
4.800CIOE-CI 8.694693E-02 -2.957141E-"'2
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6&9681325E-02 2.80272SE-03
4.8500106-01 8.2134306-(,2 39C5E0
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3eO0C0CE~-C2 4.946902E-02 -1.3840656 'Z
7.273359E-02 6*57213CE-aZ

6.0000006-02 4.SA543l6-02 -6. 3277&I6-01
7.2357286-02 6.1542916-02

1.0000006-01 4.785214E-02 -3.3065486-01
7*189382E-02 5.5966586-02C II 1SCOCCIE-31 4.6135786-02 -1.7527846-01 -

7.1376246-02 4.8988836-02
2.000C006--21 4.346099E-02 -9.030746E-02

7.0927346-02 4.200335F-02
2.500CCIE-31 3.8591276-02 -2.9985486-02-

7*054729E-02 3.5012686-02
3.OCOCCCE-01 2.6679906-02 1.4128636-02

7.0236186-02 2.8016356-02
2. 750CC0lE-C I 3*4223?1E-01 -5.2578386-03

7.0383096-02 3.1515106-02
2.811421E-ý1 3.276969E-02 4.1'.5918E-01 1.658367E C0 3.316734E 02 1.2843596-04
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3.5C0C0'.'-C1 -4.9518876-02 1*681304E-02-

~ 16.9994116-02 2-I01S88E-02
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